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INTRODUCTION
This stucJy aims to review the techniques used in testing and evaluating
J'ewisli education, to analyze their inadequacies and to indicate how Jewish
education uy •eaefit from the best accepted standards in general evaluation.
It is written with a conviction and with a specific objective in aind.

The

conviction is the vital importance of evaluation in education in general and
specifically in. Jewish education. The oDjective is to contribute towar4
creating the instruments for the proper iapleaentation of evaluation and the
widespread use of these instruments.

Jewish education in Aaerica suffers from many handicaps: The aDsence of a
Jewish home, an environment conducive to assimilation with the majority culture,
the lack of time.

Furthermore the child comes to the Hebrew school tired froa a

full•day of study at the puDlic school. The average Jewish child also starts his
.•

religious education at a late age and ends it too soon• normally after only four
or five years of study.
These ah.oat insuperaDle obstacles require herculean efforts to overcome

them. They require strong, positive and farsighted leadership and excellent and
dedicated teachers. The latter, howeva~, are almost unavailable because the
teaching profession has yet to attain a satisfactory economic and social status.
This results in part froa the part-time nature of Hebrew teaching an4 the aall
nwa•er• attending secondary Jewish schools frOlll which aust come tae reservoir
for Hebrew teacher colleges. The need generally to attend both a Hebrew teacher's
college and a secular institution of higher learning also greatly decreases the
nwabers entering the teaching profession.
A aajor disturbing factor has aeen the virtual boycott over a long period
of tiae of any attempt on the part of Jewish educators to establish objective
evaluative techniques. In some cases this is due to a lack of knowledge of

testing technipes and the absence of effective training in the area. This may,
however. also •e dues to a su•coascieus fear of the results of such testing.
One educator says, "Past experience indicates that standard testa do not fairly

..

evaluate pr0gress Dased on school program."
to aeet his needs.
the need for it."

.

One says he never founli a prograa

One frankly states he dei>esn't test Decause he doesn't "feel
One educator places the aaj0r Dlame upon a general iaertia

which pervaaes Jewish education and gives the following additional causes:
feared loss of time, possible cost, overb•r•ened administrators, lack of
personneil for proper interpretation and lack of facilities to apply the results
of evaluation.

Varied factors are undoubtedly the cause of the total negation

of the concept of objective testing• almost universally practiced in general

foolproof and is open to doubt. As one author puts it, ''Even though both their
actual construction and their ability to measure have •een the subject of very
recent attack, it cannot be too strongly eaphasized that judicious use of tests
can De an iuvaluable aid to education. It can give teacaers and administrators
insight into the areas in which a child excells, and those in which he is weak.
Testing results are able to indicate broadly the need for more eaphasis in a
particular area .o-f the school curriculUlll.

Guidance conferences can be made aore

meaningful and fruitful when it is reamabered that achievement tests are constructed as individual tests and the scores are utilized during these individual
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conferaces.

On

the other hand, a well-administered testing program clearly

emphasizes the fact that a test score must be considered only a well-calculated
estimation, since a statistical figure is not an absolute number."

(93)
,

True, the need for testing has been strongly espoused by some Jewish educators.
J.B. Maller long ago urged the introduction of standardized objective tests which
.
are "one of the outstanding characteristics of the modem secular school ••• Only
with the aid of such tests can the efficiency of schools be measured or improved or
the work of different schools or school systems be measured.~• (53)

Zdanek Vanek

said, "In disregarding testing techniques educators deny themselves the only valid
method for evaluating their own effectiveness." (46)

Edward Nedelman wrote, "Accurate

-

.

measurement in the field of Jewish education has long constituted a real need."(52)
Do we really know the results of the Jewish education of our children? How
is
much achievement testing/conducted in Jewish education, what is its nature and how
valid are these tests?

Testing is usually conducted by the individual teacher.

Are they objective or do they merely aim to convince the teacher himself that he's
succeeding in his teaching?

One or two illustrations may suffice.

In a Hebrew class

the children often read a story, try to translate it with the help of the vocabulary
on the bottom of the page or in their notebooks and when they find difficulties the
teacher helps them. They thus review it several times and the teacher feels they kn.ow
it.

He then gives them a test by writing on the board a number of sentences which

they are to translate. Perhaps many pupils obtain good marks on such tests but this
may be so because they recognize words in relation to others in the sentence.

Can

they recognize the vocabulary in a different context, can they understand different
stories with the same vocabulary?

If not, what have they learned?

is recognition, this is actually the lowest form of knowledge.

Even when there

Can they form sentences

or answer questions in the language and otherwise use the skills acquired?

-4Let us assume, however, that various techniques are used to have the student
absorb the material. Does it mean that he will remember it a month or a year later,
that it will truly become part of him?
the passage of time?

How many test the degree of retention after

How much do we know if one method or another lends itself to

better retention for a particular group or generally?
There is an ongoing controversy over homogeneous vs. hetergeneous grouping.
1s the problem the same in Jewish as in general education2

How well are we trying

to determine the atypical children so that they may be cared for properly? And do
we test aptitude to determine in advance satisfactory groupings and subjects of
study?
Achievement tests measure knowledge, information.

Do we test attitudes and

the effect of Jewish education in molding or modifying them?

For we generally agree

that the basic value of Jewish education is not to know answers to questions someone
may ask or to be able to discuss them intelligently or to convey them to the next
generation, but rather the molding of character, instilling within the individual
those characteristics which are exemplified in our great men,.. which gave strength
and character to our people and made them great.

In training our children to practice

Judaism and to follow the paths of our fathers we endeavor to instill in them the
ideals for which Judaism stood.

Are we succeeding in this direction?

Are we making

an effort to find out?
In evaluating both achievements and attitudes a basic question is:

Does the

class, the institution, the system have a clear set of objectives? We cannot measure
progress unless we know what we are trying to accomplish.

The objectives are not

synonrmous with the course of studies, although the course of studies may help realize
specific objectives and we may discover them by a careful reviewcf the course.

We are

here concerned not with what these objectives are but rather with their existence,
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their relation to the course of studies and the degree of their reaiization.
What are our objectives in teaching Hebrew, history, laws and customs?
ledge of the text, it may be said.
degrees of knowledge.

Know-

However, there are different types and

Does it include speaking the Hebrew of the text, knowing

the grammar, ability to spell; does it include practicing the laws, does it include remembering dates and biographies- does it include becoming inbued with the
spirit of the tudies? Furthermore, what are our objectives beyond information?
Are we trying to instill a desire to live an ethical life, a feeling of unity with

, \x....> ,

a loyalty to Torah, devotion to the land of Israel, a readiness to

sacrifice for Jewish values?

If we are, are the texts geared in these directials,

are the teachers aware of these objectives, do they believe in them and are they
endeavoring to instill them?

There may be other objectives or additional ones.

Whether immediate or long-range they must be spelled out clearly.

No evaluation is

possible unless the program has specific objectives.
Finally, where there are objectives what is their relation to the course of
studies, with the means of their realization?

If our objective is the ability to

participate in a religious service, is enough time devoted to enable its accomplishment?

Related to this is how much time is generally necessary to gain this objective?

If one objective is to instill within the children a love for the land of Israel, does
the program actually provide sufficient opportunity to realize it, both insofar as
teachers and course are concerned?
values being realized?

How much is the aim to instill and enhance ethical

Of course, these are difficult to measure, partly because they

involve extraneous influences, partly because so many different factors are involved,
and finally because completely valid instruments may never be created- but is an
effort being made in that direction?

-6-

We continuously say that the teacher is the basic, indispensible ingredient
in conveying learning.
teacher-

How much are we trying to determine what makes a good

is it his background, his training, his experience, his personality?

How much are we trying to determine the success of the teacher and how one
teacher or type of teacher is preferable to another?

Educators stress more learn-

,

ing, higher degrees as making better teachers .

Is this actually so?

In short, are we leaving Jeish education to chanc , hoping that everything
will sanehow be resolved satisfactorily, or are we trying to find out how successful it is and how it can be improved?

There always is some form of testing but

it is usually subjective and short-range, haphazard and planless.

Do we have the

necessary machinery for evaluation and are we using it satisfactorily?

If not,

what do we need, how do we obtain it and how do we use it?
Finally, what benefits would be derived from an adequate procedure of
evaluation in Jewish education?

Surely we should want to know if our work is

successful.

Knowing that we have failed may be a first step toward improving

conditions.

We may never know nor agree on all factors making for success in so

canplicated an effort as Jewish education but we must work toward that goal.

A

good system of evaluation 1nay spell the difference between success and failure in
many areas of learning and teaching.
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II. Evaluation in General Education
1. Principles of Evaluation
a)

Definition and Scope
Evaluation is ''a canprehensive, cooperatively-developed, continuous

process of inquiry which, in the final analysis, must be interpreted and
defined in terms of its principles, functions, characteristics and purposes."
(1)

It signifies "describing something in terms of selected attributes and

judging the degree of acceptability or suitability of that which has been
described."

(2) It ••constitutes a process of appraising the progress of

pupils toward the values or objectives of the curriculum."
'

(3) It is
,

"fundamentally only the process by which we find out how far the ebjectives
of the institution are being realized." (4)
The definition of evaluation thus involves the following factors:
(1)

It is comprehensive a) in objectives: It deals with all major objectives
,

of the school or school system, with qualitative and quantitative- not subject
matter achievement only.
tion 0£ values.

It is concerned with pupil behavior and the realiza-

b) In means: It uses a variety of means of appraising achieve-

ment, attitude, personality and character.

c)

In results: It endeavors to

create a full picture of the condition of the individual, the educational
situation or the institution, and the effectiveness of the course of studies in
carrying out the objectives. (5)
,

This presupposes a) The existence of a curriculum and of clear objectives
,·

'

which the curriculum is endeavoring to realize.

The objectives are drawn from

three areas: (1) structure, plant, equipment or organization, (2) processaspects of school or class procedure, quality of the program, the teaching,

-•the instructional materials.

(3) product- performance, indicating ability,
r

interest, attitude or adjustment.

b)

Since it is impossible to evaluate

everything it clearly delineates what attributes it is endeavoring to appraise.
(2)

It is a cooperative endeavor- to be most effective it must include the

view and the efforts of different people connected with and well-versed in the
educational endeavor.
(3)

It must also relate these various reactions.

It is continuous- it is concerned with an ongoing educational process,

not a completed one.

In order to serve its purpose best it must be followed

up from time to time.

In a learning situation it should take place at the
·

beginning, during and at the end of the experience.

(40)

At the beginning it

helps to clarify purposes and discover needs, in the middle to devise means
of overcoming difficulties, at tb.e end to measure accomplishments and reevaluate objectives.
Wrighllltone (6) sets the following additional hypotheses of evaluation.
,. ,
Curriculum change and eva~uation are aspects of true experimentation.
Both result in providing more insight and richness for the reconstruction of
pupil personalities.
(2)

For a variety of major objectives no adequate methods of collecting
~

reliable evidence are available; until these are evolved, they must be
appraised by as careful subjective means as possible.
(3)

The measures will correspond to functional units of pupil behavior

in actual curricular situations rather than in isolated units.
(4)

Reliable and valid objective instruments of measurement are restrict-

ed to limited aspects of pupil behavior.

It is impossible to measure the whole
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result of the educative experience by any one test or battery of tests.
It is hoped that by measuring many important and vital aspects some valid
appraisals may be made.
(5)

Another hypothesis, accepted by many educators,is that measuring

functional behavior can best be developed by teachers working in cooperation
with test technicians.
Boykin (1, 7) adds the following principles:
(1)

There must be a clearcut concept of the aims of society and of education.

(2)

Self-analysis and appraisal are essential parts of evaluation and repteSBnt

*

a significant feature thereof. ~
(3)

It appraises the "whole child" or the whole educational situation.

It

is not only the gathering and analysis of data but also the placing of value
and reaching conclusions.
(4)

It is concerned with important functional learning outcomes, many of

them less tangible and less easily measured.
Evaluation is partly the result of changing views in education. Emphasis
has shifted from merely pouring information to meeting the needs of individual
children as well.

*There

Often neither the child nor his parents nor his teachers

is considerable disagreement on this point. Russell (16) found that
"the statement •••• 'self-evaluation is an important p~rt of all evaluation'
would seem to need both further investigation and extreme caution in its
application." He found that there is a lack of scientific study in this area.
Periodic evaiuations of elementary school children bear little relation, he
says, to those of peers and students. Self-evaluation (2) may provide better
motivation and be more "democratic" but there is little evidence that it
results in better learning.
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1cnow just why he didn't do well and how he could be helped to do better.
Teachers now stress the importance of knowing what each child is like and

why he is that way (3)

This cannot be accomplished by the traditional

testing methods only and requires a variety of instruments.

For maximum

effectiveness it must be an integral part of the major tasks of a school.(4)
b)

Purpose: The ultimate purpose of evaluation is to improve the educational

p~ogress of . the school and to make it morea:ficient (7) This is done basically
by appraising the progress of pupils toward realizing the educational program.
It answers such questions as what progress are we making toward meeting the
objectives of the educational program, are the methods effective, are we
really changing behavior, are the objectives achievable, are they worthwhile?
The immediate purposes are
(1)

To validate the hypothesis upon which the institution operates.

(2)

To make periodic checks on the effectiveness of the institution, the

maintenance of standards, the effectiveness of teaching or other elements
of the program and to indicate necessary improvements.
(3} To provide information basic to the effective guidance of individual
'

.

(4)

To effect the placement of students in homogeneous groupings and

students in their studies or problems of adjustment.

ranking and to predict success in a subject.
(5)

To motivate learning.

(6)

To develop more effective curricula and educative experience.

(7)

To provide an adequate and objective basis for measuring, recording

and reporting progress in facilitating the desired learning and improving
instruction.
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(S)

To provide phsychological security to the staff.

Uncertainty breeds

insecurity•
(9)

To provide a basis for public relations (4), acquainting the community

with the progress of the school and answering critics.
c)

Tests, Measurement and Evaluation
A test is •tan examination or quiz; any kind of device or procedure

for measu~ing ability, achievement, interest, etc." {10)

Educational

measurement is ua broad term for the general study and practice of testing,
scaling and appraisal of aspects of the educational process for which
measures are available." (10)
,

Evaluation is an overall term which includes
-

both testing and measurement as well as other means of appraisal of every
aspect of that which is evaluated.

Testing is, therefore, included in

measurement and measurement in evaluation.
There was always testing.

''Tests which purport to measure the effici-

..

ency of the work done in schools have always been used.

Systems of examina-

tions have determined not only the advancement of the individual pupil in
our educational systems, but the results of these tests have at times been
used as a measure of the teacher's efficiency and to determine the amount of
public support to be given to a particular school or school system." (9)

..

Toward the end of the nineteenth century we saw the beginning of a
movement for the objective study of education. (11)

This was marked by

Joseph Mayer Rice's study on "The Futility of the Spelling Grind'! among
33,000 children over a period of sixteen months, released in 1897.

Another

important date in this development was the issuance in 1905 by Binet and
Simon of their first composite intelligence test, followed by Thorndike's

-12achiaement test.

It culminated in Thorndike's famous dictum in 1914,

"If anything exists it exists in some amount, and if it exists in some
~~ount it can be measured."

*

Educational measurement, _implying objl3ctive,

scientific means of testing on a large scale was now an accepted fact.

The

assumption grew that "educational processes could be standardized and their
products "measured" by wholly objective and impersonal means.

Once this

was accomplished, guesswork would be abolished, teaching would become certain
and sure and teachers scientific. 0 (12)

**

accuracy and reliability _r •

The emphasis in measurement was on

The multiplication of measurement which tend to

be quantitative descriptions of objective conditions became the order of the
day.

It served to stimulate a tremendous amount of research.
The continuous study of education has brought about the realization

that measurement, while a great step forward is, by its very nature, most
inadequate.

The success in the measurement of many quantitative aspects of

education has also led to the search for procedures to measure qualitative
elements and to extend it to a wider range of educational objectives.

For

measurement is tied up with objective testing where the emphasis is placed
almost exclusively upon pupil achievement in subject matter areas.

Objective

tests, whose widespread use began in 1920 (13), emphasize single aspects of
subject matter achievement or specific skills and abilities.

It does not,

however, necessarily imply evaluation which emphasizes broad personality

*

'the term "measurement" did not as yet appear in Paul Monroe's A Cyclopedia

of Educatton, publish~d in 1913.

**
__ Measurement

means the counting of something. Implicit is the assumption
that through measurement we have more appropriqte and more dependable
information.
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changes, stresses pupil growth and involves not only the collection and analysis
of data but alse the placing of seme value on it or the reaching ef a conclusien
regarding its worth. (7)

Going beyond measurement, evaluation assumes a purpose

er an idea ef what is "good" or "desirable" from the standpeiat ef the individual
er seciety, er beth. (I.)

Here attentien is directed toward the broader aspects

ef the educatienal program.

Evaluation is, in a sense, a return to subjectivity, a realization that
no scientific, iafallible tests are possible in the study of human values.

Educatieu seeks te change the behavior patterns •f human beings, it is more a
precess ef growth than of acquiriag skills and informatien, and ebjective testiag is inadequate er unsatisfactory in evaluating progress teward this ebjective.

Additienal means, though less scientific, may preve more efficient and efficacieus.
This view is believed to have eriginated as part ef the Progressive Educatieu
revelt against the traditieual curriculum.(1)

As increasing emphasis was given

in educ.atien to goah other than knowledge and skills, the search began for
ways, in additien te the standardized achievement tests, ef appraising the educatienal pregram, te include such attributes as attitudes, iaterests, ideals, ways
ef thinking, habits and personal and secial adaptability.
d)

Preblems ef Evaluatien
There is a considerable amount of confusien in this area.

There is an in-

creasing tendency to use evaluatien, testing, and measurement as synonymeus
terms (7).
tests.

In part the aims ef evaluatien have been ineerporated in standardized

In part they receive limited use fer twe reasens: a) Schools generally

haven't agreed en ebjectives, er they are vague, and purposeful edueatien is
i•p•ssible unless we kn•w what we are trying te accemplish, unless there is a

-14relatienship between ends and the means by which they are te be acquired(14).
often where there are geals they are limited te grewth ia skills aad knewledge.

b)

Obtaining the evidence and summarizing the results is cemplicated(4).

While ebjective tests are readily available and can frequently be used by the
teacher witheut special effort- except perhaps selecting from the ever-growiag
variety, the precedures •f evaluatien are cemplicated and eftea require adjustment te iadividual circ1111.stances and results may be indefinite and may require
interpretatien.

Lack ef funds and persennel are eften a majer deterrent, as

is expert knew-hew.

The tendency is, therefere, to retreat te appraisiag the

structure ef the scheel er schoel system and the pregress in acquiring infermatien.

We may sell the real values ef educatien shert because ef the apparent

iafallibility ef procedures which emphasize enly part of the precess.

This

confining ef pregrams te measurement ef learnaing eutcemes accessible enly te
ebjective appraisal by means of tests is, however, ne lenger acceptable (15).
Nevertheless, the term

1

evaluatien 1 has had different significance ia the

werk ef different writers.

This is se because different people have been cen-

cerned with different kinds ef educatienal phenemeaa and with different aspects
•f the evaluation process.
(1)

There is an uncenscious assumptien that little can be accemplished in

acquiring er changing interests; a cerellary te this is a feeliag that in
aost cases ene interest is as geed as anether.

(2)

There is cemmen asseciatien ef evaluatien with penalties either te

students er te staff where serieus deficiencies are revealed.

Actually,

sheµld there be grave preblems it is eften the pregram which requires change.
(3)

There is a suspieien that those who set up interests have adult criteria

in aiud.

We U111st be careful te ceasider the interests ef the particular level.
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e)

steps in Evaluatien
The fellewiag are the steps in a careful precess ef evaluatiea:

(1)

Fermulatien ef Majer Objectives-

This can be acc•mplished by {a} The

curriculum aaalysis method, breakiag dewn the general purposes ef the
curriculum into individual ebjectives) {b) The cenfereace method, having a
celllllittee iadicate the ebjectives te be realized and (c} The questiennaire
and interview method, where a questiennaire aiming te disc•ver objectives
is ed with students, parents, alwini or similar groqs, follewed up by
interviews te check the validity ef the questiennaire.{5)
(2)

Definitiea and clarificatiea ef skills and behavier te be realized ia

each ebjective.
(3)

Selectiea and ceastructiea ef instr1111lents and deterrainatien ef their

apprepriateness fer the varieus ebjectives.

In the case ef ebjective testing

ef learning inferraatien and skills the preblem in general educatien is ene ef

selectien from the large variety of tests; in evaluating qualitative ebjectives ef pupil grewth it will be almost impessible te find ready-made measures.
(4) Applicatien ef varieus formal and inferaal tests and techniques te
ebtain the infel'llatien required fer evaluatien and interpretation ef results.
(5)

Interpretatien ef results

(6)

Swmarizatien te give a picture ef the general trends with respect te

every item studied.

2.

Standards of Evaluation

A test or evaluative technique is generally judged on the basis of the
following commonly-accepted standards:

validity, reliability, objectivity,

norms and practicability.
a)

Validity

Relevance or validity is the degree to which a test measures that which
it claims to measure. This is most important.

everything else is meaningless.(35, p. 200)

If a test lacks validity
To be valid there must be a close

relationship between the test and what it is to measure.

This is not an

absolute characteristic- perfection is almost impossible- but rather a relative
one, depending on the purpose. The same technique may be used for different
purposes with different degrees of validity.

Obtaining validity is beset with

many pitfalls, and is at best qualitative.
There are four types of validity and the type should always be indicated
(34) in discussing the sub.g ect:
(1)

(Curricular or) Content Validity-

The degree to which the test measures

the material it is supposed to cover. The content of the test is here reviewed
to determine if it includes a representative sample of the immediate objectives
of the subject of study.

This is of central importance in achievement tests.

Of couree, we must first determine what comprises satisfactory content of
instruction- this is largely a rational analysis.

Unless

a

test measures fairly

the objectives of the instruction it may actually be harmful.

The value of

curricular validity is progressively decreased the greater the area of knowledge
covered.

The validity is specific to a particular curriculum or a particular task.

This type of validity may be established by rating of teachers or experts or in

c01Dparison with school marks.

One national achievement test producer states

they check validity against many textbooks and courses of study.

It can be

useful in analyzing achievement, plan remedial work and detennine supervisory
needs of teacher.

( 2) Concurrent (Status) Validity-

The degree to which the test measures more

on less immediate behavior. It is the relation of a test to a current criterion,
such as comparing.,a spelling test with actual spelling found in the children's
compositions.

A personality test diagnosing personal adjustment or an opinion

questionnaire, interview, sociometric analysis or check lists would require
concurrent validity.

Other tests could help establish this form of validity.

The difference between concurrent and predictive validity is solely a matter of
time.

(3)

Predictive Validity•

made

from the test.

The degree to which predictions can be accurately

This type of validity is necessary in predicting later

success in aptitudes or vocations and is essential in tests of intelligence.
The most common means of checking predictive validity is by correlating test
scores with a later criterion measure of job success with the same or similar
groups.

Giving the same test or questionnaire two years in succeasion with

allowance for growth factor may give a test predictive validity.

We may want

to predict if a student will succeed in lang4age or science and give the test
in the fall and compare it with teachers' marks at the end of the year.

A

basic procedure is to give a test to a group entering some job or training
program and later to obtain for each one some criterion of success on the job
or program and then compute the correlation between the score and the criterion
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measure, with the criteria of success determined by a group of experts.
( 4)

construct Validity-

The degree to which we may make logical inferences

from indirect evidence when direct evidence is unavailable.

For instance, do

seventh graders tend to score lower and ninth graders higher than eighth graders?
Do pupils who have dictionaries in their homes have higher scores than those,
otherwise apparently equal, who don't?

Evidence in this type of validity is

more varied and more theoretical (36).

It is the degree to which a test is

related to other characteristics or traits assumed to exist. We may correlate
the results of tesw of various mental or personality characteristics.

We may

establish construct validity by considering different kinds of incomplete but
complementary evidence.

Tests of these functions are valid insofar as they

behave in a manner in which we may reasonably expect them to behave.

We may

formulate theories on measuring t~aits and they are valid to the degree to
which they are borne out.
In seeking validity we must avoid face-validity- something which looks
valid, particularly to laymen, but reflects inadequate or superficial analysis.
It may reproduce facts but not broader measurements or talk about something
but have limited relevance in actual behavior.
The first requirement for validity is that the test writer know what he
wants to test. At times this is quite clear without spelling it out.
the aims must be clearly indicated in advance.

If not

We then seek validity from

a) the plan of the test: The method of determining its scope and contents and
the provisions for review and b) The test itself: does it meet the aims of the
plan.

Greater validity may also be obtained when the test a) has a large enough
random sampling in each area to be tested, b) the items are well-constructed
and free frcm ambiguity, c) The test is clear enough to read, d) it has enough

choices (four is usually best, three acceptable) e) it has examples where
necessary (usually two ere preferred) f) it gives advance information on scoring
where it would make a difference and g) there is a careful review of the test
and the manua 1.

Thus far there seems little problem, except where there is need for stating
and ciarifying the aims. The basic problem, however, is that validity cannot be

completely determined by the tester himself. Three outside elements are essential
to validate a test and it is these, which we call external validation, which
make the difference between a standardized test and others, between a good test

and one difficult to determine. These elements are
a)

statistical studies which cannot be determined through other means: (l)item

analysis and (2) correlation of results with outside criterion and how . substantial
are the correlations, and for what types of groups
b)

professional- through review by competent educators

c)

outside criterion
(1)

student marks

(2)

opinion of teachers based upon observation over exteneed period

of time
(3)

agreement with grad~ advancement: the percentage of correctness

should increase from grade to grade
(4)

agreement between single question and entire test-this last is the

most objective and perhaps the most reliable (41, page 60).

Obtaining satisfactory criterion measures is perhaps the most difficult
aspect of validity. There is often no objective record of performance1and

success in the work may be influenced by a variety of factors. Criterion
aeasures are, thellfore, only partial, and other elements consideredo

A World

war II testing handbook states, "Generally speaking, the validity of the test

is best determined by using common sense in discovering that the test measures
component abilities which exist both in the test situation and on the job.•'(34)
Unlike reliability, testing validity does not require giving the test.
b)

Reliability

Reliability is the degree to which an instrument is consistent in repeated
measurements, the variation which results when the same or an equal test is
repeated to the same or similar people.

A certain amount of variation is almost

always inevitable. Will the results in another testing be almost the same? This

is called the reliability coefficient.
The major reasons for differences in reliability are (a) the degree of a
person's ability to take tests or to understand instructions (b) problems due
to ambiguities and misunderstandings and the degree of difficulty of a test.
If a test is very dificult there is much guessing and low reliability- and the
reverse. c) health, motivation or environmental factors (d) degree of practice
of the skills involved in the test (e) chance factors in administration or
appraisal (33)

(f) the number of items in the test- the more items, the more

reliable is the test- up to a point of diminishing returns.
There are basically three types of reliability:
(1)

Coefficient of Internal Consistency:

The consistency in perlbrmance on
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di ffe rent parts of a test taken at one sitting. The test is divided for
scoring purposes only into two halves, usually the odd numbers into one
and t he even numbers into another, and the scores of the two halves are
corre lated. It is the most widely used procedure because of convenience
but it has limitations. {a) It does not reflect variations i n individual
from da y to day (b) It becomes meaningless when it is htghly speeded. Some
prefer this form with adjustment by the Speannan-Brown formula. Any splithalf te st is somewhat arbitrary. Another procedure for correl a ting internal
consistency is by item analysis. An estimate of test reliab i lity may also
be made fran a single test administration by the use of the Kuder-Richardson

formula * if all items are given identical weights . It assumes that the items
within one form of a test have as much in canmon with one another as do the
items in that one form with the corresponding items in a parallel or equivalent form. If sound it would be sinilar to a coefficient of i nternal consistency.
(2) Coefficient of Equivalence-

consistency of performance on two parallel

tests, as equivalent as possible, with s ame number, types and difficulty of
questions . The problem is to make them truly equivalent and the best guarantee
for its accomplishment is the advance preparation of detailed test specifications. I t is best to allow an interval of several days between the admiristration of the parallel tests. This method is preferred.

<3) Coefficient of Stability- The consistency in performance when the
identical test is repeated after a distinct interval.
* See Appendix D

Memory and a feeling
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e person has done it before would affect reliability.
that th
Reliabi lity is but a means to an end and can add no importance to
something trivial .

One may overvalue reliability at the expense of the

real significance of what is being measured. This may happen because re-

liability is often the most basic statistical data since validity is at
times -determined by rational rather than empirical methods.
Published tests try to get a reliability of at least .90.
made tests should have a reliability of .60 to .ao (37).

Good teacher-

One national achieve-

ment test producer states they insist on mini.mum reliability of .so.

If the

reliability is unsatisfactory it may be improved by increasing the number of
items proportionately, as follows:

If you have a reliability of .40 and want

to increase it to .60
, 60x(l.-.40)
.40x(l-.60)

=

.60X.60

.4ox.40

=

.3600
.1600

=

2f

times

Correlations range from 1.00 which is perfect, down to .oo where there
is no relationship, then to -1.00 where the relationship is completely negative.
It is meaningless to correlate scores of different groups, as for instance boys
and girls.
A report on reliability data should cover at least the following (a) The
operations upon which the estimate is based, b) A detailed description of the
elements which might affect the reliability co~fficient, c) r he statistical
characteristics of the group, especially the number of cases, the mean and the
standard deviation, d) the adequacy of the sampling employed- it should be
and
wide and representative, e) type of reliability coefficient computed,/f)reliability for single age and grade groups.

Validated parallel forms give greater

assur ance of reliability when the same test is adminis1E!red year after year.
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c)

-

Objectivity

objectivity is the degree to which the personal bias and opinion are eliminated
i n reaching a decision.

In a highly objective instrument idential or similar

scores will be obtained when the same data is reviewed by different equally

competent scorers at different times.

Objectivity is generally preferred,and

group tests 5;in.intelligenc~, achievement · and aptitude are usually provided with
scoring keys of high objectivity.

Objectivity is related to reliability.

Some individual intelligence tests such as the Binet and the Bellevuewechaler have moderate objectivity, petmitting the examiner some individual

judgment . in interpreting responses.

Limited objectivity also prevails in

performance tests, check lists and rating scales.
In diagnostic and clinical work flexible objectivity is especially
desirable.

The major evaluation methods in this group are projective techniques

involving analysis of handwriting, drawing or the like; a running account of
behavior by direct observation, anecdotal records and the open-end questionnaire.
Scoring keys help in decreasing erras and thus make a test more objective
(they are also much more practical).

Other features in validity and practicabi-

lity also help make tests more objective.
A test should be as objective as possible without sacrificing validity.
To help gain objectivity (a) a test should have clear, large type, well spaced
(b) students should obtain advance infomation on scoring so as to decrease
guessing, and other phases of the test, {c) examples should be given, {d)scoring
should be objective .-types of questions which can be marked only one way, and
simple, and there should be a scoring key to decrease bias (also much more
Practicable.)
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Norms

Row do students ccmpare with others in the same school, community or a
larger area?

Nonns help answer thaee questions.

it is canpared m.h something.

A score is meaningless unless

A mark in a class may be in comparison with a

standard the teacher sets up. This is, of course, the lowest type of comparison,
as no two teachers mark the same way or base marks on the same criteria and no
two classes are the same. Thus a pupil doing work of similar difficulty may
receive different marks each year, especially if he changes teachers.
teacher may give an A and another a C for idential achievement.

One

To overcome

this problem and to help establish more or less valid criteria for comparison,
norms have been established.

The norms should be adequa1ely prepared and listed

in the manua 1.
A norm is a score obtained by giving a test to a representative group of
people and canparing later individuals and group tests with it.

Standard tests

usually have norms based upon a fairly large cross section of pupils in widely
scattered areas.

One who takes a standard test can thus compare the results

with the norm group.

Norms should refer to clearly defined groups and be based

on a representative cross section of the group.

A small nu~er of students

selected at random in a large number of schools may yield more reliable norms
than many more students in few schools (37) and a selected smaller number of
schools with all types of ability than a larger number chosen at random (Acorn).
State and local norms are often more useful than national norms.

In local situa-

tions we may have modal norms, eliminating retarded and accelerated pupils.
Meaningful canparison require appropriate norms.

The major types of nonns are age nonns, grade norms, percentile norms and
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Pd ard score norms. Age and grade norms are derived by an average of wide

representative sampling and individuals and groups are compared with them. A
o had an age norm of 10-5 is one who has the ability of an average
child wh
child 10 years and 5 months cid, although his actual age may be only

a.

What

ii called an I.Q. is obtained by dividing one's mental age by his chronological
,ge and multiplying it by 100.

In the above illustration his I.Q. is 10-5 xl00

73

• 131 • Where a third grader has the nonn of a fifth grader it does not necessarily mean ·that he knows the work of that grade.

It may mean that he gains the

status by obtaining a near perfect score in third grade work while the norm
which consists of an average is only 50%.

The meaning and significance of age

and grade norms are subject to question because of unequal growth and study in
different periods and numerous differences between group and group but they
probably represent the best method

available.

Percentile norms compare a person with his own age and grade group. , It is
a point on the scale below which a given percent lies. Instead of indicating

that the 8 year old has the ability of an average 10 year old ve say that he
is in 95th percentile of his group, meaning that all but 5% of the students
have grades below his.

This is particularly useful in setting up local norms.

There should be at least 100 scores for a percentile norm..

Standard score norms have been developed because percentile units are
unequal.

There are usually many percentile units in the middle and few at the

top and bottom.

A change of 5% in one is different from the same percentage

of change in the other.

The standard score is a unit that is equal and has the

• aae meaning throughout the scale.

The standard score is the number of standard

deviations above or below the mean.

It expresses the position of a score both
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in

111ution

to the mean and to the variability.

If the standard deviation is

, and the mean (expressed as O) is 50, then a score of 65 is expressed as +3.0
and a score of 30 is

-4.o.

Percentile ranks are generally preferable to age

and grade equivalents for direct comparison and standrad scores to percentile
ranks.

The standard deviation is considered the most accurate measure of

variability.

The problem is that it's assumed to be rather complicated.

A norm and a standard are not necessarily identical.

A norm is an average

of a representative group; a standard is an acceptable score, a desirable model
or goal, and may be ccnsiderably above or even below the general norm.

If a

class has outstanding students only or is retarded we cannot be c<ntent by
comparing their results on a test with a norm created by testing students of
all types locally or nationally.

Teachers often confuse the two and believe a

class is doing well if it is up to the norm, regardless of other factors such as

general intelligence and curricular deviations. ''While norms :may serve as a guide,
the evident purpose of estimating pupil growth is to ccmpare what he has done
with what he's doing now, his actual competencies with his own potential and
latent abilities." (69)

e)

Practicability

In writing or purchasing a test one should consider different phases of
pract icability:
1.

Economy of Time-

a) Saving time through use of adequate scoring key and

equal weights for different parts of test,

b) Use of fewer categories in

prepa ring the test and not too long for one sitting and for adminstrationnot to canplicate marking.

However, decreasing time of the test through the

use of iwer items is often false economy because reliability depends on the

lengt h of the test .
2.

Economy of Cost-

a) Low initial cost of test,

b) Possibility of reusing

tes t booklet by having separate answer sheets- it also saves much time in
scoring.

It has been estimated that students spend up to twenty-three hours

taking tests and $20 on fees each year . *
3. Availability of Staff-

Degree to"11.ich teachers can be used for acministration ,

scoring and interpretation . Standard tad:s should not be used if their administration cannot be mastered by average teachers (5) .

It's preferable to have scoring

done by one member of the staff. Equal ~ights and answer sheets help considerably
in providing practicability .
4. Ab ility to Interpret Test.-

There must be a manual which should include

a) Purpose and method of development, b) Clear directions for adminstration and

scor ing, c) Infonnation on type and method of detennining validity, reliability,
and nonns and coe:!Ei.cients and scores, d) Row test results are to be used, e) How
it canpares with other tests,

f) Groups for which valid,

g) Age, grade, size

and nHure of group~ 1)
5•

Comparability- the existence of parallel forms of the test which are helpful

for administration before and after a particular period of study or to confirm
~

estionable score.
* New York Times, 2/19/61
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SUM1ARY OF STAN™RDS FOR TEST EVALUATION

I

General Information
a) Name of test
b) Date issued
c) Author(s)
d) Grade(s) Intended
e) Text(s) or Other Content Reference

II Requirements for Test Evaluation-

We may state that there are 21 requirements, of unequal weights. Some are
interrelated and may be placed in more than one category.

For our purpose we

may list them as foll6ws:
a)

Validity
1.

Irternal
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

2.

4.
5.
6.

Set the aims and make sure the test meets them
Have large enough random sampling in each area
Well-constructed items
Clear enough to read (also objectivity)
Guessing factor adequately handled
Have examples (also objectivity)

External
(a)
(b)
(c)

b)

1.
2.
3.

7.
B.
9.

Item analysis
lTofessional review
Correlation with outside criterion

Reliability
(a) 10.
(b) 11.

(c) 12.

Enough items for reliability
Well-established parallel forms (also practicable)
~ested for reliability

c)

13.

d)

Objectivity
(a) 14.
(b) 15.
{c) 16.

Norms

Questions which can be scored objectively
Scoring keys to decrease bias (also practicable)
Advance information on scoring (also validity)
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e)

practicability
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

17.
18.
19.
29.

21.

Adequate manual
Equal weights
Reasonable length
Few categories
Answer sheets

Where degree of a particular standard is to be judged, four categories will
be listed:

.A- very well

B-

satisfactory

C-

poor

D-

not at all
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3.

Instruments of Evaluation

A variety of instruments have been developed for appraising all
phases of clild growth, both quantitative and qualitative.

of 1cnowledge as well as the development of personality.

The acquisition
A variety of uses

aay be found for each tdmique, administrative, instructional, guidance and
research.

These uses overlap because categories are not mutually exclusive

and the same data may serve multiple purposes.
The evaluation techniques may be classified into the following somewhat
arbitrary categories:

(a)

Objective Tests, c<nstituting one of the major

techniques of evaluation, (b) Essay and oral examinations, frequently used by
classroom teachers as informal methods for assessing and diagnosing day by
day growth, (c) Observation techniques, including anecdotal records, (d)Questionnaires and inventories, (e) Check Lists and Rating Scales, (f) Interviews,

(g) Protjective Techniques, (h) Cumulative Records and (i) Case Studies.
The first six groups and case studies are among the major evaluative
devices (24)

Almost all also use cumulative records.

Standard achievement

tests are administered regularly in most school systems.

In the typical system

mental tests are given 4 or 5 times during the clild's school career.
In school and community surveys the same instruments are usually used,
omitting non-objective tests and adding experiments (27).
features of school systems the following are used:

In evaluating

comparative procedures

(with other units in system, other systems, average and outstanding practice);
application of test standards, score cards and rating scales; measurement against
research results, judgement of survey staff, expert opinion and check against
trends.

a)

Objective Tests

An objective test is" a standardized instrument designed to measure
objectively one or more aspects of a total personality, by means of samples
of performance or behavior" (29).

Psychological, mental, educational or

new-type tests have as their basic feature short answers and obJ·ectivity in

scoring. They are, theJEfore, also called objective or short-answer tests.
Objective testing means that the tests are marked objectively, not that they
are prepared objectively and certainly not that they are based on objective
standards of achievement for "there is virtually no objective and accurate
basis for determining standards of achievement in school work ••• It is not

possible to state, for example, in terms of experimental evidence that after
8

pupil of a certain age, ability and backgroond has experienced a certain

aaount and type of learning, he should have acquired certain specified

learnings. " (31, pp. 762-3)
The basic advantages of an objective test a·re
(a)

It can review much grrund because it can include many questions

(b)

It has a high scoring re 1 ia bi li ty

(c) It is easy to mark
(d)

It

enables identification of pupil weaknesses

(e)

It

enables review of test for greater retention

(f)

It pinpoints what is actually new in a new lesson
The basic weaknesses of an objective test are

Ca)

Difficulty of construction-

it requires more time and effort and some skill

Cb)

There is a degree of guessing in most types of questions
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The major weakness is that it doesn't readily lend itself to develop-

(c)

1111nt

Of

thoughts (In teacher-made tests an essay question or two is, there-

fore, often desirable.)

Most objective tests measure only retention of

information and not judg 1ment or attitudes.
Tests may be divided into various classifications.
a)

Intelligence Tests-

Tests that tend to emphasize abstract intelligence

and predic t general scholastic achievement.- Language aptitude tests are
superior to general intelligence tests in predicting achievement in foreign
languages (85)

While these llJere found helpful in predicting general school

achievement, they cannot be depended upon to predict achievement in specific
subjects, especially in the study of foreign languages.(86)

Intelligence

tests scores have sho'Wll up disappointingly both as regards validity and

reliability.

A summary of a dozen stndies shows a correlation between in-

telligence tests and grades of from .12 to .69, with a median of .48, the
median being only 13% above that afforded by chanGe.

Intelligence test

results were proven less valid predictors than a combination of the pupils'
grade school record and teachers' marks, which averaged above .60 (87). One
r

study found a close relationship to intelligence in extremely weak achieve-

• ent, .65, but a negligible correlation in high achievement and found such
discrepancies between mental ability and achie~ement test that she questioned
the val idity of predicting language success on basis of mental tests (88).
Spoerl states that there seems to be rather general agreement that intelligence
is not the only factor involved in learning a foreign language and that average
marks correlate more closely.(89) Von Wittich found that the highest correlation
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witb
are

f oreign language, .73 is with total grade average, that English grades
second highest, with the I.Q. on the bottom with a correlation of .48.(90)

Tallent found a correlation with English of .558 and with the I.Q. of only .211;
and notes that while correlations in educational testing almost invariably fall
below .60, a coefficient of .50 may be said to indicate probable relationship.

Most tests fluctuate between + .25 and + .50 (91). "Binet and Simon, and Terman
studied their tests as predictors of scholastic achievement.

Their findings

are similar to those revealed by an extremely large number of subsequent studies,
using various tests and various criteria of scholastic achievement; namely the

correlation commonly falls in;'the range of four to five tenths ••• " (2, p. 717)
b)

Aptitude and Prognosis Tests-

vocation.

Predict success in a particular subject or

These contain questions not directly dependent on school learning.

Some question if these tests can improve prediction over a combination of achievement and intelligence teats (35)

One may have a high scholastic aptitude and

do poorly for other reasons such as attitudes, effectiveness of instruction,
interests, intensity of motivation, home environment, studiousness, outside
activities and personal-social adaptation. The validity of the prognostic
tests is usually low. Them is also the question as to whether there is a
special aptitude for foreign languages not measured by general intelligence
tests.

No one has been able to delineate this purported ability (82). Assuming

there is, the question remains how it is determined. Two studies include English

vocabulary, stating that there is a high correlation between the two (90,91)
and omof them includes arithmetic. Others feel that there is a relation between
one foreign language and another. Still others say that to predict in one
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i,nguage one must include questions in that language alone.

1eve 1

On

the college

one study found that tests in language aptitude are superior to in-

telligence tests in predicting achievemant in foreign languages but not
sufficiently high to assure accuracy in case of individual students (86).
Other significant information such as teachers' marks should therefore be
taken into consideration. Actually, very little work was done in language
prediction.
c) Achievement-

Tests of learning, concerned with evaluation of past progress.

These are specifically planned to measure what's learned in school.

The differ-

ence between achievement and aptitude tests is one of degree. The achievement
test score is

_most often relied upon as the criterion for placement of

pupils in hcmogeneous classes. It might prove interesting to know just how
11 any

d)

very bright children have been in "slow classes" on this basis (93)
Interes t Inventories- Questionnaires to determine vocational interests

and aptitude s.
e)

Personal ity measures-

Tests of character, temperament, adjustment and

attitudes. Though usually regarded as tests they are more in the classification
of questionnaires or inventories, as they lack the element of right or wrong.
Fortunately, a high proportion have appropriate attitudes and these tests therefore present important evidence.

Personality is measurable if we accept it as

a more or less definite entity, as the sum total of the individual's behavior

in social situations.

We have the same problem here as in case of intelligence,

where tests have definitely been useful (18).

Tests of achievement in certain

fields provide much evidence on personality. The validity of almost any tests on

personality has not been established.

Its value as testing is greatly curtailed'
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ause it depends on t he ver acity of responses.

The reliability of most

personality tests is about as high as many of the widely used intelligence
and achievement tests but few are as high as the most reliable of them.
2.

Differences As To Purpose
a)

Survey Tests- uProvide a general, overall appraisal of status in

,ane area of knowledge or skill. u (3.5)

b)

Diagnostic Tests-

weaknesse s in an area."

"Provide a detailed picture of strengths and

These are generally confined to low achievement

groups and the tests have many less difficult items. They require reliability
evidence for each subject and must therefore., be much longer than survey tests.
construc t validity is widely useful here. These tests are not widely used and
few are published except in reading and arithmetic and these have meager evidence
of reliabil ity and nonns.
3.

Differences As To Area Covered

a)

Standard Tests:

Intended for wide scale use and emphasize general objectives

and common components appearing in different texts. They test courses that are
fairly uniform nationally. They are valuable in measuring growth and development

over long periods of time and for providing comparatave data based on relatively
uniform standards of measurement such as age or grade. They are usually prepared
by experts, by groups rather than by individuals, have high reliability and

satisfactory norms and i tam analysis. They are not directly related to teaching
in any single school or grade.

Standard tests are subdivided into (1) Single Tests- different forms of
one test for one subject and one age group and (2) Batteries- a group of tests
in different subjects and different grade levels.

The typical battery has from
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four

to ten tests. The chief advantage of batteries are unity in noraa and

in pun and convenience. They are generally felt to be advantageous despite
rigidity and other problems including (a) local emphasis may differ (b)
pop

ulat ion characteristics vary (c) causes teacher to stress those skills

which the tests emphasize over others which he may consider more important.

Batteries help to (a) identify pupils for more detailed study (b) plan program
of clas s and obtain good general picture and (c) create homogeneou.s groups.

They shudd not be the only means of judging.
b)

Loca l Tests:

City or stae-wide tests for specific objectives of

instruction to fit a particular course of studies. These are often superior
to national tests because the population is more restricted, less varied and
more known and the course of studies may be fairly uniform. They also enable
better tests and greater ease of acininistration than teacher-made tests and
better motivation than national tests.

They also make for comparability of

records from one school to another and one year to another. They provide a greater
identification of teacher with test than do standard tests.
c)

Teacher-Made Tests:

Help to motivate pupils, to determine achievement and

to encoo.rage proper study habits. They should aim to have validity, reliability,
item analysis and other qualities found in standard tests.

Building a file of

successfu l test items is helpful in this direction. In practice, however, "The
usual school grades offer an inadequate and sometimes an invalid and unreliable
measure of the student's abilities and potentialities". (31, p. 762-3)

The

characte ristics of a good test are the same for a formal printed test as for
an informal test made by the teacher (46)
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a)

Differences As To Thoee Tested
Individual Tests:

Generally refer to intelligence tests or personality

measurements administered to each child individually. These are used for

guidance purposes, as they are costly and time-consuming.

It seems that they

do have a higher reliability than groop tests.
b)

Group Tests:

Standard group tests are generally repeated every 3-4 years

and have a correlation from grade three through high school of perhaps .50 to
.60.

These tests may be considerably shorter than individual tests.
Planning the Test

1. The Preliminary Form
a)

Determine clearly the objectives of the test- they must be related

to the content and be achiev.til.e.
b)

The test should be necessary.

Outline the material and decide on the abilities to be tested, the

subdivisions and the approximate number of items.
c)

Write the items, placing those of similar content together.

d)

Assembl~ the test.

If time pennits put it aside for awhile before

checking it.
e)

Prepare practice exercises and set time limits.

2. Pretesting
In preparing a test one should usually make about twice as many items
as he will ultimately use. This should be reviewed by a committee of experts
(41)

and the preliminary form of the test is then given to a large experimental

group and the answers to each item analyzed.

This is item analysis which is

th e "basic operation that all published tests have to undergo and the basic
reason for whatever superiority they possess." (37) This censists of three parts:

... 38a)

success•

Maximum reliability is obtained if every item is answered

correctlY by 6.0% to 70% of those tested. A questj.on should normally be exeluded if more than 90% or less than 30% answer it correctly.
be

An itElll should

neither too easy nor too difficult. Investigators have proven that precision

in •ea surement is greatest when all items of a test are about equally difficult.
b)

Discrimination- A good test item is usually one which has at least 20%

more correct responses in the upper half (or quarter) of the class than in the
,

lower half (or quarter).

Thus, in a class of 40, if 6 of the lower half answer

the quest ion correctly, then there should be at least 10 correct answers in the
upper half (20% of 20).

We must be careful t owei:d the end of the test since

low-scoring students may not have reached this point . The analysis should be
droppe d after a fifth of the students have dropped out. One writer suggests
canparing the best third with the poorest third - Those items be considered most
valid which show the highest percentage of successful response in the highest

third as canpared with the response with lowest third . (46)
c)

Effectiveness of Distractors-

Options which no one chooses should not be

included. If high ranking students tend to choose distractors or the reverse,
the item should be reexamined. The final form is then drawn up and given to
thousands of pupils of a re pvesentative population for norms. Content validity
is evaluated by specialists and teachers, reliability and other validity studies
are made and the manual is prepared.
Objective tests include questions of recognition and of recall and the
items may be divided into four major categories: (1) multiple choice, (2)matching,

<3) t rue and false and (4) completion. In every type of item one should make sure
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( a) instructions and questions are clear (b) questions are concise

tha t

an d

within same group, of uniform length (c) it doesn't include minute

details which students shouldn't be expected to know (d) except where
melllOr

ization is desired statements are not copied directly from text. Some

,pecific suggestions for the various categories follow:
(l) Mult iple Choice-

The multiple-choice quegtion _ is more objective in

its scoring and also enables avoiding absolutes by indicating a best ansloler.
The alternatives should represent common errors, related material or miscooceptions, and the difficulty of each item depends on the closeness of the
distractors. It is the most popular form of item in standard tests.

Four

choices seem most common and on a secondary or higher level five may be
preferable.
(2) Matching-

it
is actually a form of multiple-choice. Here/is desirable that

one side have more statements than the other and it is helpful to have each
set of items of a more or less homogeneous nature; short matching sections help

avoid confusion.
(3)

Sections of five questions and seven choices are advised.

True-False items suffer from the fact that statements are often neither true

nor false. This fom of item is least valid because it offers only two possibilities. To discourage guessing in true-false questions and to a lesser degree in
the others, test makers often deduct the number of wrong from the number right.
The formula is

Right

Wrong
number of options minus one

Thus if the s s ction of the test has 30 items with five options in each and the
person answers 20 right and 8 wrong, then it's 20 - 8 or 18. The special manner
~l
of grading should be indicated in advance.
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completion or Short-Answer Items are the
(4) __::::.::=:..;.------------

least objective because there

requently several possible answers. One must thelffore be careful to see
are f
that t he blanks call for simple answers. These are not widely used in standard
tests (33) •

In preparing a test it is, finally, preferable to have few sections with
aany questions in each.

Robert W. Travers in "How To Make Achievement Tests" gives eight steps
in planning evaluation instruments:

1.

State goals in general terms

2.

Define goals in specific terms

3.

Assign weights to goals

4.

Outline ccurse cm tent

5.

Prepare blueprint which organizes activities

6.

Use blueprint to prepare specific questions

7.

Add to test plan other pertinent item such as scoring systems etc.

a.

Select measuring techniques (type of tes::)
(80)

-41"b) Non-Objective Tests
Non-objective tests consist of essay and oral examinations:
1.

The Essay Examination is an important and widely-used means of evaluating

achievement. While it is often used because it is comparatively easy to construct
and many teachers are wary of using other techniques, it has at the same time
acme definite educational o,bjectives: (a) It seems better equipped to test the
functioning of one's mental powers, comprehension of sense material, relation-

ships and interpretations, {b) It may judge one's ability to organize material

effectively (c) It may show one's originality of thinking and fluency of style
(d) It may provide greater insight into one's learning and personality.

The major problems of essay examinations are {a) consistent scoring unreliability.

There's disagreement among different scorers and even in the same

scorer at different times. Different experts have scored the same questions all
the way from excellent to worthless (41

Appendix A 1-8 and pp. 37-41).

There's

the question of what to measure and the division of credit and such extraneous .
factors as one's ability for self-expression, comparison with others and the
tendency to grade the student as we 11 as the paper.

Because careful scoring

requires a lot of time, it's more affected by the temperament of the teacher.
(b) Narrow range of material covered since only a comparatively few questions can

ie covered. (c) Disproportionate emphasis on the correct interpretation of each

question since there are so few of them. (d) No diagnostic value, since it is
practically impossible to trace a child's real shortcomings from his answer to
• c0111plicated problem. (e) Children who don't know the answer are often inclined
to bluff their way through by generalizations- leads to dishonest habits.

-42l'fUCfi of the criticism of the essay test can be obviated! by careful

conitruction

and grading: (a) Each question should be plann~ ~ to measure a

, .. ·te objective of instruction for which no valid or rel L :able short-answer

def..,..l

t•• t

i • available (b) The question should be given in detai L

apecific and restricted answer (c) Choices should be avoide

to require a
because they make

·sons impossible (d) A standard ans-wer should be formw. l.ated with specific
coapar l
credit for each point expected.

Extra credit may be given for clear organization.

(e) In order to avoid a "halo!' effect evaluate all responses

to one question

before going on to the next one and anonymity may also be he 1.pful (5)
A good deal of perfectly valid evidence can be obtained

a•inaticns if they are carefully organized and graded (2)

from essay
This, however,

ii u1ually more difficult than in objective tests and wuld e liminate the vexy
r111on

many use this form of testing.

2. Oral Examinations- This presents the weaknesses of the e :.s say examinations
and baa the further problems of (a) how to prepare questions

of can.parable

wight to different s:udents (b) asking even fewer questions <Of each one (c)

can1aing too much time (d) devoting very ittle time to each

student and (e)

r•iring spontaneous often subjective scoring. It is a good Jllleans of studying
thl thought process of a student, diagnosing his difficulties and helping him
think through a problem. It's basically a teaching rather than testing technique.

It ia, of course, necessary for the younger clild and helpful

to draw out the

tiaid one.
'nle oral test can b e use d in
· interviewing
·
· ·
teac h ers. The

interviewer should

•ee th•t (a) ,111 uestions
~
are clear (b) they are specific, requ i:.. ring a specific
lllllllr (c) they are related to the subject and test what is a. c tually necessary

for th.

teacher. Ten to fifteen questions should suffice.

c)

Observation

Observation is the oldest and commonest instrument of scientific
resea r
It

ch (22) and is used in studies of practically all aspects of behavior.

Sy be divided into (a) structural or controlled observation- obtaining

Dl

data on previously defined activities and (b) µnstructured or informal ob-

scvation- observation made by the teacher in the classroom without previously
set pa ttern. It involves a systematic recording in objective tenns of actual
behavior as it occurs in a natural situation in a manner that will yield

quantitative individual scores .
Direct observation gains in reliability and validity when (a) it is
restric ted to limited selected aspects (b) equal time, periods and similar
condit ions are given to each (c) systematic and objective records are kept .
The procedure, however, fails if objectivity and reliability are gained by
sacrificing the substance with which the study deals.
One method of observation (6) is for a trained person to occupy an inconspicuous place in the room and record each activity which falls in any of
the de fined categories. This is scored either quantitatively, dividing the
numbe r of entries by the number of days and pupils or, qualitatively, rating
entrie s by several judges and then dividing the score by the number of raters.
Wrightstone (23) gives the following techniques in studying pupil partic:jstion
in planning the curriculum: (a) a number of classes are visited where pupil
planning is in progress and notes made of participation (b) These are then
organized into categories (c) The tentative code is applied to several class-

rooms to observe its functioni~g (d) the code is then revised.
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A basic advantage of observation is that with certain precautions, it
·ts measurement without distur bing the normal activities of those observed.

ptfllll

ata can be treate d by conventional statistical techniques .
The d

A prdiem in

direct observation is that it generally requires a trained inve stigator, takes
auc h

time and is costly .

There is also the problem of fitting the observer

into the picture, eliminating subje ctivity and bias , determining meaningful
procedure and interpreting it .
other ins truments are used .

To aid in observation,~harts, check lists and

d)

Anecdotal Records

Anecdotal records are a form of observation involving the recording of

,ne Cd

~

otes concerning specific ,

, eems significant.

lirili ted aspects of pupil behavior which

It's a description of the conduct and personality of a

l imite d ' number of children by means of frequent, brief recording of incidents
an
aade by the teacher. It is/informal method of teacher evaluation of pupil
growth and adjustments to help them understand and guide children. They are
aost valuable in areas of social and emotional adjustment.

They provide a

basis for rating of children and offer validating evidence for evaluation in-

struments.

The incidents are important in their cumulative value by them•

,elves or together with information gathered by other means.

To be effective (a) There must be enough anecdotes to enable evaluation,
~b) they should be observed in typical situations, (c) they I\lUSt be accurate

and ob jective, brief, factual and clear, so it can be understood later, (d)
they s hould contain statement of situation in which anecdote occurred (e)entries

should be dated and recorded on the same date. The teacher should concentrate
on l imited aspects for which information cannot otherwise be obtained. There
are several important "don'ts . "
.

.

Don't give (a) personal reactions (b)primarily
..

dramat ic incidents (c) interpretation before adequate facts are obtained(d)
don ' t worry if significant items are omitted- this is not intended to be an
inclusive catalogue of incidents.

Observations should generally be made in

•ituations in which child has freedom to display a variety of reactions. Most
teachers may need a year to gain experience in writing and interpreting anecdotal records.

-46Traile r (18) indicates need for (a) enlisting the cooperation of the
telC

hers

'

making them understand that their effectiveness as teachers depends

be 1cnowledge of the behavior of the individual child (b) setting rules
on t

for observation, including a reasonable number of anecdotes he's to record
each week, preferably after a week or two of experimentation. It is advisable

to ,elect a specific aspect of behavior such as cooperation or punctuality,
otherwise it's too haphazard. (c) preparing simple records for writing down
the anecdote s.

In the course of a semester the teacher should have several

anecdotes for each child. There should also be a record for summarizing the
anecdotes. The record may simply be a mimeographed card listing the name of

th• student, the date, the place, the incident, and the name of the observer.
It may also have place- for coounents as to conditions under which the incident
took place and the interpretation.
The anecdotes take on added significance if several teachers make records
of the child. This may incluee the homeroom teacher, guidance counsellor and
principal.

The teacher should review his notes every month or so to check on

trends and decide when he has sufficient information to make conclusions. At
the end of the semester he should be ready for tentative interpretation.
Since they are highly time consuming anecdotal records are usually supple"
aentary in a canprehensive evaluation program, used to help make more meaningful other more systematic but less colorful type of evidence.
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e)

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire is used to obtain facts to elicit prd:il.ems and to
,,certain opinions and attitudes.

One form of the questionnaire is the

f.nventory, a more or less arbitrary subdivision in which one is asked to
give short or "yes" or "no" answers to a rather caaplete set of questions. ·

fbere are two types of questionnaires, one in which the answer is checked
or selected and the other an "open end" form, allowing free responses.
The reliability of the questionnaire is more subject to question than
of the interview because it lacks the personal factor. This is corrected at
least partly by the comparatively large numbers reached by the questionnaire.

Its validity is partly dependent upon the types of questions and the manner
of their administration.

Where possible it should be tried out in preliminary

form with a small group to clear up ambiguities.

Greater validity may be

obtained by (a) limited number of questionnaires among competent people (b)
definition of terms where judgement is involved (c) reliance on averages and
other measures of group @pinion.
There seems to be little difference between signed and unsigned questionnaires unless the questions are of a highly personal nature (19).

Even in

such cases students may convey the information if they have confidence in the
teacher.

The signed questionnaire has the advantage of allowing follow-up

and is a must when the purpose is diagnostic.

Objective information about

physical conditions of the home appear to be reported accurately (5).
The questionnaire may serve a major purpose in the educational process
by heiping determine conditions regarding the objectives of the curriculum in
0rd •r to seek means for implementation, correction and change. When used at

b g inning and the end of the year the questionnaire may reveal changes
the 8
trhich have taken place in individuals or in the group. A good questionnaire

ave clear purposes which beccme the criteria of what to include in it.
aust h
efulness in evaluating students depends on (a) the degree to which it
It S Us
,amp l e s activities covered by the curriculum and (b) the sincerity of the
re sponse; this can be helped by making the students realize that it's not a
test and that the information may be usefu 1.

One form of the inventory is the personality inventory; a collection of
quest ions and statements designed to yield data on the individual's social
and emotional adjustment . While the individual doesn't always know aspects
of his personality or is unwilling to reveal them, this is nevertheless a
valuable form of locating poorly adjusted pupils . One inventory tries to
asses s the strength of various needs or motives in the life of the individual .

Intere sts show a good deal of stability , at least in adolescents and adults and
such inventories for the college age can compare favorably in stability with
intell igence tests.
The questionnaire and the inventory are personal reports when the
individual describes or rates himself and his reactions or gehavior.
A good questionnaire must be carefully constructed and grouped:(a) The
ques tions should be clearly stated, (b) they should be few and relevant to
the purpose (c) they should be relevant to the individuals questinne9, (d)
they should be easy to answer, (e) the questionnaire should be well designed
and numbered, (f) decide in advance how it's to be tabulated.

This will be

reflected in the questions, (g) it's preferable to have questions prepared
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bY
bY

ore than one person.

In all cases the questionnaire should be reviewed

111

st least one other person.
A

major problem in using the questionnaire is obtaining a large per centage

of rep lies. The following may he~p:(a) There should be an introductory state -

, ent on purpose to elicit cooperation (b) there should be specific directions
for answering questions (c) an effort should be made to select topics on
which the recipient wants to know the answers (d) it should be sent to people
who 1tnow you and respect you and a copy of the results should be promised
there should be a vigorous follow-up.

(e)

The questionnaire doesn't require a large staff or costs and can save
111 ch

valuable time . It may be effective where people may record on paper what

they wouldn't tell orally . It can be used in the school, among numerous uses,

w comparing
be

values of children of different grades and backgrounds . It can

especially useful in the following instances:

a)

Obtaining information in a tempora ry group which may not be available later

b)

When people can't be re ached personally

c)

When there are too many to be interviewed

d)

When data are either non-existent or not conveniently available

e) When

information is desired in a group, giving each privacy in replying

and eliminating one's answer being influenced by that of the other .
f)

As a jumping-off place for an interview
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f)

Check Lists and Rating Scales

Check lists and rating scales are similar instruments of evaluation.

'fbl Y

are used by evaluators to judge the presence of certain qualities,

previously detlrmined, in an individual or institution.

One may check the

ao•t applicable answer fran two or more choices or the presence or absence

of certain qualities, or the degree of their presence (always, most of the
tilte, f requently, rarely or never) .

Some times there is a forced choice,

when one must choose between two alternatives which are approximately equal.
Th• che ck list judges others while the questionnaire gives one's own facts

or opinions about things .
A check list becomes a rating scale when the evaluator makes a judgment
of the degree to which a certain quality of fact is present: it quantifies
judg111ents. It becanes a rating scale by the addition of a scale of values,
which may be canparati ve or expressed numerically or otherwise.
Check lists and rating scales are usually used for evaluating a total
school program or various aspects thereof . It may be used to rate books, a
course of studies, methods which are successful or enjoyable, goals to be
attained, characteristics desired of tedlers, students or groups, desirable
activities of children . There are also diagnostic check lists to check
difficulty of pupils in certain areas . Pupils may be rated by counsellors,
teachers or parents .

In observing behavior one should be rated independently

by at least two teachers in a position to observe the child.

One should not turn to rating scales except as a last resort (28) . The
reliab ility of this method is improved as the number of judges and their
expe rtness is increased.

The correlation between the sets of ratings is then
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Greater objectivity is gained in preparing the check list in
l tation with others; it also increases the likelihood of wider applicacon• U
rn many cases it is helpful to have students have a hand in preparing
tioll •
th• check list; they are more likely to favor it and it is less likely to
baVfl errors. The self-drawn check list must by comparison be subjective,
narrow and pre jud ic ia 1 •
Unlike the questionnaire the rating scale can be used to evaluate one ' s

own reactions and can also be used by children who can't read a questionnaire.
One of the difficulties is a "halo effect"- rating assigned to one trait
influences rating on others. One way to get around this is to mark one trait
on all papers, then go to the second trait, etc .
Thurstone has developed the following technique in constructing attitude
1cales:
1. Col lect statements on a given social institution from many sources .

2. The statements are sorted by a large number of judges into several groups
with re spect to degree of favorableness.

3. About 20 statements are then selected ranging from extremely favorable to
extremely unfavorable and a scale of values is assigned to them.

Common faults in check lists are (a) too many items (b) overlapping items
Cc) too ;many or too few steps- seven steps will yield optimal reliability in
• 0

• t i nstances (5).

These may result from too few raters- at least three are

advisable; personal bias; and failure to use extremes if scale-raters often

use middle scales only.
Check lists, rating scales and questionnaires, are also used for sociometric
purpo ses- presenting relations among members of a given group and time.

This

includes choices of associations, people with whom one wishes to do certain
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. i ies

acti.v t

,

and qualities one finds in different people.

The results are

resented on a sociogram-pointing arrows in the direction of those
,111.i 1y P
chosen

by different individuals. It is used to ide.ntify and help childra:i in

.
adjustment.
,ocl 11

In obtaining sound ratings, there is the question of willingness and or
,bUitY to do so. The teacher may want to give the student a break and if

pr011otion is involved he's likely to say "excellent" unless he wants to
dispose of him.

A teacher who may have 100 students may not be able to ans-wer

questions on initiative or originality.

The principal and the teacher may not

view the student from the same vantage point.

fair if "fair"?

And how good is "good" or how

The ranking of students may help overcome a tendency to want

to give a good rating to everyone.

Symonds concluded (35) that correlaticn

between ratings of two independent raters is

.ss.

Check lists and rating scales have a degree of objectivity in that they
reaind dif ferent observers what to look for and to look for the same thing
ind the scale makes the j ,udgment of different observers more nearly comparable.

A check list requires only recognition, not recall, and is therefore less

difficult. On the other hand it is often only a sample.
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g)

The Interview

The interview is a direct method of obtaining information through personto-person questioning.

It is used in studying individuals and in obtaining

the views of a limited number of people in the study of attitudes and to obtain
possible meanings and causes behind objective factors (17).

It may produce

deeper insight of complex problems than is possible by means of other procedures.
If time permits it's the best procedure for gathering information (18) and

in

small school it may replace the questionnaire.

8

Some feel it is "an extremely

valuable means of conducting evaluation in the school."(5)

Others, however,

question the advisability of the time and expense required to train and employ
interviewers when questionnaires and similar techniques are only slightly less
reliable (25) .

There are three types of interviews:
a)

Diagnostic-

b)

Survey-

obtaining facts and opinions on a person

obtaining facts or opinions on a problem, as in a public opinion

poll.

c) Treatment Interview-

seeking to help individual adjust to a situation

The advantages of the interview are
a)

It is flexible, allows clarification and follow-up questions not previously

considered but resulting from the interview's development at this point.
b)

It tells not only what the person s aid but how he said it which may be of

greater importance
c)

One may learn important unrelated facts from an interview such as emotional

reactions
d)

Some confidential information can be gained only by this technique

•> s--e
vw

'
'
·
·
peop 1 e cant
or wont
answer questionnaires
or ot h er tee hni ques
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a)

The interviewer requires special training and personal qualities.

He

.ust be informal and cordial, must establish rapport with his subject and
11ust

use varied approaches.

(b)

It is difficult to ascertain validity and reliability.

Correlations

between estimate of student ability obtained by interview and actual marks
range .all the way frOOI. -

.66 to • 73 (17)

The evidence for validity is spotty

and cont radictory (35)

(c)

It is a costly, slow and hence a limited process

(d) Because of its free and partly spontaneous nature it is more likely to
include much wasted time and unnecessary and irrelevent material and ignore
some obvious areas.
Another problem of the interview is that taking notes may have an adverse
effec t on the interviewee.

Some write summaries, trying to recall questions

and an swers after the interview.

One student found, however, that only 10 to

351J, of the interview is covered in this manner.

Some take brief notes and

a1111111arize the main points later . There is an increased use of recordings

although this procedure may place the interviewee under special tens ion. One
partia l solution is a structural interview, maintaining a written guide while
•till retaining freedom and flexibility .
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h)

Projective Techniques

pr ojective techniques are methods by which an individual projects
. el f into a situation outside of himself and thus unconsciously reveals

biJIIS

.

bi.llself . They make possible a qualitative and comprehensive study of the

individual and hold promise of deeper insights but are valuable only in
bands of specialists.

Some forms present less difficulty in interpretation

but they yield correspondingly less revealing analysis.
Pe rhaps the best known of these techniques are The Rorschach Tests of
inkblots which can also be given to groups through slides.

Another is Murray's

"Thema tic Appreciation Tests"- The interpretation of a series of ambiguous

picture s on which one is asked to tell or write a story . Both can be used by
specialists only and are intended to reveal facets of one's personality.
One may reveal himself also in drawings and paintings and in his use of play
materials or in the canpletion of sentences, stories or plots . It is an area
of tremendous variety but is extremely difficult of interpretation.
The autobiography may be used as a projective technique. In such case a
student should receive a list of things to be included and must feel sure

their confidence won't be violated.

Of course, one may exaggerate or minimize

matter s and a home visit and an interview may improve validity .

I n the interview, questionnaire and inventory we see what ind~vidual says
about himself, in rating scales what others say about him, in objective tests
and observational techniques we see what the person actually does, how he
behave s in the real world of things and people and in projective techniques
how he behaves in the world of fantasy and make believe (35).
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Cumulative Records

The cumulative record is a compact, convenient and comprehensive
•-ary of significant information on individual pupils during the years
of their stay at the school . It should list interests, activities, accomplish 111en ts ,

experiences of note associations, social adjustment and personality

ratings , health, mental and emotional factors, aptitudes, talents and attitudes.
It shou ld have extensive space for test scores. The most complete cumulative
records also include personal information (even photo), enrollment and attend-

ance, home and community influences (even economic status, church affiliation,
language spoken, home duties and influences) and supplementary material
(anecdotal records, case studies, psychologists' notes, teachers' comments ) (24)
Although rarely mentioned prior to 1925, the cumulative record has beccme
a dynamic force in the individualization of the work of American schools (20) .

The reco rd gives one a f e eling of familiarity with the student . It enables the
teacher to get acquainted quickly with new students, helps to plan a program
that fi ts the child, to identify problems, to gain da te for guidance, for conference s with parents, for case studies . It plays a unique rde in the long

range evaluation of pupil growth . Its predictive value is increased when data
on an i tem is gathered annually over a number of years . It has a naturally
high predictive value because a number of related items will usually provide
better prediction than a single item. Nevertheless, since the number of possible
entries is limitless, each entry should be subject to the question: what will it
contribu te toward diagnosing the child?
The cumulative record may be a card, booklet or folder, with preference
for the latter. The booklet such as used in the Denver schools, has pu.ace for
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·e s and ratings by child, parent and teacher. It is kept cooperatively .
entr l
f older, as used in New York City and in California, has the advantage

Th•

of providing space for essential supplementary materials not previously

planned for.

Diederich (28) suggests the additinn of a "profile index."

aere the various objectives of the school are listed and the teacher records
next to each objective the percentage of growth achieved.
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The Case Study

The case study is a detailed analysis of an individual involving the
inte g

ra tion and use of comprehensive ana significant data.

It is a combination

of 11ult iple instruments, t 'he synthesis of all pertinent facts on an individual.

It is t he "most scientific method now known" for the prediction and control of
behavior (21).

It is an "indispensible" aid in bringing about better adjustment

now tha t schools began emphasizing mental hygiene and guidance (18) .

It should

be use d for children with serious difficulty in adjustment or scholanhip.

It

can help gain greater insight of an individual and help him develop his potentialitie s to an optimum degree .

The case study may include an introduction giving the reasons for the
atudy, of intelligence and achievement tests, learning defects and personal
problems and information gathered in the cumulative record .

It may include

interviews with or written statements from the child himself, friends, parents,
teachers and supervisors. It may require additional tests, observation .

Some case studies end with diagnosis, others report treatment . If it is
for a special purpose, such as difficulty in reading, then only those items
which are relevent to the problem are gathered. If it is for general improveaent in adjustment then every item which may be important is included. Unskill-

fully used it becomes a meaningless chronology of guesswork and misinterpretation.

Desirab le characteristics are completeness of dlta, continuity, confidential
recording and scientific synthesis .
The case study often requires a psychologist.

It depends on the area
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and

the difficulty of the case.

in•ta

n ee

'

Studies in reading difficulties, for

have often been successfully made by teachers.

Treatment of

difficulties out of one's experience should be referred. If the study
lends itself to measurement canparable tests should be given at the begin-

ning and at the end.
of the study.

There should also be follow-ups after the completion
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III.

we

APPLICABLE TECHNIQUES IN EVALUATING JEWISH EDUCATION

have indicated thus far the crucial need for evaluation in Jewish

education in general, what constitutes evaluation and what instruments have
been developed in evaluating general education .

We must now investigate

the specific techniques applicable and essential in evaluating Jewish education , survey the existing instruments and their use, indicate their shortcanings and make proposals for their improvement.
1)

The all-day school

To the degree that Jewish education is provided in all-day schools,
where it is combined with secular studies under one roof and under Jewish

auspices, all instruments applicable in general education are also relevant
here. The Jewish all-day school is limited in this direction only by (a) its
admiss ion and retention policies, usually not providing special facilities

for children with very low I . Q.' s or presenting severe emotional adjustment
problems, and (b) its limited student bodies and number of such schools in a
community, with the possible exception of New York City, making the services
of guidance crunsellors and psychol:gists difficult to acquire . (The problem
can often be solved by obtaining part-ti.me services of public school personnel
or of a Jewish case work agency (67,68) .

On

the other hand its respoosibility

is mo re encompassing than that of the public school because it combines both
the secular and religious studies of the child and specific moral training
is generally considered more the province of the religious than of the
secular school.

This would, on ooe hand, eliminate observation, projective

techniques and case studies, usually used in special individual cases and
requiring trained personnel.

It would, on the other hand, intensify the use

of interview and questionnaires and render valuable all other instruments of
evaluation.
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!!1e supplementary Jewish School

In considering evaluative instruments for the supplementary Jewish

scboo1 ,

either afternoon or Sunday, we must decide on (a) their need and

(b) the ir practicability. Generally speaking, it must be recognized that

tilt need s of the child in the supplementary school are similar to those in
tb• pub lic school. There are, in fact, added problems due to the voluntary
11 , ture

of this type of institution . More than 30 years ago , Julius B. Maller

uid, "I t is true that conditions in the Jewish religious school differ fran
tbose in the secular school. But the differences are largely in aim and
philosophy. There is no reason why the modem Jewish school should refrain
fra11 adopting the best practices, tools and devices of secular education.
In fact , the greater complexity of the religious educational aims makes more

cogent the need of appropriate instruments to determine whether or not these

aims are being realized . (41), This was true then and is as true today.

At

the ume time it is unnecessary to duplicate that which is done adequately in
the public school, when that information is available, as may be in intelligence
testing. The maintenance of anecdotal records, used largely to study social and
• otional adjustment, may be unnecessary because it may duplicate and also impractica l because of the limited time of the teacher with the pupils, greatly
curtail ing this evaluative effort. Observation and anecdotal records could be
practiced on a limited basis in areas considered the particular province of the
Jewish school. Furthermore, since the child's stay in this school is limited,
the ins titution's responsibility in such areas is also limited. We cannot expect

•ocia1 and emotional adjustment to be the responsibility of a school where the
Child spends less than 10 to 20% of his total school time during any one year

llld 11.Uc h less i n the overall school span.

It must, at best, be limited.
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instruments not applicable in the all-day school would also not apply
All other evaluative techniques may be used in the supplementary

Jewis h school.
3)

The aims of the Jewish School

In order to decid~ which specific instruments are essential in the Jewish
scbool , we must know what the Jewish school aims to achieve. We can then determine
bow we can evaluate . the accomplishment of these achievements. As in the case of
Mitzvot , the aims of Jewish education can be subdivided into numerous categories;
they can also be condensed into three ot even into one overall purpose . "The

goal of Jewish education," says one noted educator, "is • •• the living of a
traditionally Jewish life." (61) Another says the same in different words
)
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These s tatements, both by representative orthodox Jews, are all-inclusive

generali zations which would probably be approved by all groups in Jewry,
eliminating the words "traditional" and
interpre tation and elaboration.

~''

>

and subject to

Another statement, by a Reform rabbi, which

would be generally acceptatie only if supplementary to the above, is, "Religious
education must lead not only to information and kncwl.edge but also to character
growth and personality development."(63a)

Another rabbi says, ''Of all the

goals f or which we aspire in the Yeshiva there is one which overides them all-

instilling moral values in our children. The Yeshivah which may have excelled

ill imparting a profound knowldge of Torah without moving the souls of its
•tudants toward moral behavior is a dismal failure in its historic mission."(73)
It Will be agreed that this is true of all religious education.
Obviously, the purpose of learning has always been not merely to acquire
knolfledge per se but also and more so to develop and enhance the human personality,

-63ense to change the individual.

jJl a s

"t0
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The Bible expresses this in the aim

do r ighteousness and justice;" the Midrash, commenting on the verse 9
and may be gracious unto three," says, ''May He grant you knowledge so

•••

that you

be gracious and compassionate to one another;" and the Talmud says,
\ J •\

(KedUS hin 40b)
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Ind eed all three groups in Judaism have more elaborate and detailed
renditions of the aims of Jewish education.

The aims of Jewish religious

education as enumerated by the Reform wing in Judaism (63b) are seven in number.
The cons ervative group* lists eight objectives (64) and an authoritative

Orthodox statement of aims (65) can also be broken down to eight. These and
the seven e laments enumerated by Dr . Dushkin (66) may be taken as the

canposite of the aims of the American Jewish school** excluding in some
'

• easure the very small number of secularist schools and those of an anti - Israel
and ant i-Hebrew persuasion .

As Dushkin and Engelman state: "There is striking

1iJailarity in the official statements of fundamental or guiding principles
and aims in Jewish education made by all the connnissions representing the

• ain " denominational" organizations in American Jewry .

There seems to be very

little indeed in the statements of one group that the others object to. "(42 ,p.32)
This is not to imply that the details in the various aims are the same
and tha t the American Jewish school is monolithic. The Reform statement of

* For a detailed study of the objectives of the congregational school
see "Issues in Jewish Education" by Loui s Katzo f f, Bloch 194 9

** See Appendix A for comparative aims
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differs radically from the Conservative and the Orthodox, and the

orthodox interpretation of Torah differs vastly from that of the other groups.

Th•r e

are vast differences in the degree of study.

Both the Orthodox and the

conservative espouse the Day School but, judging by results, the Orthodox are

•uch more devoted to it .

The Reform state that Hebrew is an "indispensible

el•imt •• • and must play an important role in our course of studies.''' but the
fact is that when a new Refonn school is established it wi 11 most likely be
1

one-day school with Hebrew occupying much less time and being taught to

much le ss numbers, and on a voluntary basis, than schools established by the
other groups.*

The same may still be said of the teaching of Jewish history

and of post Bar Mitzvah and girl training in the average Orthodox school.

The gene ra 1 aims, however, are the same and they may be stated as follows:
a) Learning

(1 )

Torah, Hebrew, history and other texts, taught for their place in

Judaism, the transmission, of our religious and cultural heritage and
t he instilling of Jewish loyalties
( 2)

Knowledge to enable the practice of Jewish ritual: participation

in Synagogue service and home ceremonies- ability to read and acquaint ance with the Siddur, putting on Tefillin, conducting a Seder, knowing
t he laws of kashrut, Sabbath and holidays.

* The Jewish Education Committee of New York stresses these differences in
its school subdivision. "It was possible to get schools to operate on a
canmon curriculum patteni and develop a program of testing from such a
curriculum most ef fec tively by organizing schools along ideological lines."
(98) One wonders, however, if the curriculum and testing features were
the factors in this development.
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'fhe observance of mitzvot, in accordance with the interpretation of the
particular group, inc luding
(l)

Torah- study as a religious principle and as a lifelong process

(i )

Avodah-

prayer and other Jewish observances
participation in Jewish life
moral and ethical living

(3) Gemilut l}as,adim- giving Zedakah
working for good causes
c)

values and Attitudes
(1)

Love of God and faith in Judaism
Reverance for Jewish traditions
Appreciation of Jewish heritage
Feeling of kinship to Jewish people, past and present (Selfidentification with things Jewish)
A feeling of joy in being a Jew and in practicing Judaism
Appreciation of the place of Hebrew in Jewish life
Kinship toward the land of Israel
Positive attitude toward Jewish study
Positive attitude toward prayer
Favorable attitudes toward Jewishness

(2 )

Spiritual and ethical sensitivity
Love of one's fellow man
Interrelation of Judaism and democracy
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nevelopment of one's character
Jewish standards in meeting personal problems
Training to be a happy, healthy individual and a well-adjusted
Jew- having a sense of security as a Jew

In the area of knowledge it is essential to have
LEARN ING ' -4, -·:::.-- - information on
a)

The child's ability to learn (1) generally through

intelligence tests and (2) specifically through aptitude and
prognosis tests, especially in laguage learning; and
b)

The degree of the acquisition and retention of the

material studied: achievement tests.
(a)

Intelligence Testing:

education?

Are Intelligence tests necessary in Jewish

These tests are essential at all times in order to compare

potent ial with actual achievement. This is even more essential in Jewish
education because here there is more often a definite gap between ability
and the desire to learn, between ability and motivation. I t is also helpful

in clas sification in ability grouping, although Nardi (85) found a correlation of only .31 between

r.Q.

and success in Hebrew School and Mrs . E:U .inger

found a high correlation in grades 2-4 (/4-62 to • 712) but not in grades 1
and 5 (. 247 and .109) (82)

Such tests would assist the teacher and the

superv isor to know when the child is not doing his optimum and in studying
problems of individual pupils.
for remedial instructi on .

I t aids in programming for acceleration or

In the supplementary Jewish school, if the in-

fot'lla tion is not obtainable from the Board of Education, such tests should
be given regularly during the first year in the .Jwish school and every
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tllr••,..
tests

four years thereafter. The question of availability of intelligence
is not relevent in Jewish education. There are ample tests meeting

desired standar ds available in general education and they can be used,

tile
lf)len

necessary,in Jewish education. No special intelligence tests are nec-

e,sary in Jewish education.
(b)

~ titude Tests:

Almost all afternoon and day schools and a large

pacentage of Sunday schools, together comprising the vast majority of
cJ1ildren studying in Jewish schools, devote some time to the study of a
second language, usually Hebrew but at times Yiddish. It is generally agreed
that a noticeable percentage of these children have little aptitude for a
second language and waste their time studying Hebrew, and yet we make little
effort to separate these children and to prepare for them a program of
studies canmensurate with their abilities. This is partly due to a feeling
l-

that the study of Hebrew should be pursued by all, that it is indispens,ible
in the Jewish School, to a fear that its elimination will further weaken

and dec rease the program of studies in the Jewish school and that the slow
child i s slow in everything and we may as wel 1 not teach him at all.

In

a large percentage of schools this is so because they are too small to allow
a doula program and with this limited time available it is often felt that
leparation within the class is unwise. However, there are many schools which
can cater to the special needs of these children as wel 1 as to those of
exceptional ability and don't.
11•ua11y

Where ability divisions are made they are

done after the passage of a year or more, based solely on the evalua-

tion of one teacher or on the basis of ability in general studies.

The first

causes the waste of a year of the child's limited time in the Jewish school
111d

is often too subjective to be accurate. Judging solely on the basis of
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,uccess

in one, class or with one teacher is often inadequate because a child

do well with one teacher and poorly with another. The second is also at
,aY
ti.Jes i naccurate because of unequal abilities in different areas of study.
imostic tests in language aptitude are essential to further aid at a proper
pro,,ciassif ication. They are also useful where a teacher feels that a child is
doing considerably below his ability.
(c) Achievement Tests:

The evaluation of the acquisition and retention

of Jewish knowledge, both lea rfiing per se and learning to practice Jewish
traditions, is by far the easiest and most efficacious of the three areas,
wt by no means a simple process.

In order to determine our success in this

are• we must first analyze our course of studies and delineate the major
areas of learning .
(1 )

Divisions in the Jewish School:

The Jewish school may be divided

mto three areas: primary-through the age of 7, where achievement testing is
not app licable; elementary-ages 8 to 13, where the bulk of our children study
prior to Bar or Bat Mitzvah and which generally constitutes the elementary
Hebrew school in almost all Conservative and Orthodox Schools; and the high

•chool, which includes a ccmparatively small percentage of the Jewish-school
popula tion .
The Jewish school may be divided into four groups: the day school, the
Bebre~ s chool, the Yiddish school and the Sunday school.

The Hebrew school

include s the Congregational school, which now represents the bulk of our
•ducational institutions, and the communal Talmud Torah; the two are generally
identical in program, although the Talmud Torah is usually more intensive or,
to quote a praninent educator, "The Congregational school is a smaller replica
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be Talmud Torah." (70)

The day school is an extention and intensifica-

of the Talmud Torah, with little difference in the subjects of
· the lower grades and added subjects in the higher grades.
in

1tudY

Even

~ • Sund ay and the Hebrew s chool, judging by the official courses of study,
hlV

I 8

similar program, except in degree and in the use of Hebrew, whether

th•Y be Orthodox, Conservative or Reform.

Except for the Yiddish school,

"while they differ in time allotment and emphasis (they) exhibit a striking

,tailar ity of pattern." (70)
(2)

Subjects of Study- General -

Thus, as in the case of aims, there

ii auch greater unanimity in the progra'IJ!. of the elementary Jewish school

than is generally realized. The major courses of instruction in the Conservative school are Hebrew, prayers, laws and customs,

Orthodox school ha s less Hebrew and more

l_Iumash and history .

The

.

HUmash and the study of history is

uneven, with the other two subjects about the same. The Reform school may be
~ • day or several days a week and may or may not have Hebrew in the one-day
school.

The other subjects in the elementary grades are history and customs

and ceremonies.

While th,e most recent Reform curriculum outline does not

list the study of the Bible in the elementary grades, a survey of Reform
•chools (72) indicates that the subject is taught in a large number of its
•chools on this age level as well.

The numerous courses prepared by national

organizations, Burea\S of Jewish education and individual schools differ
largely in the period in the student's career when a specific subject is introduced, in the amount of time devoted to the subject and in the textbooks

uaed, r ather than in actual differences in material of study.

.

One crurse

Prescribes the teaching of Humash to begin in the second year, another in
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the

third or even later, some cover more ground and others less, different

achoo

ls devote different amounts of time to the subject, but virtually all

orthodox and Conservative schais teach the
8
ot hr

~umash . The same is true of the

sub jects. The same is tru e o f the Reform school, except for a much more

limited Hebrew program and the Bib le being largely taught in English rather
than in Hebrew as is the practice in all Hebrew schools . Bureaus frequently
prepar e identical courses of study for schools of different religious groups .
One educator

writes, "Two separate curricula, one for the Conservative and

one for t he Orthodox, were originally contemplated . However, the rabbis and
the principals of the two types of schools found that with minor changes and
adaptat i ons the same curriculum cou l d b e used by .both . " (71)

Of course, no

two programs are identical; there are differe n ces in details, emphasis ~nd

interpretations.

Both may teach the Bible, but the Orthodox and the Reform

will inte rpret the Story of Creation, or Miracles or Revelation in totally
differen t ways.

Very great are the differences in stressing the Sabbath,

holidays and other observances .
(3)

Subjects of Study on Elementary Level-

The major ·: differences

between the Reform and other Jewish schools on the elementary level are the

teaching of the Bible in English rather than in Hebrew and the complete
absence of Siddur instruction in Reform schools while it is taught without
exception in all others .
A su rvey of 14 Courses of Study of all groupings and including most of

the well-known progratdl for children until the Bar Mitzvah age shows 13
1·18t

ing Hebrew, 12 Siddur, 12 Torah in Hebrew and in English, and all 14
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9"'11

histo• .,

pers

and laws and custans .

*

Less frequently taught are music-9,

onal ities-9, prophets- 8, Current Events-a, Ethics-5, Rashi-4,

""B ? Yiddish-2 and Jewish community-2.
Mi•.. _,

Events are, of course, part of history.

Personalities and Current

Thus if (1) we i nclude the early

prophets as well as the Pentateuch in the part of the Bible taught in the

elementary Jewish school, we list (2) Hebrew, (3) Laws and Customs, (4)
Siddur, ( 5) History and (6) add music we will include all the subjects
listed i n the vast majority of courses of study.

* This is corroborated by the Survey of Jewish Education in New York
City, 1951-52 (77, p . 24)
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TABLE 1:

SUBJECTS AND GRADES LISTEI? IN COURSES OF S TUDY FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES
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(4)
1,a

all

9ebrew
011•-

f,a

Feasible Tests on the Elementary Level:

Standard tests are feasible

fi ve major subjects of study, with tests in the Bible prepared both in
and in English, in order to meet the needs both of the Hebrew and the

day school.

Standard objective tests are also essential for all textbooks

all areas of study. Specifically, 1) Standard tests in the Hebrew Bible in
f ternoon schools may be helpful for the first six Sidrot of Genesis, for

tb• a

~• second six, and individually for each of the other books of Moses; also for

,,ch of

the books of the early prophets, with separate tests for each of the

~oks of Samuel and Kings. The abbreviated version, practically standard in
tbeH schools, should be used. In the English Bible separate tests should be
;repared for each book and an overall test for the Pentateuch and one for the

early pro phets. 2 ) In Hebrew, standard tests are needed based on a composite of
tbe major Hebrew texts used in our elementary schools . There should also be tests

on each of these books and series of books, such as Haivri, Sippuri and the
Scharf ste in, Greenberg and Bridger texts . 3) In Laws and Customs, separate tests

are feas ible on the holidays and on the other laws and customs .

These tests

tbould all be in English and must be related to specific textbooks . 4) In Siddur
we need

one test for mechanical reading including speeded reading and another on

the significance of basic prayers and the order of the services on different

occasions.

5) In Jewish history, we need overal 1 tests, and separate tests

divided into three periods: fran the beginning until the Babylonian Exile, from

the Babylonian exile through the Spanish period and from the 16th century until
t~ay.

Separate tests on Jews in America and on Israel are not applicable to

th is age level. Each of the volumes and the entire series of the Pessin, Gamoran,
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z,11.gs

and Klapperman histories should have standard tests .

All tests, except those in Hebrew and in mechanical reading, should
de both questions of fact as well as interpretations and r e asons; they
inC 1U

,nou l

d be both quantitative and qualitat i ve.

Tests in the Bible and in

Judaism should, where possible, emphasize moral aspects and interpretations
which lend greater significance to the narrative.
we need not only tests which review the subject currently studied but
1110

cumulative tests to measure retention of material studied in previous

years, so that at the end of the third year we may also test the degree of
retention of the material studied in the same subject during the first and
11 cond

years; also we need instruments to test the degree of retention after

the passage of a year, two, five or ten years after the person terminates his

1tudies.

In most instances the same cumulative test often given in Hebrew at

graduation from elementary school or in history at the completion of the
cooru, can

also be, given several

years later. The problem usually

i1 not one of test availability but of utilization. To be used for this

•

•

purpose , however, the stricture of eliminating questions answered by more
than 90% of the students must be disregarded.

It may be those very answers

vill be remembered and this should not be considered as being of no consequence.

In preparing or using a cumulative test one must also be sure that each phase
of the subject which is to be reviewed is adequately represented.

The same problem exists in other areas . Tests may be used for diagnostic
Purposes , to analyze weaknesses in instruction . Tests which measure different
••pects or periods of study may be used for such purpose, and some tests are.
Aliebrew test which has an adequate section on grammar, on sentence structure
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ell ing, can be used to analyze success of instruction in that area;
•P
ry test which adequately covers different periods can be used to
, bisto
or

Oil

,ndyze
i,,w•

the success of study in a specific period; and a test in ijumash or

and customs can be used to evaluate the teaching of moral and ethical

' " i·p1es although a knowledge of them does not necessarily imply application
pr .....c
'
or apprec iation of these principles. In each of these cases it is not necessary
to devise special tests but rather to be sure the problem to be analyzed is
properly covered in the test and then to proceed with the analysis.
Test s are feasible as a means of studying the adequacy of our textbooks.

Vbere agreement can be obtained by a consensus of knowledgeable educators on
1

word list in Hebrew; on selected passages, empha s e s and a series of inter-

pretations in v.umash; on a list of itEms to be included in a test on Jewish
history, a test carefully geared in these directions can show the adequacy of
the textbook as correlated · with the criterion. This is, of course, predicated

on a knowledge of and an agreement on the aims of teaching a specific subject
a d implies a comparison, through the test, of aims and results.

In the case

of teaching elementary Hebrew there is considerable agreement on the aims and

lllection of the Chom~ Word Lists and as such, when properly validated, the
ChOIISky test can be used to evaluate the adequacy of Hebrew textbooks, except

lhere the book indicates different aims . Thus far no such criterion exists in
other areas of study in the Jewish school.

However, tests based on essential

fa cts in all of Jewish history, such as that devised by the AAJE, may also be
••ed to test the adequacy of specific textbooks in that subject.

If average

classes , using a specific text, consistently are considerably below average in
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t while doing satisfactorily on an adequate test based solely on
~i• tes
t textbOOk, then it may be assumed that the textbook fails to meet the

tkl

coat•n

••••n

t valid ity established by the criterion.

Again, it is. not necessarily

tial for this purpose to prepare special tests but rather to investi@ate

thl validity of a specific test for this purpose.

The above, of course, implies more or less identical conditions in all
factors but the one tested. If radically different methods are used in one
Cl •• I

or the time element differs considerably while all other factors remain

c~sunt, then a tBst as just described would help determine if the special
factor create s entirely different results.
(S)

Subjects of Study on the Secondary Level:
a)

If similarity is a distinguishing mark of the elementary Jewish

1chool, the reverse is true on the secondary level. (a) There is a sharp
division between the one-day school of all groupings and the Hebrew High School.
Dile both teach Jewish history and laws and customs, the first adds a survey
of the Bible in English, Ethics, Jewish problems, comparative religion, and a

llrvey of literature, while the second adds Hebrew language and literature,

tu Hebrew Bible and its commentaries, and the Talmud. The Refotm secondary
hbrew school adds the beginnings of the Hebrew Bible a~d prayer book, both
lacluded in the elementary departments of other Hebrew schools, and a course

°' Reform Juda ism.
b)

Within the Hebrew high school no two communities or schools seem

to have a program which borders on the uniform. It is the reverse of the
••cular school which tendt to be similar because of admission requirements to

-77es an d College board examinations. A survey of seven courses of study
col leg
ls that they teach 9 different subjects and of these six are taught in

reves

thl'•

e or more schools each.
Table 2:

SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN SEVEN HEBREW HIGH SCHOOLS

--

CR!C .
NEW
CONG.
YORK SCHOOLS

aiBREW

1- 3

1- 4

1-4

p!ASH

1-4

2

1

1-3

1

1,2

3 ,4

3

2- 4

3

4

3

1,2

4

1-4

2- 4

Prophets
BIBLE

Latter Prophets

HISTORY

2-4

IH811NAH

4

1,3,4

PRAYER

RASH!

SCHOOLS

BOSTON

HERZLIAH

1-4

BUFFALO

NEW
HA VEfi

1-5

1-5

X

3

X

1- 4

1-3

X

5,

4-5

5,6

4

X

1,2

uurun
CODE OF LAWS

CHIC.
COMM.

2- 4

3,4

2,3

4

5

4-5

X

6

1-4
2

MIDRASH

IIUSIC

1

2

X

1-4

2,3
X

~11 grades
Al l teach Hebrew language and literature and Bible with commentaries;
T•lmud or Mishnah is taught in six schools -(Talmud in 4 and Mishmih in 3),

Biatory and Laws in 5 schools.

However, in Hebrew 29 different texts are used.

~ile the basic word lists are a guide to the vocabulary used in elementary
Bebrew school, no such aid is available on the secondary level . Some use Israeli
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others text s b asically prepared for the American public high school and
ieits'

iad or and Sifria Oneg readers, still others use ungraded more advanced
tilt

In the Bible, some use the complete text, others an abbreviation; some
ieac h
the

S

con tinuously, others use selections, and no two schools teach exactly

ame material.

Ten different texts are used in the eleven classes teaching

tbt Talmud and three different texts in the four classes in the Mishnah.

Only

~ws and custcms and Jewish history present a degree of uniformity in the Hebrew
high school and even in history one school begins from the Babylonian exile and
another ends with the French Revoluti;on.
A survey of textbooks used in ten Hebrew High Schools in different parts

of the country (Chicago, '59) lists 28 in addition to seven books on Dikduk;

9 histor ies, eight comp lete and one on Israel; 9 different books of early
prophets, including 6 different selections.

all

The least variation is in

IJ-umashim,

abbreviated,and in Hebrew texts of Laws and Custans .

c) The one-day high school, which for the purposes of this study begins at the

eighth grade in public school h.is a program of studies and series of texts no

less un iform th.9n the elementary Hebrew school. It is the only area whe re a
uniform text is used almost throughout in the teaching of the Bible, in Comparative Religion, and in Modern Jewish Problems. (72)

Few texts are used in the

other areas except in Judaism and uniform. standard tests can also be prepared

in the htler without unusual difficulty.

Single tests are needed in each

•ubjec t and in the Bible there should be separate tests on the major books,
one on the latter prophets and one on the Writings as separate units.

The Hebrew high schools can establish standard tests only in history and

~ Laws and Customs. In other areas of study each school must create its own
tests for each , text and each subject of study.
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5._;::.;;;---

1n the area of practice ordinary testing is, of course, not applicable.
· t and perhaps most efficacious form would be the check list, to
Th• easie s

lish if the ways of life taught by the institution are practiced.In the

,,ta b

t.

orthodox school, this may include if the student prays daily, eats Kosher and
pauover food in the school cafeteria; in all schools it may include if he

,

attends Sabbath and holiday services, is absent from public school on Jewish
holidays , contributes to Jewish and general charitable causes and participates
in the so licitation of funds for such causes, reads about and shows an interest
in Jewis h affairs, is active in Jewish club work, is respectful of his parents
and teachers, is friendly and helpful toward fellow students of different

religions and races, is honest in his dealings with h is school and associates .
The problem is that the validity and reliability of such a check list is
obviously not high, that the practice need not necessarily reflect training
in the Jewish school and it depends to a large degree upon the home .

Where

the home is not observant the child can hardly be expected to be so . However,
while the child of an obsaving family is more likely to follow this path than
the child of a non-observing family, the religious school is a factor in detertining his action.

It is well-known that children are occasionally observant

despite their parents; more canmon is non-observance by children of observant
parents.
The necessary precautions should be taken yiee section on Check Lists and
~ eationnaires) to assure a maximum of accuracy and the check list should be
liven at the beginning of the child's study in the religious school and after
the Pas sage of time, at the end of every two or three years in the religious

-soThe check list should not be given by the children's teacher and,
"ble

if

p<>SS l

of

1

•

should not be taken by that class alone, to decrease the fear

"dentification.

We must also devise different check lists for different

•gious orientations or make a list of uniform statements and add others
rell
iffe rent groups.
for d
The accuracy of the check list may be validated by {a) Teachers' opinion
ill the school on a group basis, (b) A group questionnaire to ascertain how many

or what percentage participate in the activities listed above.

Such a question-

Daire is easy to devise and its ' validity should be great. The problem is that
it would test not so much the personal commitment of the children as it would

the successful organization of the school's program and the commitment and
coopera tion of the home.

However, while individual items. may be the result of

outside influences the entire result would undoubtedly indicate a tendency and
to sane degree show the efficacy of the training. (c) An additional and more

accurate check of the effectiveness of the training is to conduct a check list

orqueseionnaire of the same or similar groups several years after the children
bad coapleted their religious training.

I t would be helpful to have a check list or questionnaire of the hane and
its pra ctices, the ethical and religious observance of the parents and the
degree of imposing them upon the children .

Such an instrument should be ad-

t inistered before the children enter the religious school, upon their complet~g the school program and several years later.
As certaining the degree of performance would help us (a) determine the
degree of success in endeavoring to train for the practice of Judaism, (b) keep
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6,

0

n the alert for our failings and our problems in this area of instruction

d he lp u s seek remedies and improvements.
VALUES AND ATTITUDES:

Evalua ting the success of this area of instruction is similar to that of
,valuating practices.

Many of the values are interrelated with practices,

result in practice or are a result of practice . A positive attitude toward
prayer , study, traditions or Israe l must somehow be related to practice. Others,

however , need not necessarily be so, may be difficult to relate to practice,
find little opportunity in that direction or be extremely difficult to evaluate.
~111&y .have to create hypothetical situations to test the individual's reactions.
This may be true of checking on one's spiritual or ethica 1 sensitivity, his love
of his fellow man, his adjustment as a Jew or his feeling of kinship to his

people.

The most satisfactory instrument in evaluating, attitudes and values is
probably a multiple choice questionnaire asking the individud what he would do

mder certain circumstances, how he would feel if he had a choice between going
to Euro pe or Israel, if he were asked to play the role of Jesus in a school play,

if he had a choice of joining a Jewish or a Hy-Y club, if Negroes moved into
~is neighborhood, if he had a choice between cheating or possibly failing a test,
if all the prayers were recited in English, if he were called a dirty Jew.
This fonn. of questionnaire is (a) difficult to prepare, (b) must be reviewed by several knowledgeable individuals, (c) must have several related
questions in order to consider varieties of the same situation and to spot
discrepancies and irregularities, (d) must have many questions in order to increase validity, (e) must not be too obvious so the child won't answer what he

-82t)link 1

.,10•

you want him to answer.

A committee of experts must determine the

scale of the possible answers •
In addition to such general questionnaire to be given at the beginning

~dend of the individuals years of study it would be helpful if shorter

qaes

tionnaires are given or individual subjects such as honesty, brotherhood

or attitude to Judaism at certain periods of the student's stay in school.
xadividual classes can be observed by an outsider in specific situations where

on• or t he other areas particularly lends itself or the 1fecher can take
aaecdotal records in several areas over a period of time. Where attitudes of
children are particularly objectionable it ,aay be well to visit the home and

laterview the parents to try to learn the reasons for the attitude.
The results of a questionnaire on attitudes can be the determining factor
in decid ing on an additional course or unit on ethics or on Israel or another

area of instruction, on the conscious introduction on f requent occasions of
atories and discussions on specific values and attitudes which constitute aims
of our educational program.
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1.

suRVEY AND ANALYSIS OF EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENTS IN JEWISH EDUCATION
His torical Review
a)

Publications:

The year 1910 is a starting point for a study of many

areas of modern Jewish education in American for it was the year of the establistunent of the first Bureau of Jewish Education . This is not so, however, in

regard to testing. The first community survey of Jewish education in New York
City, made in 1909 . does not list testing as one of the essentials (43) and Dr.

Samson Benderly, the architect and philosopher of the Bureau, makes no mention
of the subject in his statement of aims and achievements issued in 1912.

ii

80

This

despite the fact that he speaks of a st.mard curriculum for the large

Talmud Torahs and says that in business stock is taken often and at regular

intervals while "in Jewish education stock is taken every few hundred years,
if at all" and "the Jewish people has not taken stock of its edu cational methods
for many generations . 11 (44)
The lack of discussion of or even reference to testing and evaluation in

Jewish educational literature is widespread, almost universal . With but few
exception s there is virtually no rekence to testing in books and periodicals
an Jewish education until 1959 . This includes Julius Greenstone' s "Jewish

Education in the United States"(1 914), "Jewish Educa:ion in the United States,
190l-1950"by Leon L . Honor (19.52), "Je~ish Education in the United States in

Nid Century" by Israel Chipkin (1 951), "The Education of the Jewish Child" by
licbard C. Hertz (1953), ''Report on the Findings of the National Survey,"
~ited Synagogue (1950), "A Survey of 125 Religious Schools" by Fmanual Gamoran
U92S) , "I ssues 1.n
• Jewish
.
· Education"
•
by Louis Katzoff ( 1949), and "The United

lnagogu~ Commission on Jewish Educ~tion, 1945-60" (Hebrew) by Jay B. Stern .
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1,rae l Chipkin' s "Twenty-five Years of Jewish Education in the United

st•t••

,, (1 937) has but one reference to the subject: ''Definite attempts have

blell 11ade

of

t••ts

p1,na

to determine objectives to evaluate achievements through development
and measurements and to improve methodology . .. (p . 86) No further ex-

tion or mention is made of the subject . "Central Communal Agencies for

. b Educ ation" by Abraham P. Ganne s (1954) clearly indicates by the process

Jellls

of Cllission the paucity of testing inBureaus.
tiOIIS

While it li s t s uniform examina-

as a possible Bureau activity in the questionnaire used to obtain informa-

tion for the volume, there is also no mention of the subject in the index and

the rt are very few references to it throughout the volume, except a statement
that Bost on found a t e sting program to b e ''a very valuable instrument for main-

taining s tandards in the Talmud Torahs" (49)
The Index to Shevile Ha~inukh, Volumes 1- 5 first series (1925-39) and

~lumes 1-18 (current series 1940-58) can.piled by Zalmen Slesinger and Akiba
bin Ezra, lists no articles on the subject .

"The Jewish Teacher" in continuous

publicat ion since 1932, and "The S~agogue School," established in 194 2 , the
educati onal publications ·of the re fi orm and conservative movements in American
Judaism also have very few references to the subject.
The only exceptions we could find are (a) The volume, "Testing the

lnowledge of Jewish History" by Julius B. Maller, Union of American Hebrew
Congregations (1932) -; (b) "Testing in American Jewish Edu<Btion" by Zdanek
Vanek, a thesis (typewritten) for the degree of M.H.L. at the Jewish Theological
8eainar 0952), (c) "Jewish Education" periodical issued by the National Council
f
,,
•
Or Jew ish Education, which has many articles on the subject, and (d) Pedagogisher

11lletin (Yiddish), in publication since 1939, which has several articles on
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·ng and a large number of tests, mainly on Yiddish · bu: also on holidays,
test l
. 18 and other subjects. (e) Finally, is "Jewish Education in the United

s1b

St•

t es " by Alexander M. Dushkin and Uriah

z.

Engelman, published by the

. can Association for Jewish Education in 1959 (42) and containing the

Alie rl

first national clarion call for the importance of testing and evaluation in
Jewis h education. It called for the organization of a National Curriculum

1nstitute which is to do, among other things, "testing and evaluation of
achievement and creating much needed instruments for the purpose," (p.175)
It "should cmcern itself, as a major obligation, with the creating of

sta~da rdized educational tests of al 1 types and with using them in schools
thrrughout the country continuously for evaluation and direction" (p. 250)
b)

National Organizations:

The educat:i:nal arms of the Orthodox and

Conservativ,e branches of American Judaism nave done virtually no work in
this a a.

The National Council for Torah Educatim, the orthodox national

group working with Talmud Torahs, has "not done any psychological testing or

evaluation of educational material in a formal way for many years • •• Many
years ago (it) did evaluate tests that were presented ••• by various schools • ••

as par t of our daily work we do evaluate all kinds of tests that are included
in manuscripts that are presented to the Vaad for publication."

*

The United

Synagogue Commission on Jewish Education, Conservative, "has done very little

* From letter by the Director
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jJI

the

Julius

J•"isb
tests,

area of testing."*

B. Maller, as early as 1930 . In addition to the book on testing
history (41), he prepared the Jewish history and Hebrew prognosis
t he first and for several decades the only standardized tests in

this are
1111

Reform Judaism had a Director of Research, Dr.

a for the Jewish school .

However, we find no information as to their

or on any further work in this area, except for some work by its New

fork branch, by this division in Judaism. These three divisions constitute

tb• bulk of Jewish schools in the United States, other than the all-day
,chools. There are also three small groups where Yiddish constitutes a basic
or the only language of instruction, The Workman's Circle Schools, The

1,tional Jewish Folk Schools and the Sholom Aleichem Schools . Their testing,

however, is basically limited to New York City and is thus classified .
The only national organization which has and is continuing to work in
tMs area is the American Association for Jewish Education. Late in starting,
h ws established in 1939, it issued its first series of tests in the funda11ntals of Hebrew, on three levels, in 1954.

In 1962 its National Curriculum

Ruearch Institute issued its Achi!Jvement Test in Jewish History . Both tests

•re wide ly used thrrughout the country, both in Bureaus and in individual
lchools. **

In addition to these standardized tests the Institute has also

haued experimental tests on the High School level, in both Hebrew and English,
Oil

the Bible and on contemporary Jewish life, and a number of questionnaires.

The National Study of Jewish Education, conducted by the American Associa~ o r Jewish Educatim, administered achievement tests to several thousand
* From letter by the Director
~ Ale tter from the Association indicates that in 1962 and 1963 it sold
?proximately 6000 history and 3,000 Hebrew test booklets, "Since these
00 kl ets are reusable, undoubtedly many more tests were act~ally admini~tere d . " A recent statement lists 53 schools, 25 in New York City and 28
~n 11 _other canmunities . This however, is obviously incomplete, since reports
rom individual canmunities indicate at least 12 others using these tests .
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,tudents
tll• AIII
gUt ,

in nine canmunities in Hebrew, history, Judaism and Bible. It used

erican Asseciation for Jewish Education Hebrew tests and others with-

however, preparing any achievement tests of its own which can be classi-

fi•d as

c)

standardized. (42)
Central Agencies of Jewish Education:

The genesis of organized

tilt ing in Jewish schools has been traced by this writer to Boston in 1923,

••acandidates

for graduation in the various schools were given

a uniform

tilt by the Bureau of Jewish Education, covering the work of the six year
.i•entary school (47).

This continued twice a year for 16 years, and in 1929

it was also introduced in grades 2 to 5, a program ·continuing except for an
interruption between 1944 and 1947 to this day. For a number of years separate
tuts are given in the 5-day and the 3-day schools and in 1962 testing was
also introduced in the Hebrew departments of the Reform schools.

In 1962 over

4000 were administered.

Bal timore is the second and for many years was the only other school
1yIte11 to establish continuous annual city-wide tests. Established "about

1932,"* they include "all major areas of instruction and are educationally
1oad, canprehensive, objective, reliable and locally valid." (48) They prepare

their own tests in Siddur, Hebrew, ]J.umash, history and laws and customs and in
recent years have also used the AAJE tests in Hebrew and history.

In the late

40' a and in the 50' s it also administered Noah Nardi' s Jewish Information Test.

a l948 it established a department of tests and measurement with Harry Tchack
11

part-time director, a department ~ich continues to this day . About 2,000

children in 11 schools are tested annually . A feature of this testing is a
locai standard score system which t hey _·consider successful in interpreting
~ s t results .
*Report from Board of Education. An article in Jewish Education (48)gives
the date as "about 1943."
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The 1argest testing program is conducted by the Bureau of Jewish
tion of Los Angeles.

Begun in 1946 by Professor Morris Liebman for

JdUci

at ing classes, it was expanded since 1948 under the guidance of Dr •

.... du

l)lfid Bridger in all areas and grade levels of the elementary Hebrew schools.

62 the Bureau .has also been administering a test in Jewish life and
Si.JCI 19 ,

ob1ervanc es in the sixth and seventh grades of the one-day-a-week schools.
ltl Hebrew test is given to about 18,000 pupils in 60 schools annually. Smaller

,o1>ers of students take the tests in all other major areas of instruction.
Tes ting in New York City may be divided into two periods, beginning with
about 1945 when Moah Nardi began preparing a number of standardized tests
ued in New York City and elsewhere and beginning with 1950 when the Metro-

palitan Council of United Synagogue (Consavative) instituted testing, ad-

•inistering sane 10,000 tests in 3 years (50) . F_or.. anumber of years, the
Jewish Education Committee has been preparing End of Third Year Achievement
Tests fo r Weekday Afternoon Schools ~

In 1961 they were given in 76 schools

111d since then to about 100 schools.

These tests are in Hebrew, Jewish Life

nd Observances and Jewish People .

mg

to score them by IBM (74) .

The JEC maintains some control by offer-

New York City does not have a permanent

department of testing with a person devoting all his efforts to this work.
' department of information, research and experimentation was established in
l949 un der the direction of Dr . Israel

s.

Chipkin.

In 1951 it began a survey

of which one of the aims was "to evaluate the practices and achievements in

the Jewish schools in New York City."(51)

About 3,000 students were tested

~ this survey, about the same number as are now tested annually. Following
the dea th of Dr. Chipkin the survey was completed by Louis Ruffman. In addition to the areas listed abbve it also included a home environment questionnaire
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111d one

on attitud es of youth to elementary Jewish education. (77)

In a survey of testing in New York City we should also include a
)liStorY test prepared by Max Nade 1 for the reform schools and the testing
coll dU

cted by three Yiddish groups: The Sholem Aleichem, The Workmen's

circle and the Jewish Folk Schools . The first was prepared because of the

negative reaction of principals in those schools to the .AAJE history test.
All expe rimental edition was administered to about 1000 students in grades
71 8 and 9.

This was followed by an item analysis and a final edition was

prepared bµt "the principals of the Reform Synagogue School did not take
readily "to this test either .

He persuaded 15 schools to give the test

aad it was given to 323 students . *

The Sholem Aleichem Schools were among

the very first to administer tests, starting as a teacher activity in the
early 20' s and beginning school wide tests in the early 30' s.

The Workmen's

Circle began testing in 1944 . The JOC gives central graduation e x ams to both
school groups . Mid and end year tests are given in the Sholem Aleichem
Schools and mid-year exams only in the Workmen's Circle Schools. The JOC
supervisor considers the mid- year exams more important.

The Jewish Folk

Schools in New York City also give uniform tests in grades 4 and 5 in a
central place in February and June of each year. The tests are in Yiddish
hut also in };!umash, Hebrew and History. Detroit a~d St. Louis develop their
Oll!l

tests, the first beginning with 1959 and the second with 1960.

The

Detroit tests are given at the end of the Aleph class and twice a year thereafter.

It places the students in their percentile rank and his a linguistic

' nd non-linguistic median.

* Le tter from author

A combination of both local and national tests

-90dministered in Minneapolis since 1945 and in New Haven since 1957. A

,r• a
.,er'/

ti.Jnited program is conducted in Chicago "practically during the entire

. d of the Board ' s existence" (organized in 1923) and a smal 1 program
~~
.
1110 exists in Cincinnati. Miami has been administering several thousand tests

aJIJluallY since 1950, preparing its own instruments in history, }!umash, prayers
,ad laws and customs.

It also correlates the results of national tests it

,dainis ters with thbse of several other communities. This process was begun
by Louis Schwartzman in 1947, when in Atlanta, a program he transferred to

,nd expanded in this community.
Full or limited use of national tests only are made by nine agencies in
eight different communities . These are Atlanta, Buffalo, Camden, Cleveland,
lewark, Philadelphia, Rochester and San Francisco. Almost all of these programs
were begun in the late' 50' s and in the '6c;>a .
Hebrew tests and three also its history test.

All of these administer the MJE
These Hebrew tests are also used

in the six ccmmunities which combine national and local tests and the history

tests in four of the agencies . Our survey indicates only four instances where

cmtral agencies used µ on-local tests other than the above, one used the
Baltimo re test, one from Los Angeles, one from New York and one used the New
York State Hebrew Regents Examination.

In a survey of almost all central agencies of Jewish education, consist~g of 25 of the 27 groups in all the 24 cities where such agencies exist, or
1

total of 93% of all such groups,* (Outside information indicates that the

* The author defines a central agency as an organization working with more
t han one school or with several branches of one school, and includes only
t hose having full-time professional direction. Of the 40 groups listed in
the AAJE Register 7 are actually single schools and 6 others have partt ime or no professional direction.
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ining two groups have no testing program) there are 20 agencies conduct-

id a

t esting program, or 80% of all respondents.
Table 3:

Review of Testing in Central Agencies
Number of Agencies

Number of Schools Tested Number of Children
Tested

Jo resting

5

Agaicy Tes t s

5

3 24

18 , 700

Jational Tests

9

73

7 . 900

Agency Tests and National

6

125

10,700

Jo Information

2

27

518

37,300

Eighty percent participation in testing among the central agencies for
~wish educa t ion in the country is a rather large percentage. It is, however,
111cb l ess when we consider actual numbers and percentages of children tested.

This i s due basically to two factors: a) The smal 1 numbers tested in some
agencies and the small number of schools some of them include, b) The grades

and areas tested (of course, there are also sme rather large communities
which have no Bureau).
(1)

Limited Testing:

The great shrinkage in the numbers of children tested

k cQDes immediately evident when we realize that in New York City, which has
lore sthools than all the other central agencies combined, the number of schools

teated is less than 10% and the number of students is considerably ; less than
th•t.

Small percentages are also evident in other communities. Thus, in Newark

* The author defines a central agency as an org.mization lolOrking with more
th an one school or with several branches of one school, and includes only
those having full-time professional directio~ . Of the 40 groups listed in
th e AAJE Register 7 are actually wingle schools and 6 others have part-time
or no professional direction.
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l4 out of the 45 schools are tested, in Cleveland 7 out of 18 and in

auffalo 5 out of 9 .
tel ted ,

A very small percentage of the Chicago schools are

even in Los Angeles and Miami 25% of the schools are not included

iD the testing and a maximum of 33 schools in Philadelphia is obviously

iJlco11plete •

In sane communities such as Baltimore which has one of the best

testing programs in the country, and St. Louis, only a smal 1 number of schools
, ~ inc luded in the Bureau . Only six central agencies include Reform schools
La the t esting, and then u sually on a limited basis,* and the bulk of the

b form schools in America are excluded from testing .

Only 8 central agencies

hll more than approximately 20 schools each.
(2) Furthermore, and equally important, where tests are given, not all grades

md not all areas are tested .

Grades Tested:

Five central agencies give tests in all grades 1 through 6,

fwraore in grades 1 through 5 and one in grades 1 through 4 . In the Hebrew
schools in New York City only grade three is tested (the Yiddish schools have

aore intensive testing) .

Two agencies test the graduating classes only and

one begins with grade 3 .

Eleven agencies have some testing a b ove grade 6 ,

nd

of t hese, two test grades 7 and 8 and two more test all grades through 10.

The rest test single grades through 9.
~jects and Areas Tested:

The only subject which is tested in all agencies

••inisteri.ng testing is Hebrew, and here 14 use the AAJE tests either exclusively or together with local taits.

Eleven agencies test Jewish history

In whole or in part and of these 7 use the AAJE test, 5 of them exclusively•
Boston began Hebrew testing in Reform schools in 1962 and Los Angeles has
just started a test on Laws and Observances in grades 6-7; others are
Chicago, Miami, Rochester and San Francisco.
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one

of these agencies indicates it is discontinuing the MJE History test,

f~ding it unsatisfactory. A survey of subjects and areas used in all re• g agencies indicates as follows:
,pon d1.n

Table 4:

Agency Testing According to Subjects
Total

National Tests

Local Tests

Total Agencies Replying

20

aebrew

/20

14

8

aistory

11

7

6

7

7

7

7

Siddur

2

2

current Even ts

1

1

Yiddish

1*

1

Intell igence Tests

2

2

Attitude

1

1

Behavior Reference Record

1

1

JIUll&Sh

•

LIWS

and Customs

*

3 groups in New York City

On the secondary level, grades above 6, 11 agencies do some testing
a d of these 7 test only one subject. Three subjects are tested: 7 test

Hebrew , 3 Laws and Custans and 4 History. Assuming this includes grades 7
to 10 and considering the number of subjects in the course of studies, this

ia obviously only a beginning and thus far a very small percentage.
A summary of testing in the elementary and basic level of study in the

Jewish school in the centra 1 agencies of Jewish education can be obtained by
Classifying testing in the five major subjects in each grade. It is not

-94ossib le to know with complete certainty which subjects are taught in each

p

ade- most agencies do not have a unifonn course of studies for al 1 their

gr

,cnools. It is safe, however, to estime that Hebrew is taught in each grade,
~at Siddur can be tested beginning with grade 2, and taught through Grade

,,,

.

tha t Humash begins with grade 3, that history is taught for a period 3

years and a full course on laws and customs is given twice in the elementary
grades. A. review of the testing administered in the major subjects in each
grade i n schools of central agencies administering tests follows:

Table 5:

Agency Testing According to Grades
Grade 1

Grade 5

Grade 3

Grade 4

14

12

15

7

63

History

3

5

5

3

16

.

1

2

2

2

7

Hebrew

Grade 2

6

9

Rumash

Grade 6

Total

Siddur

2

2

2

2

Laws an d Customs

1

2

1

2

2

8

12

22

22

26

14

102

Total

6

8

This would indicate that in schools of central agencies administering

t•s about 50% test Hebrew in all elementary grades, 25% in History, 20% in

.

Laws and Customs and only d>out 10% test Humash and Siddur, with an average of

~, for all elementary grades.

Since only 80% do any testing at all this reduces

the percentage to 22 and it is certainly considerably less in view of the fact
th•t we don't know how many children in eac h ,gJ;ade are omitted from the testing
for one reason or another (such as absence or non-inclusion of students because
they are considerably below par or are in special classes).

Then again some of

the te sting is not date each year in the same grades. This, of course, refers
Ollly to canmunities having central agencies for Jewish · education.

-95Equally important is, what does the agency do with the tests?
tb•

Unless

te st results are carefully analyzed and the schools and teachers advised

of the results and of the canparative analysis, there may be no value in the
testing . Indeed one Bureau states that the results of its tests are on file
but were not computed .

Our information indicates that only Detroit and the

Yiddish schools in New York City administer mid-year and end-year tests, and
in fact the latter feel the basic value is in the mid-year test because it

points out deficiencies and allows time for improvement, while end-year results
don't always have as sat;i.sfactory a follow up because of different teachers

ud

conditions.

Comparisons with other school systems sometimes have the

disadvantage of comparing unlike factors and the danger of trying to prove

the superiority of one's own program
d) School Testing

Individual educators have undoubtedly prepared many instruments in an
effort t o gauge progress in achievement or to obtain information on other. areas

of lear ning:

practice, attitudes and/or values, instruments which were used

once or occasionally and then forgotten.

The writer himself recalls preparing

an attitude questionnaire for Jewish youth which was used at one time in a

nearby community. These usually lack almost all requirements of a validated instrument and cannot be taken into consideration. We are, however, interested in
learning the degree to which individual scha:is prepare or avail themselves of
•t andudized tests which can help them determine on a comparative basis the
Progre ss of their schools from year to year, in kn<loi.edge, in practices and in

values , and the degree of retention after the passage of time.
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In addition to the more than 500 schools included in the survey of central
1gen

cie s of Jewish Education, the writer has also made inquiries of a selected

ber of schools* in non-Bureau communities as well as individual schools in

·-

sew york Cly.

Replies were received fran 52 schools, including 34 schools in

25 communities in 16 different states and the remainder i n New York City . The

54 schools had a total child population of over 19,000, with an average of

,bout 600 pupils per school; 17 had over 500 e a ch and of these several had

over 1000.
11,uer ,

Onil.y one had under 200 pupils .

The New York schools were sanewhat

averaging 450, and here, too , almost half- 8 schools- had over 500

each wi th a tot.al of about 8000 students and only one had below 200 .
large schools, almost all had ful 1-time professional direction.

Being

From the

,tandpoint of selection these, therefore, are schools more likely to have
testing programs.

It would also be assumed that those not having programs

v~ld not reply unless acquainted with the writer and this was indeed so in
101t

ca ses.
Of the 34 schools, 12 indicated they do no testing.

Of the remaining 22

1chools , fully 21 did Hebrew testing, but only 8 tested history, 5 l a ws and
customs and 4 Humash, with none testig Siddur.

•

tests and 3 its history tests .

Sixteen µ sed the AAJE Hebrew

When we break down the testing according to

grades we find the following in the major subjects in the six elementary grades.

* Se lected by Dr. Judah Pilch
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~:

Non-agency Testing According to Grades

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

a,brew

5

7

12

li•tory

1

Grade 4

JuJASh
'
Siddur

i,ws and Customs

1

Total

7

7

12

Grade 5

Grade 6

Total

13

12

6

55

2

2

2

7

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

4

17

16

10

69

The New York sample is not taken for a review of testing, as above,

kcause of the 18 sch0ols replying, testing is done in 16 schools and of
these 14 take the JF,C tests and are, therefore, included in the survey of

central agencies.

Of these 5 schools a.so give the AAJE tes ts .

Bec.ause the

JI: tuts are given at the end of the third year and most schools do no other

tuting there is, therefore, a tendency for less overall testing in JEC schools
reviewed than in others.
llit,

Of these, only 7 did testing of any kind above grade 6, one of them in

ll11 York City.
lebrew

On other matters the 52 schools can be taken as a

Theee are divided as follows:

Jewish history 2, Judaism 1,

s.

Assuming the subject division in the different grades indicated previously,
th' comp!J rison of the percentage tested between Bureau and non-Bureau schools

ii 88 foll ows:
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7 . 2.9mpa rison of Testing in Agency and Non-agency Schools

~-

Bureaus
50%

40%

ai•torY

27%

10%

au,ash
•

9%

3%

siddur

8%

0

1,111s and Gus toms

20%

10%

Average, a 11 subj.

25%

15%

aebreW

1

Non-Bureau Schools

Of the schools reviewed, it is eviden t that on all scores the non-Bureau

,chools do ccnsiderably less testing than do the Bureaus.

The percentage

is udoubtedly much smaller in non-Bureau schools than appears above because
the Bureaus are al 1-inclusive while the schools are selected and only large

1chools ue listed.

Of the schools surveyed, the only one which has prepared an organized
IJltea of testing in any subject is Beth El in N. Belmore, whose educational

director , Dr. Isaac Levitats, prepared a series of 24 objective tests in
Jewish history based on the Pessin texts .

There are four tests for each

lOlUlle and there are parallel tas for each.

They are the most extensive

liatory tests prepared in several decades, should serve as a model for Bureaus
lld other schools to follow and with greater care for some testing standards-

• brief critique is available elsewhere in this paper- it can be used nation-

•lly. Dr. Levi tats has also issued sane Hebrew and holiday tests including a
'OVel f eature, questions on attitudes and behavior in relation to the specific
~Oliday •

-99park Synagogue in Cleveland headed by Dr. Leai Spotts, has

T)le

,1lt•r•

llY hundreds" in informal tests. These are combinations of ob.
and essay questions, for mid-year, •nd-year and other occasions.

jtCti,V8

,. .,w

l3 tests of similar nature prepared by the Emanuel Synagogue in
Temple Israel in Great Neck issued an interesting series of

Jlrtford.

JS tests

·

lil

trf.aesters •

Hebrew, 3 for each of the first six grades divided into
The three tests for each year, almost all multiple choice,

ar• on one sheet, and are given to the teaeher in advance.
~ y select questions to give to the students.

The teacher

Regr¢ably, the tests are

evocali zed and poorly mimeographed and have some odd choice of questions .
, school in Jacksonville has tests with answer sheets for the upper grades.
Beth El in West Hartford prepared a test in Hebrew on an "original"theory
that a child's language aptitude can be tested on the basis of two weeks of
1tudy of the particular language.

Hebrew.

It consists of 16 pictures to identify in

Schools in Teaneck, Lynn, Cincinn.iti, Mexico City, St. Louis,

Savann ah and Chi c ago, have also submitted tests prepared by te.ichers or princi-

pah. None is completely satisfactory, even disregarding the fact that no
effort was made at standardization.

In most cases these tests are not reused.

An educational director in Rochester indicates he does extensive oral testing,

to tes t the class rather than the students individually.

The head of a fairly

large New York school indicates he does no testing because he doesn't believe
ill it and another states that tests do not fairly evaluate progress.

The head

of a school in New Jersey says he never found a test to suit his program (nor
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• • be

Pr epared any himself) .

,tipped a

year because of a feeling that students may be acquainted with

th• tes t .
i1tiC
t••ts
, 111ual

One school giving the AAJE Hebrew test

One discontinued the JEC tests because it is "based on an ideal-

course, which doesn't exist, at least in my school . "

We found school

in Hebrew, history, Judaism and H
. umash, with one indicating regular
t esting in Siddur .

One school prepared combined tests for several

,ubjects, such as History, Bib le and Current Events .
The re is no indication that tests of one school are used in other
,chools in the country .
d) Clas sroom Tests

Cla ssroom tests may be divided into two categories: a) those prepared
~the t eachers themselves and b) those prepared by others for the teache r's

ue.

In the fir.st category are the thousand• upon thousands of tests pre-

pared by teachers many times a year, each test used once and rarely s e en

thereaf ter.

The second group may be f u rther subdivided as follows :

1) Tests

prepare d by princip als and by central agencies, not for review as in the case

of mid-year or end-year tests , but as a s e rvice to the teacher to encourage

t be fr equent use of tests, to assure that the tests will be we 11-prepared
and thought out in advance, to train the children in the types of tests they

~11 be getting at the end of the semester, to give the teacher a better and
•ore ob jective idea of the success of his work and to allow him to make comparisons between one year and the following, when the same texts are used and
classe s taught.

Thus the New Haven Bureau has dozens of tests in Humash and

•

Hebrew, many of them prepared by teachers following specifications and guidance
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bY t
cb•P

he central organization .
t ers of the texts used .

These tests are prepared for every 2-3
We note somehat similar tests used in

~inneapo lis and Lynn, Mass.

(2) re sts issued by publishers:

Many textbooks issued by the Hebrew

publishing Company, the United Synagogue, Behrman House and others have
,hort t ests at the end of chapters, sections or of the entire volume.

~ is is so, for instance, in Highlights of Jewish History, ijumashenu and
ill the workbooks to Haivri.

Several publishers have issued separate

tests, such as the Union of American Hebrew Congregations in its Soloff

history series and Ktav in its Hebrew texts.

These have some of the same

~~ose s as tests issued by central agencies or principals .
(3)

Bublished teacher-prepared tests for various occasions.

Perhaps the

• ly in stance in this group is a series of tests on Jewish holidays published in the Jewish Teacher (78).

These tests prepared in 1939- 41, are

• thre e or four different age levels, grades 2 to 9, to be given prior
to the lesson to check the student's reten tion from previous learning.
Although canpletely objective and fairly good tests- no effort was made at
standar dizations- we are not aware of their being reprinted or widely used.
• also noted that a staff member of a Los Angeles school, in cooperation
vith others, consistently used teacher-made tests (79).
Cl assroom tests, in their various categories, differ from others only

in the ir ccmplete lack of efforts at standardization.

They also differ in

length from most other tests only in so far as they are short-term tests.
Yet they are a good means for measuring actual achievement (97) in many cases.
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,,,..r, cl assroom tests are also prepared at mid-and-end year especially since
ls have not established the practice- and will do so even less as sore

,r!JciP•

.,t1-• 1

tes ts are prepared- to give tests to their classes on an organized,

.,.t-• tic basis.
.,,u 1• 5

This is indeed, regrettable. As one teacher told us, giving

the best thing for t he t eacher-and, may we a dd , for the pupil s as well •

Teachers generally are often unhappy about outside tests, whether prepared
,ithin the school or by an outside agency. At times it's simply the fear that
ir classe s will not show up well in these tests.

Sometimes it's a lack of

c•fidence due to errors of judgment the tests purport to reveal.

They"place

III' strength on a child's classroom performance than on these tests.

A teacher

~ows a child well is often angered at the stress put on scores which she
i,certain are inadequate and invalid."{93)

teache r-made tests differ fran other classroom tests as follows:
1

a) They

usually strictly one-ti.me tests and even the teachers don't keep copies,

~) Many are given orally or on blackboard and those mimeographed are ust1ally

mdffitten or otherwise poorly done. c) Theya-e rarely objective. While essay
,utions have their place, they must either be separated from the rest of the
t11t or mus t be done in a manner to facilitate marking. d) They are rarely re-

newed by other teachers and e) Their contents, especially in Hebrew are often
Msed on retention of material whose retention is of no significance as the

lpecific content of many a story is of no importance per se.,
We suspect that the basic problem in teacher-made tests is that they are
IIUally made in a hurry and "good teacher-made tests are never easily made in a

cy. They slmld begin with goals and blueprint and should involve much prerat lon
· in
· creation.

Once made it can be used again •• so it may eventually save
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the proof of teacher effectiveness is in objective measurement made at
tiJ••··
end of each teaching period ••• But assuredly, if no effort is made system-

thl

. ally and objectively to examine the individual pupil's aastery of the

it1C

,,terial presented, then to say that a •• • unit has been ''evaluated" is to play

u,v-c

with word aeanings and can only lead to dishonesty or confused thinking

or both." (80)
l, :rntelligence Tests

How widespread is the use of intelligence tests in the Jewish school? It
ii safe to say that it is virtually non-existent, except in the day school. The

•lY central agency which does intelligence testing on an organized basis in
all its schoals is Baltimore, which has been doing this testing continuously

since the inception of its Board of Education some 26 years ago.

It administers

tke Otis primary test ta students in grade 1 of its Hebrew schoals, the Otis

~teniediate test in grade 5 and the higher test to all new pupils in the Hebrew
lijhSchool.

Where there is a radical disagreement with the teacher's estimate

Ike case is checked with the Hearing Revision of the Binet-Sim.an test.(48)

The

loard supplies the materials, staff members of individual schools administer

Ike test and the Board checks the results, keeps records and issues information.

It has found that wtile the public schools have cooperated on special occasions,
it is difficult and highly impractical to use this source regularly.

At the

••• till.e it met with no resistance or unpleasantness on part of parents, who
11

the contrary accepted it as a valuable asset.*

* From letter by Dr. Sim.on Bugatch
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The Boston Bureau as recently as 1956 administered mental tests to all
,11 in grade 1 where schools wanted ta group pupils. These tests have been
,.pl
atinued even as the hOUlogeneous groupings are no longer practiced. The
jilCO

.., 111ven Bureau,
ia•ti,ag
,t

following the Baltiaore pattern, has introduced intelligence

in the Aleph classes of Hebrew schools and for all entering students

t~• Hebrew High Schaol.

However, scho0ls not having ability groupings find

i,1tfficient cause for administering the test.
In this connection it is worthwhile to note the existence since 1956 of a

i~rtaent of psychological service for Yeshivot at the Jewish Education Comaittte of New York.

In 1960 the department served 15 schools with , ·

till and two part-time psychologists.

There is no indica tion of general test-

ilg but of serving the needs of individuals. (75)
'1

two full-

One psychologist states that

large number of (Day) schools employ psychologists only for the purpose of

iaiuions testing," that many use psychologists for "snob appeal" and that "the
litld is a most chaotic one. 11 (76)

llbrew

Day

One observer states that aost of the aedern

'

Schools he visited have their own psych0logists who give I.Q. tests

It 1aission and seaeti.llles follow theta up with achievement tests.*

Of the 52 schools surveyed only 2 gave intelligence tests this past year

•~•e of

them, which had been doing intensive psychological testing, including

le,iae4 Stan ford Binet and Rorschach closed down at the end of the year.

Four

!tiers did testing sporadically, one giving the Otis test, one the Kuhlaann•-rson, one a Stanford Binet and the fourth gave Reading Readiness tests.
* Letter from Dr. Isidor Margolis 11/27/63
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1,sic•

,.1...

Two educational directors siaply indicated that they them-

1 services.
.

,re qua lified guidance counsellors and a third stated that one of their

,.,..,isors happens

to be one and they take advaatage of his services.

rtl•r• individual students to

One

a local agency, in another school the Jewish

,-ilyService recommends professional help to f amilies in need of it, one
1111111 u the public school psychologist in rare cases, one uses the voluntary

,.rvices of professienal psychologists who belong in the institution and one
,cpol uses a local psychologist to deal with disruptive children.
11, York schools reporting only 1 indicated they make use of the
!llied service.
11

Of the

~

psycho-

Two other Bureaus indicate that some of the large schoals

psychologists in special cases.

The National Council for Torah Education

.

.

IN for a few years a Guidance Service to help the slow learner, but found
little reques t for this service.

It is evident that the organized use of

111ckelogists and guidance counsellors does not exist in our afternoon schools

•4 that even their sporadic occasional utilization is virtually non-existent.
situation is apparently no better in the Day School. One guidance counsellor

IIJ•,

"The need for guidance in the Yeshivos is critical." (81)
It is interesting that in this area where there is no problem of availabi-

li~of good tests, where all the principal or supervisor must do is select and
11 one,

few indeed take advantage of it.

Why is there such an abnormally

-•llllber of schools using psychological testing and other services ?
••ay be gathered from replies to our

que~t ionnaires.

Some

One states they

tests but found them a com.plete waste of time because the school has
•bility divisions; another, that the principal · wlj.o pr e ce ded :-h i ni. qd

8Uch a

adm.inist-

test to Aleph pupils to deteraine eligibility for an accelerated
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ond grade but found no real correlation between test results and class-

••C
r•• performance,

so now they base acceleration on performance alone.

One

~;icates that they used to give I.Q. tests but · found they can get that
i.llf•Ill•tion frOlll the public school; another, that he encountered resistance
to such testing from. his Board of ·nirectors.

There seems little doubt that

few schools recognize the need for this service partly because its basic
advantage is seen'. where it is at all seen, as an aid in grouping and grouping
is not widely practiced either because the schools are too small to enable
this division or for psychalogical or other reasons.

The supplementary Jewish

ickool is, it is felt, less in need of psychological services because the

public school handles this area, because psychol0gical prob leas often don't
cC1111e

to this school and because the Jewish school has the child for so caa-

paratively few hours a week.

no

The Jewish sch0ol is also a voluntary schoel

could, where desired, eliminate children presenting special problems

frOII its class activities.

Many schools don't have professional principals

ane when they do they are often not trained in this field and have an· in1tinctive fear of psychological tests- fear of the unknown.
this is an area reserved for specially trained people.

They feel that

Our principals,

generally, also have a fear of the nw and they are skeptics; "you
IOllething, prove it to me"- and it takes tiae to prove it and it is

have

se

difficult to prove things · in the field of education that its practitioners
becOlle content to leave things as they are and convince themselves that

theirs is the best possible world.
3• ~titude Tests-

The problems in Hebrew language aptitude and prognosis

teats are a) availabiiity and b) validation.

The problem is finding a test

-ii.ch will have a much higher correlation to actual achievement than dees the

~telligence test.

There is almost always a positive correlation between

~telligence and Hebrew learning; the problem is the degree of correlation

c•.5),ln all we found six efforts at such tests which we shall , . de s cri:be
briefly.
(1)

The first recorded atteapt to prognosticate success in the study

,t Hebrew was made from a battery of other tests by Dr. Evelyn Garfiel in
192s (45) and carried out on some 70 children ages 7-12.

It was adminia ;:,,

tered at the end of the first semester of study in one Hebrew scaool and
-• a c001bination of Hebrew, intelligence, arithmetic, and a reading test.

~spite the small nwaber taking it, it was divided into two levels depend-

iag on the children's achievement in Hebrew.

She found an overall correla-

tien with achievement of .44 and on the Hebrew section alone the correlation
n1

.63.

The correlation with teacher's aarks was .50.

There is no indica-

titn that the test was validated, it had a rather li.aited saapling since it

vu not used again and to our knewledge it is not available.
(2)

Hebrew Prognosis Test ~ foras A & B, by Julius B. Maller, 1929, was

fer high sch.ool and college students and therefore not relevant to Jewish

achools which begin Hebrew studies no later than grade 3 or 4. (55)
(3)

Hebrew Prognosis Test, foras C & D, for Elementary School Grades,

by Julius B. Maller and Simon s. Silvennan, 1931. This is the first published

•tt•pt at a progimis test in Hebrew for elementary school children, stated
te be for ages

a½

to 14 and elsewhere as beginning with age 10.

It is too

loag, too complicated and in parts much too difficult so that the average
Clild will not 11.ake an effort to complete it.

••d is

It has over 200 questions

heavily weighted with Eaglish vocabulary, some of it difficult even
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f•t

.•

adults(aabergris, complot, ochre).

tlO ,

There is no inforaation on valida-

the aost important feature of m.y test.

The manual states that the

c,rrelations are sufficiently high for prediction "as far as groups are
coacerned," but gives no details.

Of the five parts, the first two are

Jebrew reading, not comprehension and the last is English vocabulary intended as a test on general intelligence, so that the bulk is not prognosis
ill Hebrew per se.

It doesn't account for the validity of individual items,

,,r· for relative weights of each section, nor does it provide for reli<1ble

and repre s ent <1tive norms.

The test is not fer 8 <1nd 9 year olds, <1ges

when children today by and large begin Hebrew School.

(4)

Hebrew Reading Prognosis Test by Jerome L. Hershon, copyrighted
.

.

1960 is the newest and aost complicated test, having 11 different parts

rith a total score of over 250.
mg and c""1prehension.

Although called "reading'' it is both read-

Part of it could be given before beginning the study

•f Hebrew and should, in fact, be too simple and hence useless to many when

1ivea as intended at the end of the year. It is intended partly fer grouping,
apparently in Hebrew, on the assumption that those who do poorly in the test
are potentidly peor in Hebrew.

In contnat to the great detail in the manu.il

en instructions, scoring and conversions to percentile ratings, there is ablelutely no infonn.ition on validation.

prognosticate Hebrew learning.

The author simply thinks it will

Perhaps he's right~

The test is divided into

different abilities, visual, auditory, aot0r and language, and may help the
teacher to spot are.is which require remedial work.
11

Yet a pregnosis test.

At this point it is not

It is also auch too late to wait a whole year to

-109·n prognosticating Hebrew learning.

btg l

(5)

Hebrew Language Ability Te.st by Morton Rosen makes no claim to

,,iidation other than apparent group succe·s s in prognosticating Hebrew
ability in his school and grouping students inte ability levels.

It is

actually the simplest of achieve11ent tests given after 2 weeks in the
tebrew School.

He works on a theory that if a child canm>t learn vocabu ..

11ry quickly it is not worth while giving him a Hebrew oriented language.
e~rse of studies.

If he makes this the only criterion and if it is ir--

reparable it may be dangerous fr81l a learning standpoint.

Those in the

1ner division, who were placed there ,byerror, may never be able to be
trosferre.€1.

ue

The test is simplicity itself; 25 words from which to pick

16 corresponding

tD all pictures.

There was no controlled experiment,

ae item analysis, no vdidity or reliability de.termination.
1tudied the degree of success of the selection.
,~d group test.

Nor has he

It may, as he says, be a

Its s:i.aplicity is certainly no disadvantage.

Having

vorked it for two years he should be able to determine some correlations.
At present it is not, 0f course, a validated prognosis test.

(6)

Mat

and

The Hebrew Aptitude Test by Nmah Nardi,1951, is certainly the
most vdiclated prognosis test.(86)

It requires no Hebrew know-

ledge, can be used by children age 7 and over, is entirely based on Hebrew

•lt1ents, is not too long nor too complicated.

It deterained reliability

t~eugh the split-half 111ethad and obtained an overall reliability of .89.
4fter 3 to 5 terms of study he obtained a correlation with actual aarks of
•58 in Hebrew schoel and .83 in public ligh school.

This would be goed if

it lfere well validated. Actually, however, while several hundred were used

la tile experiaen t his correlation is based foi{J.y 56 students in Hebrew Schoel
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age group ranging from 7 to 12 and only 20 students in the public

.igll school.

He also states that the teachers' marks were of doubtful

reliability and that the test may not have high accuracy in individual
predict ion

but would be helpful in singling out the poorest and ablest

1t1dents •

One gets the feeling that the author was rushing into print,

for an aptitude test requires a large sampling over several years.

This

test, no longer used, should be experimented with again to provide a mGre

,ccurate test of its predictive ability.

Barring that we have no standard•

ind prognosis test of any kind for Hebrew on tke elementary level.
For the present it is understandable that a Hebrew language prognosis
tut is rarely administered in the Jewish schools in America.

4, Achievement Tests
Introduction:

In order to help determine the nature of current

tuting in Jewish education, the writer has reviewed hundreds of tests
obtained from the National Curriculum Research Insti tue, from Bureaus and
froa inclividu,il schools through0ut the country and has chosen for review

168 tests.

The vast majority were prepared between the years 1959 and 1963;

•tiers were undated but appear to be of recent vintage.

The only tes1a in-

cluded which date prior to the last decade were the history tests and the
leiav prognosis tests prepared by Julius B. Maller and associates and pub-

liahed abeut 1930 but somehow omitted in Vanek' s survey. (46)

The tests

c~aen were net samples, rand0m or otherwise, but were rather all the best
"•ilable in the judgment of the writer.

Reference will also be aade to

t~e Hardi tests, reviewed by Vanek, both because of their special siguif-

lcince and because almost all others he reviewed are listed, in a later form,

la this survey.

The tests selected are from 19 organizations; 2 national

'Cllcies, 11 Bure~us, 5 schools and one book publisher.
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The tests included 2 prognosis tests, one attitude questionnaire and 165
·
t tests divided into the following categories:.
,cllievesen
sebrew 84
Siddur 9
Jewish Life
}IUIIISh

iistory

19
27
23
3

All bOt 12 are tests on the elemeo.ta~ level.
The preponderance of Hebrew tests in this survey is indicative of the
. ,11asis

of the American Jewish school.

Hebrew is begun in grade one and

.,.,ny

continues throughout the years of the child's study in the Jewish

,cllool.

In addition to being the major subject in the course of studies,

tH frequen cy of tests in this area may also be due to the canparative ease

,fnoting progress in the subject, step #1 preceding step #2, while this need
Ntbe so in the English content subjects, and even in Humash- not being a

•

1raded text ~one 11.ay begin at many different parts.

There is a comparatively

large number of Hebrew tests despite the great diversity of texts in Hebrew
uc011.pared with other subjects in the curriculum of the Jewish schools.
In almost all cases these tests, in so far as they are objective, em-

fkuize recognition rather than recall.

This is so of necessity, because

!IUtions of recall do not usually lend theaselves to identical answers.
~eations of recall also present the problem of marking partially correct
• 111ers and especially in language errors in spelling.

Many of the tests may serve a diagnostic purpose, to find weak spots in
leaching and to evaluate relative merits of different methods or materials.

r,, for instance, the test consistently shows considerable discrepancy
~t11een scores in sections stressing individual words and those testing the
'-Ptehension of sentences or the use of grammatical forms, there is an
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• n of a need to shift the emphasis in another direction.

t,jiCltlO

~·

Where

a•e or similar texts are used by the same or equally competent teachers

f.J'i,llilar classes, but some use the direct method of teaching Hebrew and

others the translation method or some stress conversation and others empha-

,1- reading
'd

for comprehension, or some teach phonetic reading and others

ur1111gh the whole word method, the results of some of the tests when repeatedly
,dlinistered may show the superiority of one method over another.

Testing the

~plts of teaching different Hebrew texts of similar vocabulary under similar

circumstances may prove the superiority of one text over another.

Thus the

'l.,.

Chotsky test may be used to evaluate texts on which his word list is partly

.....

~

Regret tably we find that the results sought in the various tests are
alaost invariably only a cCIDlparison of grades to determine promotion, or divi1in into homogeneous groups, or to indicate canparative progress fran year to

71ar, or to canpare grades with national or city norms.

This is satisfactory

aduy serve as an encouragement in studies or give a school or a system a
feeling of satisfaction, but it does not provide all the benefits which may
Mderived from the testing process.

However, the tests in category (a) which

ftlla may be used for diagnostic and other purposes.

•l Hebrew- Tests in the Hebrew language must of necessity basically be of
1 quantitativ~

nature- the testing of abilities in the language, since the

•ia here is to measure facts, not ideas.

In this sense testing in Hebrew is

•iailar to testing in Siddur reading or to testing ari thm.etic in general educatlon. As one noted educator says, "To be sure, mere achievement in terms of

'kills and abilities in Hebrew is i~~dequ~te.

The concomitant attitudes,

•ccoapanying the teaching process, such as interest and desire to read Hebrew
•ad to continue the study of its literature, are highly significant.

Unfor-
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t0•telY, these concomitant attitudes cannot as yet be measured directly

-d object ively by any available techniques.
1t•P
ii

But we can and should measure

by step the extent to which we approach our goal quantitatively and

tet'IIIS

of abilities." (108)

The Hebrew tests may be divided into several categories
(~)

Comprehensive Tests On Several Years of Study
(a)

The AAJE tests on Fundamentals of Hebrew, #1-3, are the most

widely used Hebrew tests in this country. They were prepared in cooperation

with a committee of well-known educators, are on three levels, have national
aorms and meet all the standards of interna 1 validity, objectivity and prac-

ticability.

Regrettably, these tests have apparently undergone only a partial

it• analysis, have not been correlated with an external criterion, do not

uve parallel forms and have not been tested for reliability.

The levels

create the problem as to which test is most suitable for a specific purpose
nd

their reliability may be affected by a T-F section.(96)

The overlapping

&r•des are also confusing and there is the question if the method of selecting the vocabulary was proper, if, while the random sampling technique is

lltiafactory, it should not have been based on a composite of texts 0r vocabilary lists rather than readers.

Also, the manual lacks all statistical in-

foraation except for norms.

These tests have as their aim the testing of vocabulary, comprehension of
llntences, comprehension of stories and recognition of grammatical forms in
tX>ntext, and seem to meet these aims wel 1 in the intermediate and upper leve 1.
~the lower level there is no section on sentences and it would seem pref ;

erable to have such a section rather than relying as it does on the stories

.. 114-

_,,t this aim.

The section on stories, generally, seems to lack

t0
1,1iditY

because the answers require checking single words which may

., found without understanding the story.
14

We would also prefer an

., l number of questions such as 50 or 100 to the present 75, 103, and

109,

which appear sauewhat coo.fusing.
(b)

The Chomsky Hebrew Achievement Test, #109-14, is certainly one

~the very best tests in the Hebrew language both in the clarity of its

objectives and in the careful manner of its execution.

It is based on

th• "Basic Hebrew Word Lists for the First Three Years in Elementary
Grades" of the author, which in turn was carefully compiled on the basis

ef frequency in the Bible and more specifically in the bo0ks of Breshit
111d Shemot,

on Rieger' s list, on common words found in most of 11 primers

refiewed and on functional words.

This is based on the author's conviction

tkat the major aim of teaching Hebrew in the American Jewish elementary
1chools must be reading for comprehension and instilling a desire to read.

hthus selected a 3-year word list to provide an adequate preparation for
1

111

intell igent and an appreciative study of the narrative portions of the

lible as well as for the meaningful reading and appreciation" of stories of

IOdem Jewish life.(95, p.55)
The current edition of the test, also on three levels, is a revised ex~ri.aental edition and was recently administered to a broad sampling of
•ftemoon schools in Philadelphia.

As in the case of the AAJE test, this one

•lao tes ts vocabulary, comprehension of sentences, and comprehension of sto-

ries, but the recognition of grammatical forms is tested only on level III.
It is the only currently available test in Hebrew which has parallel forms
10 be used interchangeably and has many additional features: only 50 questi0ns
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levels), equal weights, answer sheets, scoring keys, continuous
,.. ttr<>

_.,.r, With examples
e41tl

in each section, short matching sections with un-

olumns and questions in English on the stories, to test the underC

-•ing of the story even if they may not understand the questions in Heb-

Somehow, level I has two stories sarving the same purpose, instead of
rt'•
.-phasizing another feature, such as recognition of grammatical forms, We
-,ald also eliminate 5 questiGns from level I I I to make it an equal 50 and

tfOexamples would be preferable to one. We would like to see the tests
,alidated and tested for reliability and a manual added.

Actually much of

tll• information usually contained in a manual is found in the book, "Teach-

iag lebrew," and in articles in "Jewish Education."

However, it would be

Mlpful if this were provided separately and the statistical information

00 instructions for testing and grading added.

This, in addition to test-

ag the correlation between the parallel forms of the tests, is apparently

the.purpose of the current analysis of the tests in Philadelpl:ia.
It should be noted that since this test is based on a specific aim and
follows a specific. word list, it may not be valid in testing other aims
people may have in the teaching of Hebrew or in testing other texts or word
li1ta.

This is as it should be, . although there may be a great correlation

~•tween teaching for different objectives.

a connection

The only question one may raise

with the word list is, since it is partly based on textbooks,

•iould it not be revised if many of the primers are no longer in frequent
lie?

The principle of comprehensiveness which the author follows carefully
iaaost commendable. Almost every word in the list on which the test is based
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i• foUP

din the test. However, the author apparently equates the use of

d whether used in an active or passive manner in the test, whether
.,ell 11or ,

it

for

•8

essential for answering a question or not, even if it isn't necessary

J.

the understanding of a sentence, or if its meaning can be guessed in consince the active, essential vocabulary in the test is comparatively

tdt•

.., 11 , it should follow a specific principle of selection.

We are not aware

tblt this is done.

we

may a.so question the principle of using only words included in the

"rd list of the particular year.(95,p.61).

vor••

Certainly the passive use of

of earlier years seems in order. The author himself states that the

learning must be cumulative, that "vocabulary learned at one stage must be
reviewed at the subsequent stage or stages''(ibid.,p.56).
Two further comments: a)

If reading for canprehension and pleasure

it the purpos e of teaching Hebrew, then one may perhaps question the in-

clusion in these tests of individual words in isolation, without relation
to sentences which canprise the only basis for intelligent reading. b)The

nthor indicates that ttoptional responses should be no less than four"
(ibid.,p.61), but test level I, forms A and B, Section Iv-A and IV-B, have
only six choices for 5 or 6 sentences, leaving several questions in each

llction with considerably less than 4 responses.
Assuming that this is the only acceptable word list for the study of

lebrew in the elementary grades and that the stated aims of teaching Hebrew
•re the only valid ones, then results in this test may also demonstrate
relative merits in certain textbooks.
The author also feels that "the test results point t0 the conclusion
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be consistent use of the reading approach fr€1ll the outset, with com-

t~t t

• e elimination of mechanical reading, will yield considerable edge
,,rativ
(11tt

tO

metho ds stressing phonetics and oral exercises ... (108)

l ee

However, we fail

the validity of the statement unless this were proven by cantrolled

,iperiments.
( .c )

The JEC tests, #4-6B, are based on a word list of which more

tl'IID ao%of the words are also found in the Chomsky Word Lists.

It would,

k01llver, be difficult to establish a correlation between the two because here

th• Word list is for one test while the Chemsky lists are for three tests.

tere, too, the test consists of individual words, sentences, stories and
~autical forms, but these tests are more complicated (as far as we can
tall: they change each year and are undated) both in the types of questions
md in their multiplicity. It is based on actual practice in the better

1chools in New York. These tests meet the standards of objectivity and intimal validity but they are not standardized. The item allllysis itself was
~.ued on scores subnitted by principals with only a sampling checked, rather
tho comp lete review by the a:ganization.

No effort was made at establishing

reliability or norms, and the manner of selecting the words is not indicated.
The individual tests for grades 1, 2 and 3 have been eliminated and replaced

~an end of third year test.

We compared forms Band C of these tests and

found then to be variations, net parallel tests. We believe these tests would

hnefit by parallel forms, equal weights and fewer categories.
( ,d)
0~er

The Los Angeles tests, #7-10 and 147-52, are rather similar to each

and can be cmsidered as one, with the last 5, the most recent, used for

~r review. They are tests on grades 1-4. We selected #147 for Aleph and #152
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,,r 1)8le<l

~·

as illustrations. They are good tests, short, clear, objective.

first has inadequaa choices, three and even two, and tests only wards

-d sentences.
1a,,

~·

,tor

The true-false section has no advance information on guess-

The second test includes words. sentences and grammatical forms but
f~r different stories. too much of the same and the quenons on the
ies ccu ld alse be in Hebrew.

The tests would be clearer if the numbers

-~ followed by letters rather than by other numbers.

It also has a test

•~ades 1-3. which is a compesite of three separate tests for these grades.
11111 one test, #7 First Year Elementary Hebrew, indicates it is based on a

,pecific word list, not listed, and each fourth word chosen.

Each of the other

tests is based on several texts used in the community.
(a)
,tmdards

The Baltimore test #138 is also cunpletely objective and meets the
of internal validity.

icoring procedure.

It even has local norms.

It has a careful

These tests are unique in having a city-wide local stand-

nd score system. helping in clarifying the interpretation ef test results.
ilvever, section 1 has 42 questions, which is comparatively toe many single
words and of the simpler form, Hebrew w0rds with English choices (and why the

Ndn1111ber?)
ii confusing.

,~ \-=>
(2)

1

Also, having two gr0ups of numbers, one within each other,
One may also question the item analysis which leaves words like

J'' ~ .\o

r

as meeting the standard of "success."

Other End-Year Tests
{P)

Germantom test #136 was prepared to be given in all grades,

let through Ray, and because of the wide range has words like .. boy" and "cloud 0

~the same question.

It has numerous errors in vocalization, very large match-

~&questions and too many individual words.
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'lal.e North Bellmore tests #106, 107, are satisfactory

tests contentwise.

The format and the pictures can stand improvement,

t~•y're too crowded, have too many divisions and are unnumbered.
,io7 should alse have sentences and perhaps a story.

should not be equa 1.

Test

The matching colU111ns

r

8 • Standards Met In Selecte~~;;;rew Tests

~

Table Ba- Analysis of Validity,Reliability and Norms in Selected
Tests in Hebrew
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Table 8b- Analysis of Objectivity and Practicability in Selected
Tests in Hebrew
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fit

The New Haven tests #165-66, end year tests for Aleph and Bet, would

by

a scoring key and answer sheets, #166 is too long but is intended to

broken down into two parallel tests r #165 has only 3 choices in several parts

II

i1d "'°uld probably benefit by the inclusion of stories. An item analysis was taken,

,, Ifill be used in the revised edition.
d)

St. Lou£• tests #11-20 are poorly printed, with small type and not

-,ficiently vocalized.

Tests #16 and #17 have long matching questions of equal

itlllll& and on vocabulary only.

u•• of

Tests #18-20 are not objective:The,y. .- are transla-

sentences to Hebrew or English, sane very difficult, or answering quest-

~• of varying lengths. There is some odd Hebrew, including errors, and no indic,tion o-f. how ta handle spelling.
3.)
(1) Ktav·

Classroom Tests

should be canmended for preparing tests in connection with a number

~ itl texts, but they are far from satisfactory. While they are well printed
ad have .drawings, they have complicated scoring, no indication of how to mark

1p1lling, or changes in forms, have choices of two or even two pictures and two
1rd1.

Test #71 has 10 words to supply the feminine; test #72, on the next 25

11&11, has exactly the reverse.

Tests #71-4 ae simply inadequate .. not because of

lngth but of content. Test #74 will illustrate: question I is spelling, II is
~~lar and plural and III masculine and feminine. This leaves 8 pictures with
llo words between two pictures making half of thel!i meaningless, leaving one

llitr que stion to fill in missing words in each of 5 sentences.

~) The Savannah tests #14 and #54-66 represent part of an ambitious program
class tests and are, in fact, at times over-ambitious, as in test #14, when

Ii has 73 questious in ten groups, including understanding a story, grammar,
llllation, sentence structure and much else- all to test 11 pages, or #62

-123~ 54 questions on all of 8 pages.

Nevertheless, str&Qturally, they are

~•r good tests, except far long matching sections, unequal weights, equal

rs in both columns, insufficient choices.

This is in sharp contrast to

all of Shalom Yeladim I which simply consists of 50 pictures with
,~oice of 3 words in each.

This test, however, is poorly mimeographed with

itlY done pictures, and may actually be inadequate to test the book.
~

Spec ia 1 Tests

Elsie Chomsky's Hebrew Comprehension tests prepared some years ago for the
Council on Jewish Edueation have but one aim- c0111prehension of
ies- and in this they seem to succeed.

In the first level, it would perhaps

been preferable to have the questions in English and in Multiple choice

The Chicago tests, #142-45, are especially designed for a specific program
teform schools, and differ in content from all other tests.

The vocabulary

11lected fran the Siddur and l}umash and the test is largely one of recognition
1rayers and Biblical passages;.

The tests have some of the qualities of ob-

ive tests, are clear and well-constructed.

The number of choices could be

rand the matching columns should be unequal.
Borth Bellmore test #105 is an attempt to test an aural-oral class after
rd months of study.

It consists of three parts: picture identification, true

false and classifications, and seems like a completely acceptable procedure
encouraging.
~ All-subject tests:

Two communities, Boston and Detroit, give single

for all the subjects ta~ght in the class, the first as one unit and the
d divided into separate sections.

Boston tests #115-120, end year tests for five-day schools, are the oldest

-124·nuous annual tests in the country and have followed the same pattern for
- tJ.

.,_yyears. This, by itself, is no disadvantage, as the pattern in no way gives

c• indication

iflP

:estS

of the content, and the content changes each year. These

aeet most of the standards of internal validity, objectivity and practiThey are well-prepared and attractive.

We did find several long

tching sections, with equa 1 columns, completions with only two choices and no

iif•nce information on guessing in True-False questions.

The tests in the upper

,adll have essay questions which, in view of the large number of objective
~••tians, adds to the test.

••t 1eequa tely
~~.

Contentwise, however, the tests do not appear to

areas other than Hebrew in all grades and Bible in grades 4 and

There are, for instance, few questions and an inadequate selection on

,iidays in Aleph and only a handful of questions on holidays and history in

a.el

and Daled .

)) The Detroit tests #121-24, have 4-5 tests in one and meet many of the standn1 of testing.

We reviewed the mid-year tests for Bet-Hay and believe the

·,t three have insufficient items for validity and reliability in any area,
ept in Hay where the addition of the l!umash questioo.s give greater validity
relhbility to the Hebrew test.

In construction it has many advantages:

11-constructed items, examples, a scoring key, separate answer sheets and few

(6)

Secondary level

11'.:RI test #21 is a special test for an advanced High School group, based on

••lection fran Breinin' s "Sefer Hasefarim."

Though poorly mimeographed and un-

•lized the first five se~tions are objective and satisfactory. The remainder

th e te st consists of reeall questions which should be satisfactory for this

group though it presents scoring problems which are not explained. The test
'not been validated or tested for reliability.
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Siddur:

)
~,.,:;.;.--

While the Siddur is perhaps the most used book in the Hebrew

sc1iool we found only two tests on reading and three on content in addition
our tests on its related text, the Haggadah, a total of 9 tests. There
tO f
,r• also questions on the Siddur in severa 1 tests on Laws and Custans.
~)

Siddur Reading

Group Test:

(a)

Only one validated group test- in fact the only group test

~Siddur reading was created by Noah Nardi in 1942(.57).

It was in the

process of experimentation for frur years. They were statistically analyzed
~d validated and tentative norms were created. However, reliability was
established through retests of only 61 cases. This is especially low in this
test because in half of it the correct ans-wer is dictated and the variat ioos
in dictation and speech a ve certain to result in different degrees of accuracy
1t

different times. The items were al.lllyzed for success and discrimination but

there is no information as to an analysis of the effectiveness of the distractora,

Validity was established by comparison with teacher marks and individual

tuts but there are·no details on the number of the latter. There i s also no
aention of the test being analyzed by teachers or specialists.

In its present

lot'lll it is not satisfactory; it can, however, be adapted to become a useful

instrwnent, especially by the elimination of the dictation.

.Actually, quest-

i~s 1 and 4 are identical, except that one is dictated and the other transli-

terated. The test seems to be too long and would probably be equally valid-in
fact, more so, because it won't tax the patience of the student- with 50 as

n~ 100 questions. Questions
0ther

3 and 4 should be shortened and retained and

questions found for one and three.

(b) An individual test in Siddur reading which has much merit was devised by
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B•

rt hold C. Friedl of the Chicago Board of Jewih Education and firs t ad-

,~istered in 1927-28 (58).

It is based on syllables and may have validity

~spite shorter and longer syllables. Each child is asked to read a preicribed passage consisting of a given number of syllables previously determined. The examiner has a mimeographed re110duction of the text with
1~ce

for recording information on the student; there is also a formula

for comput ing reading index and space for listing types of err0rs, number
of errors, time taken for reading and the reading index. Re administered

,~1,~·\ to over

the test on 130 syllables fran

2000 children in 11 schools.

The formula followed was

( 1 + e ) t

e= number of errors
t= readingtime in seconds

s

s= syllables

Tests given by teachers themselves did not yield identical results apparent-

ly indicating that certain precautions must be taken to make the test useable.

He suggests that experienced examiners retest a sample group of 2 or

3from each class. There must also be definite standards as to what constitutes an error. Four types of errors were distinguished; pronunciation,
aission, repetition and accentuation, but the last mentioned was not counted.
h feels that the test tends to exaggerate the personality of the examiner
and that the only solution is adequate training of the teacher in its admini-

stration.

He gives the following average median index by semesters.

Semester
Index

1
7

2
4.64

3
3

4
2

6

5

1.3

1.8

7
0.9

8
0.9

9
0.5

Thi s test as indicated in testing administered to tµousands of pupils
~ grades 1-6 in Baltimore several decades later (59) shows a highly signif,
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icsnt improvement from grade to grade, although Benathan (60) states that

,.......,,lts

<ilf his study "indicate a low positive correlation between length of

st•Y and proficiency in Siddur reading."
(o)

Three individual Siddur reading tests were devised by the Baltimore

aoard of Jewish Education.

Each test has 100 words in phrases, sentences

or sho rt paragraphs from the Siddur, clearly printed, and one test has
practice lines.

The instructor records the number of words read in 2 minutes

or, if finished in less time, the number of seconds.

An item analysis has

been taken, it was tested for reliability, the scoring is satisfactory, it
has a manual and there are city-wide norms.

The only questions I have are 1
I

,1)

~

They count words rather than syllables so that a word of one or four

1yllables

counts the same. This creates scoring inequity when the student

does not complete the pas sage in the time given. t1,)

The student may often be acquainted with some of the passages, such as

the blessings on foods and the timing of these selections would be a waste.

I believe it would be preferable to select single words from the Siddur and
to organize them in accordance with the number of syllables.
(d)

In Temple Beth El in North Bellmore, the principal tests each child on

a prayer he is to have learned that year and the score is the number of words
~ a minute less the number of erors.

He has a frequency distribution chart,

listing also the mean and median in each class. In New Haven the Bureau Direct-

or tests individual pupils on an unknown passage and obtains two scores, one
for correctness, deducting the number of errors in the specific passage, and

one for speed.
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~

Content:

Of the tests on Siddur content, the Los Angeles test on

prayers, #163, is wel 1-constructed, has been analyzed for success, is
•••icallY objective ~nd in parts practical.

Contentwise, it's a good test

~t inadequate, with canparatively too much on the Amida and no reference
t••ost other services.

It is also an all-matching test with aost sectins

uving equal numbers in both columns.
Test #97 and 98 issued by the Minneapolis Talmud Torah are really one,
,itb the second including all of the first.

They are completely multiple

ckoice but weuld do better with four choices instead of three.

u•

Test #97

some errors in vocalization ~nd deficiencies in 11.imeographing.

A serious

• ission is the lack of questions on content or significance of specific
prayers.

Also, the title

_J ~J'~ ~,-:, instead of Siddur just doesn't sound

Jewish.
3)

Haggadah Tests:

1

The five tests, #91-95, may be take• as one. Their

"ry existence is a virtue, as no one else has bothered preparing a test on the
bggadah.

jective.

The tests are sh0rt and use few categories and the scoring is obOtherwise, however, they are deficient. Tests #91 and 93 have an

laglish vocabulary attached, the millleographing is p<i>Ci>r and in parts unclear,
u•repetition of questions, choices of one or two, equal numbers in • aching,
lt•questions of recall and recognition thrown together, alaost all ~estions

•re fill-ins or matching and have odd groupings of questions.

No effort is

lade to test reliability, there is no validity, internal or otherwise, and

it lacks most other requir•ents of an objective test.
~. ~lidays and Observances:

Of the 16 tests on Jlolidays and Observances

'the elementary level, 8 of the 9 JJOC; tests are almost identical in fom
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- 4 aaY be counted as one. The tests for gae 2 are the sae as for grade 1,
eJCapt for additions, and the sae is true for grade 3.

J ,ad

c

We coapared forms

of the third year tests and found 32 questions out of 45 in Section

I, all of Sections II and IV and 8 ou·t of 12 in Section III identical. These

,re, therefG>re, not parallel tests- indeed they don't claim. them to be.

The

thr•• Los Angeles tests are also similar to each other. This creates a total

,f 7 categories. ~ None - of the tests was validated except for partial item
0 a1ysis conducted in New York ,Baltimore, Syracu• and Los Angeles.

None was

teated for reliability and only Baltimore has established city-wide noras.

Six of the seven groups are aore or less objective and four aeet most of the
criteria for practicability. Nbne is apparently baseci on specific aaterial,
It

that the degree of choice is difficult to deteraine.
Other comments on individual tests follow:

(1)

JiC tests #25-32:

The unequal weighs have little validity- part 2 is

partially easier than part 1 because of fewer choices for several <JBStions,
yet has double weights for each question; part 3 also has double weights,
probably because it consists of prayers, but why is the recognition of a
blessing on fruit more difficult than questions in part l?

In test #25 scoe

~••tions have only 3 choices and in several places the same word appears
Mth in the questions and the possibl_e answers, giving it away. The tests
uve too few t pought questions; test #32 has nothing on Purim; some names

are given in Hebrew only when sane children may know them in English, too
few questions on ceremonies not connected with holidays (is there a boycott

on Ki shrut?)
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(2) J~ test #33 is a questionnaire not requiring a signature, has equal

,eights and good subject subdivision. It also includes 10 supplementary
4.,,tions on home observance. Several questions such as
••- too difficult.
(5) Baltimore test #139 has virtually no ceremonies other than holidays
111

comparatively too many questions on the Synagogue, but otherwise has

g,od distriwtion, including questions on the content of prayers.

On the

oae hand it has five dl.oices which may be too 111.~ny for elementary grades,
•d on the other it includes true- false questions. The groups are also

4ivided into unequal numbers of questions.

(4) The St. Louis test #104 ccnsists of aajor holidays only; beyond that
it is a canbination of questions on Bible, history, Israel, geography and

a essay. It is a most unobjective test, with all questions and answers of
,trying lengths and subdivisions.
(S)

Minneapolis test #99 .is somewhat toa) long, has too many questions on

the calendar, nothing o,n the content or significance of prayers and few on
1ignificance of the holidays and questians on numbers which are not directly
related to the subject. A good idea are the questions requiring tbe use of
• calendar.
(6)

Syracuse test (now North Bellmore) #130 is much too long-150 questions,

&dis confusing in the odd number of questions in the different groups. It
111 11 matching sections-much too many, with equal columns, too many T•F

~••tions and no special instructiona. It is on holidays only and some odd
CIQtent such as knowledge of words of s<De songs.
(7)

The Los Angeles tests #157-59 are all multiple-choice but have only 3

choices, #157 is on holidays only but smehow omits the Sabbath. It is poorly
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.,1,nc ed·,

12 of the 50 questions are on Passover and yet its significance

i• c,9itted. Most are T-F with no note on guessing. Test #158 also has few

~estions on significance and no prayer content but has a better distribution and includes some non-holiday ceremonies. The test is E mewb.at too

,~ort for so wide a variety and its sephardic tranaliteration.s without the
Jei>rew may create problems in many schools. Test #159 is well-balanced and
~•• many questions on content and significance.

We also reviewed three tests in this area on the secondary level.
(l)

The Los Angeles Achievement test

on

Jewish holidays and observances for

grades 6-8, #164, meets most standarcls. The Hebrew transliterations in Seph-

ardic seea especially a problem since the test is apparently intended for

bform schools whose national organization uses Ashkenazic in its texts and
programs. Actually, C!)nly 2 questions may identify the test with Reform schools

and it can be used in other schools as well- although the omission ef Kashrut,
Tefillin and T,isha B'Av may also enter it in this classification;

Generally

it has a good sapling but few thought questillls and why it has 85 questions

• don't know. All the holidays are represented though Passover is elllphasized
nth very little on Sukkoth.

Several questiens are otld C!)r difficult. Is ,.the

aoat important place for the observance of Jewish custans" the hane or the
iynagogue?

Is the idea that "God has granted us the power to be better human

beings?" suggested by the Mezuzah, Shofar, Menorah or Magen David?
(2)

NCRI test #34 seems inadequate for its purpose,

Its 50 questions are

lpread over the holidays, fasts and custQIJts, with but one question on many
~bjects. The test assumes greater knowledge than is commonly taught in
~glish-content classes, such as Ushpizin and Akdamut.
18 Pecially

Its expansion,

with the additiC!>n of thought questions would make it a good test

lit this area.

l
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Analysis of Validity, Reliability · and N<l>rms in Selected
Tests in Holidays and,d)bservances
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(}) Test #48, the NCRI infonnation questionnaire on Value-Concepts is
11111 qu~ and worthwhile. It is a well-constructed test on a large variety
of concepts which sh!uld be taught to our High School students and the ·
i,ulk are thought questions relating te understanding and using these cencepts• The many questions en their origin, however seem of comparatively

little significance.
A

basic problem in tests on laws and customs, it seems, are the

it•s to be included and the degree of emphasis of each.

Without refer-

pee te specific texts and extensive outlines it seems that they would of

necessity be wandering all over the place, omitting and emphasizing subjects and areas in accordance with the momentary whim of the writer.
d.

Bible:

In the teaching of the Bible on the elementary level we found

25 tests from 8 communities, all in Hebrew and all on the Pentateuch, mostly
on the book of Genesis. These may be divided into 8 groups in so far as
types of tests are concerned.

Contentwise, the 8 groups are all different,

7

except for two · tests on the book l}umashi. Somehow, the Ji'C •' · .....
· ___

which has many tests in other areas has not as yet made available any . tests

.

in the Humash __ ; nor has the AAJK.

11te texts of Pollack, Scharf stein, Kaplan,

Divinsky and Reiskin are represented.

Only Baltimore includes content quest-

ions in English and New Haven does it partially.

None of the tests has been

reviewed for validity or reliability and only Baltimore has norms on a local
baii.s.

There is sane question as to what is essential in the study of IJumash

and hence what should be tested. It seems safe to say that this includes
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content, b)

Translation of the fumash and c) Significance.

This

,bould, it seems, imply that a. and c. may be in English, in fact prefera•lY should, except in outstanding Hebraically centered schools.

It also

aeans that many types of questions do not belong in a yumash test including
a) translation frC!llll English to Hebrew in the language of the Jumash; they'll

never be expected to write a Chum.ash b) writing words in the language of the
aumash c) translation of individual words frcm Hebrew to »iglish except if

•
we want to retain them in our Hebrew vocabulary and have no other way to test
it.
1

.

When clasaes have no other Hebrew instruction and use the Humash also as

language test, they should, in fact, give separate tests in the two areas,

in Chumash and in Hebrew, d) spelling.
Special Comments follow:
(1 )

Test #24, issued by the Commission for the Study of Jewish Education

in the United States, may have served its purpose of obtaining a general
idea of Biblical knowledge or lack of it among our Hebrew school children.
It is, however, too short and sketchy to be used as a gauge of learning at
a

specific time.

Perhaps it's of sane value in testing residual learning.

Passing the Bereshit or Banidbar test would probably indicate a knowledge of
the books. This is not true of Shemot because the questions are on only
part of the book or of Vayikra because only a knowledge of five words is
required, even if in context. Failing any or all of the tests does not mean
that the student does not know the Humash. It cannot be used in our Hebrew
•
schools.
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( 2) Minneapolis tests #100-103 may be satisfactory for that sch bol
,ystem but in almost all other communities our children do not, regrettably., canplete the Five Books of Moses- they hardly finish the

first book. The tests follow one pattern so that, except for content, reviewing one is reviewing them all. They all have adequate questions, few
categories and of the multiple choice variety with 3 choices in each. Contentwise, they seem satisfactory except that in Bereshit half the questions are on Jacob and Joseph and only one is non-factual.
(3)

Baltimore test #140 is the only one having a section on content in

English. This test, however, is on the entire Humash and must of necessity
•
be sketchy, even in 100 questions.

Seventy questions are T-F, much too

• any, and it has no multiple choice questions.

It has many single words

out of context, many of which appear of little value in indicating a knowledge of the -V,umash, and there are few questions requiring reasons rather
than facts. The test is based on the Kaplan series and would not be applicable to other texts.

(4)

New Haven test #167, is the opposite contentwise, being based on only

one Sidrah. It can, therefore, go into great detail and om.it very little.
Its vocabulary is largely in sentence context and it has a number of thought
ques tions in Hebrew and English.

After taking an item analysis it may be

able to be split into two small parallel tests.

If it proves too small then

an effort at standardization should be made on two Sidrot rather than on one.
Its scoring is most impractical without answer sheets which should be prepared in the future.
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(S)

The Teaneck tests #134-35 are on 3-4 Sidrot each, are generally att-

ra~tive and cover the subject fairly well. They give only 3 choices, are
especially careless in vocalization and the mimeographing is in places
unsatisfactory.
(6)

The Los Angeles tests #153-55 are on interrelated parts of the book

of Bereshit, one on the whole book and two on parts of it in different

texts. The distribution of the questions is good except that #154 con-centrates on Abraham, Jacob and Joseph.

They follow one pattern, are

simple and clear but, though printed are poorly edited, each having a
n1111ber of vocalization and other errors, in two tests at least 10 each.
Test #156 is marked Shemot but is largely on two Sidrot, with nothing on

• ost others. While mimeographed it, seems more carefully edited and is
otherwise similar to the others.
(7)

Ktav tests #83-90 lack most of the standards of good testing: the

scoring is varied and confusing and could at times be reversed, equal
matching columns,unnumbered questions, instructions in Hebrew only, two
words with two choices, questions on spelling and numbers unrelated to the
Rumash. The tests are, however, well printed and each one is short, for
•
several lessons only. They are based on the book vumashi which Ktav publishes.
(8)

.

The Savannah tests #125-28 are also on Humashi but do not follow the

same subdivisions.

For so little material the tests could be shorter and

have less subdivisions.

Int he first two tests all instructions are in

Hebrew-some of the ~nstructions are obviously not understood-but that's
changed in later tests. They also have unequal weights and equal matching
columns. Contentwise,they seem satisfactory,though sane English would help.
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1oa- &nalysis of Validity, Reliability and Norms in Selected

Hbl•

Tests in Humash
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we also reviewed two NCRI tests on the Bible on the secondary level,
135 ,nd #47, the first in Hebrew and the second ~n 'English- the only English

aibl• test we found other than classroom tests.
requirelllents.

Both meet a number of test

The first is on the ~umash ancl latter prophets and appears to

a test on residual knowledge rather than on ordinary achievement test. It

~

iJlcludes questions of recall as well as of recognition.

As in another test
not
~the AAJE, knowing tae test indicates a knowledge of the subject but/knowi,ag

it does not necessarily mean a lack of knowledge.

It has unequal group-

iag•, varied types of questions with no indications as to sc0riag or spelling
ad

too few choices.
Test #47 is not on content but on c0111.prehension and as such

both

seems

oique and good. It is a short test on a specific area and is, thelllfore, not
in need of scne normal requirements.

The test is also experi•ental.

SGllle

of

the questions seem rather difficult to answer especially since the student

ia

unlikely to be acquainted with all of them, being on different parts of

ti.e Bible.

~.

SOl!le of the English appears more difficult than the Hebrew.

History: The 21 history tests which• analyze herewith include 18

mfue elementary and 3
11

indicated.

OR

the secondary level and may be divide• into 10 groups

These in turn belong to two sections a) ·five single tests on
'

111 of Jewish history and b) five tests on parts of Jewish history or on all
of the subject divided into several tests.

•••t all

Two tests have been validated and

or almost all the criteria for good testing. It may be objected that

~e reviewer~, while leading educators, were not necessarily experts in Jewish

hutory.

Reviewing questions of a test is insufficient.

While the questions
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lJljividually may be worthwhile, they may: not consti~te together as a unit
., adequate review of Jewish history. Non e of the others has also been
tested for reliability and only the Baltimore test has local norms.

The

,orth Be l lmore series has p{lrallel tests on every part of Jewish history.
1\t J'iC tests (end of third year) are completely objective and meet the

,tandards of internal validity but all the others also meet some or almost

ill of the standards for objectivity.

All but #53 meet many of the standards

for pra ctica bility.

Other comment s on the tests follow:
(1)

The NCRI tests #96 are certainly a model to follow in all areas of

Jewish education.

They are the first single standardized test on all of

Jewish his t ory and the only fully standardized tests in Jewish education
aow in us e.
equacie s :

In the view of this writer, however, they have several inada) Fifty questions may net be enough to test all Qf Jewish hist-

ocy, b) The item analysis and tentative norms did not follow assurance that
Ill who took the test studied all of Jewish history and that all learned it
••ore or less equal time prior to taking the test.

Thus, one cannot compare

results of one who completed the course this year and last year, c) one can
1et a passing mark without studying a considerable part of Jewish history or
without understand i ng it.

To help meet this ob j ection it may be well to

lreak up the scoring int(i) divisions,

d) We wonder if the final draft was re -

Yiewed by critics, especially for content validity for caiprehensiveness after

•large percentage of the questions were eliminated. Generally the distribution of questions seems satisfactory except that there are not enough thought
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~estions in fora A, #4 and #15 are almost identical, #32 and #48 have the
18118

OIi

answer

axj

#2 is a poor question; 1/5 of the questions in each form are

zion ism and modem Israel but little on the medieval period or on the

destruction of European Jewry.
(2) The UARC tests are outdated because a) of the important period which
follo~ed their canpletion and b) they don't fol low the order of texts now in
have o~ test for all the past 2000 years, and two tests for the period

811 ,

•ding with the destruction of the first Temple. The authors use a complicated
scoring system, odd numbers of questions in various sections and long directions.
These tests, by Julius B. Maller and othas were, however, the most canprehensive
11d

ambitious ~in the history of Jewish education in America, the only tests on

tich there is a full volume of infonnation (41).

Although issued by and for

tie Reform group, which has a fairly uniform. course of studies, it nevertheless

U-1 not meet with great success.

Perhaps the fact that the average pupil in

the group tested scored only 36, with even less in test 1, scared them away.

The test had an average reliability of .85, higher than well-accepted tests in
genera 1 educatian.

The JEC tests for the first three grades, #36-40, follow the same pattern

(3)
11

the tests in other areas it produces.

They cover personalities throughout

Jewish history and Jewish history to the end of the first Temple.

This is in

line with programs common in the Jewish schools but is a questionable combination.

It would be preferable to have a test on personalities at the end of the

••cond grade and then one or several tests on Jewish history in the succeeding
fears.The question on the geography of Modern Israel hardly belongs in this test.
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-145distribution of personalities could also be better, since the bulk are
first Temple, with 3 in the second , 5 others thraugh Maimonides
else till Weizmann.

Test #40, which we took as an illustration,

sections, too many for so short a test, and zigzags between one form
-'another.
I) ~
~

tes t #53, General Jewish Information Test , has 109 questions including

history.

Contentwise, it is perhaps the best of the JEC history tests. It

iall- encanpassing, has many tµ0ught questions and the greatest concentration

,•odem times.

It is, however, too weak on the early period, has too many sub-

lifi,ions and they weave in and out. The series of questions asking to select the
•• wrong statement in five seellli ,rather good for retention.
J) JIOC:

test #146 is a good test in that it is simple and easy to mark.

As a

i ton all of Jewish hiltory it is deficient in that it has nothing on recent

·1tory, Israel, or the US, except for a few questions on Zionism. The questions

bas ically in chronological order with a question on another period thrown in
!!ti t ime to time. Another shortcoming is the almost complete lack of thought

111tions. A number of questions seem unimportant. Several changes are also in

ier. Responsa are not just "letters, .. Marannos were not just "converted Jews

Sparn during the Middle Ages, . " we don't clalllify Isaiah as a poet, and the

1t ion who was the founder of Islam doesn't belong in a test on Jewish history

lld we wouldn't say that he "was a prophet called Mohammed.'')
I) The Baltimore history te~t #137 concentras on the period ending with the

i ah Inquisition, having only 6 questions after that and none on Israel or
United States.

It also has a preponderance of T-F questions.
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(?)

The Savannah test #129 has nothing on recent Jewish history, few quest-

iollS on Zionism and one comparatively unimportant question on the United

state_s. It, too, follows the chron0logica 1 order with a question on another
period thrown in fran time to time.
,i:ee of

It has too few thought questions and

the constructions are wordy and clumsy.

Also, five choices may be

too many in elemantary school tests.
(8)

The Teaneck tests #131-33 are good objective tests except that a) they

•it

S(i)llle

~

large areas: in test I there is virtually nothing after Solanon;

test 2 no Talmud or Gaonim, Rashi or Maimonides or even Spain except that

th•Y "were asked to leave;'' in test 3 nothing on the United States or the

Hstruction of Jewry; b) some sentences are poorly constructed, the question
• historic sequence would be difficult enough to mark if it had 4 or 5 items,
aot 13, and 3 choices are insufficient in multiple choice questions, the questions on recognition of nearby civilizations are good, provided the textbook on

nich the test is based includes the information.
(9)

The Los Angeles tests #160-162 are on indefinite periods, not eorresponcil-

~g to known specific texts and two of the tests overlap considerably from the

Maccabees to the Gaonic period, with virtually nothing before the Babylonian
hile.

They have nothing on Medinat Israel. The tests are all multiple choice,

which is good.
00)

The North Bellmore tests #108 are undoubtedly the most ambitious and ex-

tensively organized group of tests in Jewish history.
and completely objective.

The tests are alse short

We reviewed test 1, form B, and found it has virtually

ao significant information on the period from the Patriarchs to the death of

-147except for Passover. Some questions are not too relevant, such as a

s

;,•e '

,Jlort matching group including the date of the beginning of World War I and
t~

Bolshevik revolution. It has ~bout 40% T-F questions and equal matching

columns. These tests should be reviewed and improved, tested for validity and
reliability and published.
In addition to the above we received two tests in this area on the
,econc'lary level (tests #43,44 and 146 may also be classed in that category).
~• Information Questionnaire on the Jewish People, #45, is a well-constructed
tut, but has virtually nothing on recent or current history, no mention of

,,,

1nael or ._,':;-<.. Hi tlerism, little on Palestine or the United States.
.

Perhaps

it's intended to be supplemented by test #46 on Contemporary Jewish life.
nis one, however, is of a lower quality, has many sections, not too well
o~anized, having numerous areas of life, although almost one-half is on the
~ited States and Israel.
6.

Miscellaneous Tests: The three tests in this group are intended for

Bar Mitzvah candidates. The first two are long and varied, having 200 questions each. The first is largely multiple choice with four choices while the
third has only three. The second and third have large T-F sections with no
instructions on scoring. The third also has large, equal matching columns.
They are well-constructed, clearly issued and have enough items for reliability. The first two have virtually no features in the area of practicability.
Contentwise, #49 has many faults.

It is unevenly divided.

In Humash it's

•

•ctually Clll.y Bible stories and ends with Joseph, except for some quotations,
•nd even then it's poorly balanced. In the Hebrew section it has 5 stories
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111

d 5 groups of questions when one or two would have sufficed and other areas

c~ld have been covered instead. The prayer section is devoted to red.ng only,
,ithout any effort at testing content or significance. Structurally, it is
satisfactory.
#50 is a curious hodge-podge of questions of all types but largely on the

,ynagogue and customs, a little on holidays and several questions thrown in on
history and Bible. Both in content and structure it is a poor test and does not
give a survey of Jewish content which a Bar Mitzvah test should cover.

#51, though short enough to be acceptable, is also not an organized test.
It is largely on customs with a few historical facts added and not enough on

holidays to test a knowledge of them effectively.
6. PRACTICES:

Tes!ing in practices, in Jewish living, is virtually non-

uistent in Jewish education today. As indicated previously, the check list and
~est ionnaire can best be used in this area, but we know of no up ta date instrument of a valid and comprehensive nature for this purpose. The changes in
Jewish practices or the lack of them, over the past 30-40 years are so radical

that, except as it applies to the comparatively small segment of orthodox Jews,

an instrument of a generation or two ago can hardly be used today.
The earliest references we found in this area were a study by Jessie Ravich
based on a questionnaire in 1926 and another, in 1928, by Jacob

s.

Golub.

The

first was administered to 389 men aid women, ages 19 to 60, selected at random.

~e second, and much more comprehensive, was a survey of 1800 cases, ages 13 to
25, to determine the extent to which orthodox Jewish youth, affiliated with group

agencies, practiced traditional customs and ceremonies.

In its execution this
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~est ionnaire obviously fell short in the variety of its sampling and it
1,clced scores or aonis. Neither questionnaire is currently available. (109)
A questionnaire on Jewish hame practices of students of Hebrew high

,cbeols and colleges was prepared by two educators aad aainistered to about
600 students in 1956 (102).

It is, of cours~,li•ited by its very nature,

i.Jlt•de cl as it is for the small number attending these institutions. This,
kowever, is only partly so, since 5 of the 7 questions can be used in a
questionnaire with any group.

These c<nsist of two general questions on

aoliday -observance and one each on the Sabbath, dietary laws and Synagogue
attendance.

S0tne ef the questions are too general, such as "celebrating Jew-

i•• holidays

through some hoae observance,'' or not sufficiently broken down,

1ach as "abstain fran work or travel on the Sabbath," or not listiag scme

~ssibilities as in Synagogue attendance.

There are also not enough quest-

ions for validity, unless administered to a very large number, and this is
aot possible with the group for which it is intended.

The authors endeavor

tt establish an index of Jewish Home Environment (JHE) and set •ights for

each question.

However, the weights are unequal and the reasons for the

differences are not always clear.

Why, for instance, should Synagogue a tt-

eadance range £ran 3 to O, home observance from 2 to O, and holiday organi'

zational observance fran l to O, or why should dietary laws be on a higher
leve l than holiday observance.

This is siaply not

a

good questionnaire and

•laost all its questions are contained in greater and more satisfactory detail
in the ~~_rdi ttt~t · to . follow.
In 1957 the author of this paper prepared "A Survey of Jewish Yoo th,"
Used with several hundred teenagers in orthodox, conservative and reform
Youth groups in a Jewish community of about 3,000 families.

The questionnaire

. cc:9lpletely on matters specifically related to Jewish life and is a study

i•

,t pr.&1ctices, attitudes and interats.
It has 19 questions on Jewish life and activity, 7 on Jewish interests
,ad 8 on things the respendents think they would do when and if the occasion
,rises, such as inter-d5iting, intermarriage, give children a Jewish educ5itien,

join

a

Synagogue and contribute to Jewish causes.

It has a brief introduction

~tended to motivate the respondents to answer honestly.
1

It has no place for

signature and allows place for explanations following s0111.e<f the replies.
With sane revisions tae questionnaire could, I believe, give essential

~fonuti.on on Jewish pr2ctices.

It is less cwnbersoae than that of Nardi and

is more up to date, but it should be tested for reliability, reviewed by other

eclucators and a scoring key added. It should include the re ligia>us affiliat ioa

ot the parents, be more specific on the respondent~ Jewish education aad add

-

111clt practices as fasting on Yom. Kippur, eating matzo on Passover aad the
lighting of Hanukkah candles.

It also omits several other quest:ins on the

iome: mezuzah and Jewish books. It should als~ state the sex of tae respondeat.

The questionnaire has two other sections which weaken it considerably:
~e is what is a good Jew, with 11 possible choices listed, and the other is

five likes and dislikes, with open end answers. The first is difficult to
score and the second proved to be a poor section, with few knowing how to

answer or wanting to 1hink of answers.
If revised the last part should be eliminated, it should be made entirely objective and the explanations should, therefore, not be included in the

•coring.
A section on practices is included in the questionnaires for Hebrew and

"'-1-
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so,d•Y School pupils which constitute part of the National Study of Jewish
~ucation in the United States (42).

••r•,

It consists of 14 questions on holi-

4 of these on h011e observance and the remainder relating to the stu-

•••ts themselves.

One of the latter may not apply to many students: not all

ciildren can participate in Purim. carnivals. The questionnaire , should, 0f
course, list questions on other Jewish observances of the home and on practices of the children. The latter, could, for instance, incluae prayer and
ch•rity. The questions do include 3 choices and at times place for explanations. It has no weights. To be of use it waule also have to be separate•
fr• the rest of the questionnaire and greatly expaiu:led.

The only currently available in1truaent in the area of Jewish practices which bears considation is the "Home Env~ronment Test," by Noah Ilardi,
It is a questionnaire
The test for pupils
consisting of two ferms, one for pupils and one for parent~ancJ family Jew ..
11Dsis ts of 11 sections on personal
i•k observance, usually offering three choices (regularly, sometimes and
publis hed by the Jewish Education Cl1>1'1llittee in 1946.

1ever, or the like).

The test for parents includes s similar section aad

adds one of opinion on Jewish education.
114

After inquiring into the Jewish

secular background aad related information, questions are askea on the

u:tent of prayer, Synagogue attendance, Sabbath and beliday observance, kashrut, Yiddish conversation and Hebrew and Yiddish reading and participation

m organizations and in charities. It includes
posits an index of Jewish Home Environment.

a uniform scoring system and

The test was administered twice,

one month apart, to 74 students, with a reliability correlation of .83.
The author conducted a study of 695 cases, children, adolescents and
adu lts, and held s0111e studies with limited groups on the relation between
ho11e envir<!mment an.d school work, Jewish information and teacher juclgment of the

These studies were conducted with small and

pupil' s home environment.

,iJlilar groups and were incoaclusive even for the period in which they were
,tudied.

Even if competely valid and used in a large and varied population,

,uch questionnaires must be repeated every fiv1e to ten years.
The Nardi test seems satisfactory both in format and content and, with
proper revisions, could be used in this country at the present ti• e.
,iould add religious group classification and synagogue aembersaip.

It
The sec-

tion on Yiddish saould, -nef;r!t'.tab;},y,. be 0111i tted, and the one on the Yiddish
tie1 tre is meaningless.

The current tat s0111.ehow Olll.its fasting on Yom Kippur,

parents attendance at Yizkor services and Kaddish as a Yahrzeit practice and
could include attendance at services on Siahat Torah eve as a special category
•
and waiting six ho•rs after • eat meals in the section on kashrut.
tion on personal information requires

SOllle

The sec-

adjust• ent and the inclusion of the

aame of the respondent, unless optional, is unsatisfactory.

I would place

the child's own practices in a separate section and add to it attendance at
publ ic school on .Jwish holidays and eating kosher food in the school cafeteria.

This section should also he issued separately as a Jewish Practices

Tes t.

The matter of length should not present an obstacle because the replies
require checking answers only.

While the questionnaire could be inclusive

it should also suggest different rating for orthodox, conservative and reform groups, with acme questions applicable only to

a

specific group.

I be-

lieve it would also be a better test if it were less inclusive in listing
infoI'll.ation on almost all tae members of the family.
Nardi test cannot be used.

In its present form the
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s as a

q>plement to a test on holidays in the Survey of Jewish Educa-

ti01I in Greater New York, 1951-52 (51).

The questions are on synagogue att•

odance, kashrut, kiddush and candlelighting, five questions on cultural subjects and one on organizational activity. Almost all .ctuestions are applicable

to all religious divisions in Jewry and the majority can apply even to secu1,r Jews.
for

a

It has an introduction to encourage honest replies and has no place

signature.

The statement on services on Saturdays may be misleading since the reipondent may not include Friday evening in this category; it should allow for
partial replies: in addition to yes, no or I don't know, it should have sometiaes; the question on taking the child ta Jewish shows and concerts is hardly
applicable outside of New York City and the one on taking the child to meetmgs is dependent on the age ef the child- how many children below the age of

adolescence would be taken ta meetings: the question on hearing Jewish stories at home also does not appear valid except for very young children. The
term Jewish club may be misleading: what is Jewish, for instance, in a Jewish country club?

Even in so limited a questionnaire there ought to be someand on
thing about Jewish holidays other than .~he Sabbath{ Israel and charity. On
the other hand, the inclusion of both kiddush and candle lighting on Friday
evening is unnecessary- the first would almost certainly include the second.
This is too general and too sketchy a questionnaire to be of value except when used with very large numbers.
There are thus no satisfactory instruments for the testing of Jewish
practices at the present time.
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6,

VALUES AND ATI'ITUDES:

This section deals with instruments for evJluating attitudes and val1188

of students in Jewish schools and specifically gained in these schools.
While there are numerous adult and college youth studies of the char-

-¼J

,cur and attitudes of Jews (112 ~ each follow/ its own· pattern, there are
10

commonly accepted standards of Jewishness and they do not necessarily

~dicate the effect of J•sh education on the respondents.
In our survey, including all the Buaus and numerous schools, we found
only one cOllllllunity which indicated giving an attitude test* and only two
-&

tests in this area given in individual schools on a limited bas,s.

We found

wall twelve instruments, mostly related to studies of Jewish school children or graduates or former students of Jewish schools.
ded

These may be divi-

into folir categories: ethical behavior, attitudes toward the Jewish school,

attitudes toward Jews and Judaism and theological concepts.
a)

Ethical Behavior: The validity of these tests in evaluating the in-

fluence of Jewish education is, of couree, open to question and is at best
I

of limited nature because
already have characters,

) the children when they cane to Hebrew school
) they are under the influence of the Hebrew school
'1

• sm.dl percentage of their time,
devoted to character training,

Ji) much

of the Jewish school program is not

) the Hebrew school subjects are largely un-

related to the child's major interests C..92) and

..>

;i)

character training is
~ ,.r_lOJ,,

•lso the province of the secular school and the home, and is also molded in
I\

the street and the other elements in the environment. Nevertheless, while we
control only part of the time of t~e Jewish child, the teaching of values and
* NCRI Attitude Inventory, Rochester, 1963
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instruments of

,valuation carefully prepared and widely administered may indicate differences between these and other children, if such differences indeed exist.
(1)

A test for the evaluation of character for first - grade children

was devised by Ruth M. Baylor (105).

Intended to supplement other means of

evaluation by the teaeher, it consists of three parts: test one, "The Jewish
Gaae ," identifies 12 of 16 objects as Jewish; test two, "Happiness Gane,"

presents three pairs of pictures, each showing a desirable and an undesirable activity; and test three, "Good, Better, Best", has four groups of
pictures showing three different approaches to each, which the child has to
deci de as to canparative value.

The first test consists of Jewish symbols

as well as Bible scenes and the rest are general.
This test has merit but requires changes to make it effective: a) .the
elimination of part 1; a knowledge of facts of what is or is not Jewish, or
even the identification of Bible stories as Jewish, is not part of values.
An identification of what is Jewish does not necessarily imply identifying
one 's self as a Jew with the object. b) The test must be extended in two
ways: (1) It is too brief, thus decreasing validity. It should have many
times the questions it has. (2) it is basically limited to one value; equal
treatment or sharing.

The stories in the Five Books of Moses have so many

values that it is surprising that the author concentrated on only one, even
U it is for first graders.

.
do
11(.LJ ,w,-]5,,.µ ,,._
ost of the questLons ...Q-Fe not -o
ffir'Bible t 8n.'¥Wa

.-4
1

it would have

been preferable to give them all general illustrations, based on principles

-u

~

depicted in the Bible stories. In that way ....i-t could be given before and
-0

af ter the year's studies to see if there

any change in the child's value
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are a result of the specific religious school studies or
in the child's life.

of

other influences

Incidentally, the test "Good, Better, Best" is a mis-

nOIIler. It should be "Poor, Better, Good .tt

In any cas ~ it is doubtful if the test can be changed so that it can be
used

t o test values several years later.
(2)

A Racial Attitudes Indicator, devised by Rose Zeligs, is based on

_j

Bogardus' "Social Distance Test" (10.>)

*

This is intended to measure the

social distance of children toward various races.

Thirty-nine "races" were

listed and the child could list seven choices of relationships: cousin: , chum,
r~mmate, playmate, neighbor, classmate and schoolmate. This was followed by
intensive personal interviews of 12 children to ascertain attitudes and reasons.
These children were again tested and interviewed at the age of 15 and 18 to
note what changes have taken place.

The first three were considered more in-

timate t:eiationslii.ps ·, ~and the remainder more distant ones.
This test has little value except in determining distance between Jewish
children and Jews on the one hand and all the other thi~-nine peoples put
together on the other. We, therefore, fail to see the need for all these groupings. From the standpoint of testing brotherhood we fail to see the difference .
of disliking a Japanese, a Negro or a white American and proximity to and some
knowledge of each group undoubtedly is a major factor in the attitudes, rather ·
than training alone which would measure the results of Jewish schooling. Also,

we dd

t know if we want to train our children to be chums and roommates with

non-Jews~ relationships which on an older level could be equated with inter-

*

E.

s.

Bogardus, "Immigration and Race Attitudes,"D.C.Heath & Co.,

N. Y., 1928.

•
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,arriage- whether the Jewish school wants to encourage intimate relationsnips with other groups. Also, does a more distant relationship with other
peoples mean less brotherhood?
From the standpoint of the Jewish school the relationship to all these
national groups is meaningless, since the children are not taught distinctions among all these groups. If we limit it to one group, say Negroes, we
would have to set up a different criterion and different values; from a
practical viewpoint it would also be best to include other values, rather
than limit it to one area.
On

the scale of values it is also a peor test: a) how does a chum differ

from a playmate and why is the first in the intimate group and the second in
the distant one ~ b) How do you differentiate between the closeness of a neighbor and a classmate etc. and even if we could, can a child do it?

It would

be preferable to make seven categories, A to G, and differentiate between
att itudes on that basis.
As indicated in the editor's brief introduction, the Indicator also
lacks information on heme background of the respondents. It should be added
t hat informatien is also essential on Jewish schooling- the study did not
even consider distinctions between children who received a Jewish education
and those who did not.
As a study the sampling was insufficient and the manner of selection
no t indicated. Generally, how does one dist~ish that part which was acquired in the Jewish school, except by large samplings of carefully selected
people who attended a Jewish school for a number of years and other groups
which did not?
It appears that the test was not used beyond the one-time effort of the
author, and rightly so.

It is a poor study.
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A "Questtionnaire on Pupils Interests and Attitudes" (#52), prepared by

the Natial Curriculum Research Institute, is basically on general values
pot related necessarily to Judaism or to Judaism alone.

It is obviously in-

tended for high school age and above and consists of three parts: 25 True~1se questions, 100 words to which one is to react agreeably or disagreeably, and 20 questions almost entirely based on Jewish sources which one is
asked to accept or reject~
The first section has many questions which are so obvious, it seems to

ne, that one will be strongly tempted to answer them in the manner he feels
is expected of him.

Furthermore, the answers to some of the questions are

only partly true or are subject to disagreement:
Germans?

Are Americans better than

After Hitlerism this seems hardly a fair question to ask of a Jew.

Are boys and girls who can't talk Hebrew poorly educated?
definitions; from a Jewish ideal, I would say,''yes."
attend services have a religious outlook?

That depends on

Do people who do not

Many would say that the converse

is true, that people with a religious outlook are likely to attend services.

Why is Israel sending technicians to Africa? Whatever the r•ason it couldn t
do it if it were not comparatively superior in a technical sense.

Together,

the validity of the entire section is very questionable.
The second section has but two possibilities, agreeable or disagreeable.
Actually, many of them may get neithar reaction, assuming the person understands all the terms.

Also, the references to many of the terms are of quest-

ionable value concepts.

fJ.J'W,

at reaction is England, Confucius, Geneva,

Septuaginta, Olympics or Mandates supposed to evoke?

How does one interpret

positive or negative reactions to such tems?
The bulk of the questionnaire is on general values- peace, demacracy,
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patriotism, justice, brotherhood, equality, liberalism, with little reference or necessar , Y relationship to Jewish sources, learning or influences.
rs it the assumption that liberalism, for instance, is a product of Jewish
education or that the questionnaire will help us ascertain if this is so? Or
is the purpose of the question merely to find out how liberal the respondents
are?

an inconclusive test.

Either way, it seems

Section III also has some questions where the desired answers are obvious;
several are rather difficult to answer in one word and others are not easy to
ans wer, certainly not by high school students.
I believe it would

be preferable to limit the test to a much smaller

numbe r of c<ncepts, have less overall items, indicate the aims

of the quest-

ionnaire and have each item correspond to the aims, and also not rely, as he
occasionally does now, on one question per idea.

Especially in so large a

que stionnaire it would be well to set weights to each item, preferably uniform at least in each section.

A major question, of course, is what value the test has, even assuming
it is changed as suggested.

I assume its purpose is to find out the reaction

of young people to numerous ideas, values and attitudes, but this is not necess arily related to learning and ideas acquired in the Jewish school.
(b)

Attitude Toward the Religios School:

The pupil's reaction to his

school, the teachers and the program of studies, undoubtedly affect the succes s of his studies and may have lasting results in his attitude toward Jew-

ish life and Judaism.

As one educator said:'' ••• it rarely, if ever, seems

appropriate to study progress in Hebrew language or in prayer and worship
studies without explicitly relating such progress to the attitudes toward
the

Jewish school ••• ,u among other things.(99)

We should, of course, study
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In t his area we found only four :i&truments:
(1)

The most exhaustive instrument in any of the categories in this area is

Noah Nardi' s "Hebrew School Attitude Test," forms A and B.

Each form consists

of 35 different reactions to Hebrew School, fran the most favorable to the
most objectionable. It is the only attitude test having two forms intended to
be given at the beginning and end of the year, but this is actually unnecess-

ary.

The att:ilnde may be largely a resul~; of the pupil's relation to his

teacher.

It would, therefore, be best to wait two years to repeat the test

and after so long a period the identical form can be safely administered.
At least six, perhaps nine statements in form B cannot actually be
marked. "There's always someone in the house to help me with my Hebrew homework"- perhaps there really isn't?; "Our Hebrew School is not far away from
home"- perhaps it really is?Simila:c problems exist with #17, 21, 22, 24 and
perhaps also with 1, 8 and 10, Form A has fewer objectionable statements:
only 17, 21, 23, 24 are not necessarily related to attitude and some of the
other statements are also not error proof, in so far as attitudes are concerned.

While it's generally intended for both boys and girls, there's one

question on becoming a rabbi and another on Bar Mitzvah.
I also question his scoring system: giving a different score for each of
35 questions must of necessity be subject to question.
"I hate to go to Hebrew School," gets some credit.

Even the statement,

He would do better to

place them,for purpoaes of credit, into several groups, as he does in the
case of norms.

However, the norms too, are subject to question.

In Form A

why are #15, "Hebrew School has its good points , " and #17, ''Many of my friends
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go to Hebrew School," neutral.

The only really neutral question in this

form is #20, "I haven't any definite like or dislike," and this he lists as

"ailcilly opposed. •• There are many others which appear objectionable.
the other hand he could add: "I like/don't like to go to Hebrew

On

school because of the teacher, the principal; I find Hebrew School easy or
difficult.''

He could add reactions to different subjects or activities.

He should also ask how long the student is in the school, not merely which
grade he's in- it may make a difference.
In sum, despite its scientific veneer- norms, scoring, parallel forms,
manual aad article, it is not a satisfactory test. It is, however, a first
test in this area and could be of some value if the suggested adjustments
are made- and it can just as we 11 be shorter than it is.
A

questionnaire which appears to be an abbreviated fonn of the Nardi

test is included in the Survey of Jewish Education in Greater New York, 195152 (51) • . We could not see a copy but from the report it follows that it has

17 questions of the same nature and includes a similar scoring system.
(2)

A very brief questionnaire on attitudes toward Jewish educatian was pre-

pared by

a

Cincinnati Reform Rabbi and used with a small group in his congre-

gat ion (101).

It contains only 6 questions and two of them are on educational

background. The four questions on attitudes are on memories of, feelings toward and the effect on the individual of Jewish education and differences, if ,
any, between those exposed to Jewish education ,and those not.

Each question

has 3 choices, and they are simple, clear and do not require a signsture. In
listing background it does not distinguish between different types of Jewish
education.

The questions on attitudes resulting from Jewish education are,
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of couree, very limited but if used with large numbers it should have considerable validity.
(3)

A "Hebrew School Questionnaire," which probes attitudes toward the Jew-

ish school and various facets related to it of a temporary and tentative
nature was devised and used with some benefit by Anne Henkin.

It contains

six questions, with three choices and a "why" in most of them: do you like
Hebrew School, which subject do ,you like best, do you like the class, is
there anything you'd like changed, would you like a change in teachers next
year and do you feel you made progress in your studies this year.

It is

anonymous and the introduction further helps in obtaining objectivity.
Few teachmi would have the strength of character and self-confidence
to use it, as they must be able to accept criticism.

It could, of course,

be given by the principal but it may be interpreted as encouraging criticism
un less it's known that the teachers approve of it.
as it can be used in any Jewish school.

The title is a misnaner,

With proper motivation it can re-

present a valid criterion of the reactions of a class to these questions and
it could be of benefit to the teacher and the school in relation to these
limited questions.
(4)

The beginnings of a Jewish Appreciation Test {JAT), along the lines of

Murray's uThematic Appreciation Test," were prepared by Joshua A. Fishman in
19 54 (50).

Re prepared picture plates dealing with problems revolving about

the Jewish school, including attitudes toward the studies and the teachers,
as well as problems of homework and conflicts between Christian ar general
customs and activities and Jewish ones.

Children beginning with age 8 and

9 were invited to make up staries in connection with each picture- and they
were very revealing.

The author stated that the plates were being revised
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is
the administration and analysis of a trained psychologist and/thus of little
practical use in the current Jewish school.
(5)
a

A questionnaire on attitudes and behavior constitutes a supplement to

Te st on Tu Bishvat prepared by Cong. Beth El in North Bellaore. The first

section includes attitudes on Tu Bishvat, Israel, Siddur, Hebrew School and
Jewish history• of a varied nature but things the children like to do right
<

now.

A.-o

On this basis, too, it~

incoaplete: why seek attitudes on history and

not ou aany other areas of study?

The question if the child likes the fruit

they give hia is a poQr one; perhaps it

wu;n t

worth liking:.

Only two choices

are inadequate for the question, "Do you like Hebrew School"? and this inthe
- ·
eludes a number of others. One also wonders as tc:i>/connection between Tu Bishvat
and almost all the other questions. Most of the questions should be included
in a aparate instrument and the selection is a rather poor one.
The test is too brief and too obvious; many_ children will answer "yes"
to most questions because they are sure you want them to, especially since
the name of the student is listed.
(6)

Two quest:innaires, one for Hebrew School and one for Sunday school

pupils, but almost identical, constitute part of the National Study of Jewish Education in the United States (42), ad11l.inistered to over 10,000 stuoents.
It includes questions on attitudes toward the Jewish school and tae public
school, reactions toward individual subjects and selected questions on holiday
practices.
While the questions c~mparing attitudes toward the Jewish and the secular
school are helpful, placing them together may affect the accuracy of the replies.
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It would be preferable to have separate sections on each.

The requested

evaluation of a long list of subjects is c>nfusing; half the list weuld be
preferable. The questionnaire serves the purpose of the study but is of
little value for general use.
(7)

Two ~uestionnaires on attitudes of Jewish youth t0 elementary Jewish

education were part of the Survey of Jewish Education in Greater New York,
1951-52 (51).
a)

The first is for children who had s._e Jewish education. It includes

inforaation on characteristics of the respondents and tih.en lists eight questtions on attitudeB., , providing from three to fifteen responses to choose from.
The questions are on attitude toward the Jewish school.

the importance of

Jewish , education ,cGDlparisons with public school on interest and iaportance,
reasons for drop-outs, benefits derived, most and least liked subjects and
most and least worthwhile features of the school.
We were not able to obtain a copy of the questionnaire but from the
survey it appears to be satisfactory in every way for the limited area studied.
b)

The questionnaire for those who did not have a Jewish education in-

cludes four questions: reasons for not attending, feelings about non-attendance, attitudes toward Jewish schooling and subjects they would study if they
had the time.

For this group, especially, I would add questions on attitudes

toward Jewish values: Israel, Jewish unity, charity to Jewish causes. Nevertheless, sight unseen it appears satisfactory for further use.
{c)

Jewish Values: It is ~ather surprising that those values waich can be

largely attributed to the Jewish school training are almost completely absent in the available instruments in this area: a feeling of kinship toward
the Jewish people, the land of Israel, the Hebrew language, a desire for
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identification with and emulation of our great leaders, and a reverence toward Jewish traditions, an appreciation of Jewish practices, and a positive
attitude toward Jewish study.

In addition to some individual questions in

le and 2e above and in this writer's "A Survey of Jewish Youth," contained
in the section on practices, we find only one questionnaire on one phase
of this question, identification with Jewish life. This is "A Questionnaire
on the Correlation Between .Elementary Jewish Education and Interest in Jewish Life and Prablems," devised by Samuel M. Blumenfield (104).

The quest-

ions were the amount of Jewish schooling, if any, and the degree Ci>f participation in Jewish organizations, if any.

The first lists four categories:

Hebrew School more than three years and less than three years, Sunday SchoC!>l
and none; the second is divided into three groups: leaders- those holding an
"important"office; active-those affiliated; and passive-those unaffiliated.
The questionnaires were sent to young people who attended Jewish schools and
to those who belonged to Jewish organizations. The first aimed to find out
what proportion of those who had studied was active in Jewish organizations
and the second to discover what proportion of the affiliated had a Jewish
education.
The questionnaire suffers from
(1)

a

number of inadequacies and weaknesses:

Definitions and classificatiims · : - . (a) can less than three years of

Hebrew School- it may apparently be even one year or less- be considered
Jewish education? Perhaps I should say, can less than five years of Hebrew
School be considered Jewish education? If less than six ye.rs of public
school is placed by many in the category of illiteracy, can we actually say,
as this implies, that any amount of learning, no matter .h:>w little, is Jewish education? (b) Agreeing

that Sund ;Iy School is Jewish education, can
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this be so indiscriminately, without reference to the number of years of
study?

Certainly one or two years cannot be placed in this category. Its

rather surprising that in the case of Hebrew School he lists two categories,
but he makes no distinctions between degrees of Sunday School attendance.
(c) He defines leaders as those holding an important office but doesn't
state which offices are considered important. (It is possible that this is
classified in the questionnaire, which is unavailable, but omitted in the
article.)
(2)

Assumptions:

(a) The author assumes that participatioo in any type

of J-.sh organization is indicative of interest in Jewish life and problems,
but this certainly need not be so in belonging to philanthropic or to
social-cultural organizaticns.

These need have little or nothing of Jewish

interest in them and one may join them because of a desiw to socialize or
in the case of philanthropic groups because he has a "good heart."

(b) He

equates participation in Jewish organizations with. an interest in Jewish
life, thus assuming that n~n-participation is equal to non-interest. This
is obviously false.

Jewish organizations are far fran all of Jewish life.

In fact1 an interest in more important phases of Jewish life, such as study,
mayp:eclude belonging to an organization on the part of some young people.
Regular synagogue attendance, the practice of laws and customs, intensive
reading in Jewish sources, travel to and living in Israel may show more
interest in Jewish life than belonging to Jewish organizations.

I

Isj t att-

ending a Hebrew High School or College at least as significant as belonging
to a Jewish organization?

One may simply not be a joiner or be busy with

other activities. (c) Even the search for

a

correlation between Jewish
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education and leadership may be invalid.
by itself?

Isn't leadership ability a quality

We want to train our children for participation in Jewish life

and then if they have the ability they will lead.

It is true, though, that

greater interest may also be a factor in one's assuming leadership.

Also,

as Dr. Chipkin said, perhaps there is a correlation between a high I.Q. and
leadership?

(d) The author assumes all ages from 12 to 25 and over to be

on one level but certainly the participation of the teenager, the college
student and the young marrieds cannot be equated. (e) There is the further
assumption that mere attendance at a school implies a Jewish education. There
1s?f:en

\ verification of the attendance or if it were regular, ,l et alone

if the people tested were diligent in their study as indicated by marks or
statements by. teachers.

The study would gain validity if (1) it had only two categories, participating and non-participating (2) it expanded the categories and eliminated
groups of a more general nature (3) it limited the ages and (4) it defined
Jewish education more carefully and, at this time, also added Day Schools
and higher Jewish learning •
.As conducted, again to quote Dr. Chipkin, this study has "serious
limitations" and the conclusions are "tentative and open to question."
d)

Theological Concepts:

.A "Religious Ideas Test" was devised by Abraham

N. Franzblau as part of a study of Jewish adolescents (110).

It contains

13 questions: 9 on the meaning and attributes of God, 2 on the meaning and
efficacy of prayer, one on the meaning of religion and one on the immortality of the soul.
It is quite evident that a test of this nature, being as it is on theological rather than spiritual and ethical concepts, has no place for youth
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averaging 13 years of age to whom it was administered.

Children of that

age rarely learn these ideas-and superficial learning isn't sufficientand cannot be tested on them.

I would even question if they may be asked

0f adults who do not have a special theological orientation.

In its origi-

nal form which contained 43 questions it was validated on the basis of responses of 67 people, rabbis and theological students, and here too highly
varied answers were received.

More than 50% answered in the negative quest-

ions to which the author expected a positive reply and on the question concerning getting things by praying for them he received only 7% positive responses.
As one educator said, "All these questions _coo. stitute the subject matter of
medieval Jewish philosophy and Jews could never reach an agreement on them;
and whatever was accepted by Maimonides was rejected by Joseph Albo''(ll2).
To illustrate, one may hope that "God protects from harm those who trust
in him," but how many of those wl,lo do think about such matters are ready to
say that they ''think" soJ

We may hope so, but it's a question as old as Job,

despite the faith of Abraham-and it may take a lifetime to gain such faith,
and one is not irreligious if .he is not so sure about it.
within any group in Judaism expected to have

a

Are adolescents

firm view about such matters-

even if sane of these questions are included in confirmation manuals?
Furthermore, the author used this test to make comparisons between
orthodox and reform. youth, when orthodox schools rarely teach the subject.
Orthodox schools are "primarily interested in actual practice, prayer and
study, than in the inculcation of theological beliefs" (111).

Of course it

was validated on adults because the author could not find a truly objective
criterion of children's "religiosity.''
We have enough difficulty in establishing criter•for evaluating attitudes
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which are constantly taught and stressed, without getting involved in testing adolescents in beliefs on which there is no agreement,on which there are
numerous interpretatic:ns and which are not stressed and often not even taught.
The test is unnecessary and invalid for the groups intended.
7.

Su11mary:

In summarizing the current status of testing and evaluation in

Jewish education, we quote a statement by Edward Nudelman :''While it is true
that various small attempts have been made to cope with the problem, there has
as yet appeared no truly significant contribution to the measurement of the
results of teaching in the Jewish scheol."(52).
and is, by and large, equally true now.

This stament was made in 1929

Viewing tae situation in 1962, Zalmen

Slesinger said: "To the Jewish school the concept 0f evaluation is, in the main,
still foreign and unfamiliar ••• Progress in Jewish education is utterly impossible
in the absence of a comprehensive and effective program of evaluation."(94)
A significant advance in recent years is the establishment of the Rational
Curriculum Research Institute.

However, this is still largely a hope rather

than a realization, for the NCRI does not have the means to conduct the num~rp
ous projects which it must undertake.

lts ~one _accCi>lJlplishment in this area to

date is the creation of a standardized achievement test in Jewish history. Thi"s
counteracts the early period when the Union of American Hebrew Congregations and
the Jewish Education Committee of New York issued standard tests in several areas.
At present the American Association for Jewish Education in addition to the work
of the NCRI, also issues the only other partially validated national test,the
Hebrew achievement test, with the Chomsky test also being reviewed for a similar
purpose by another organization.
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The situation has greatly improved in achievement testing in Bureau affiliated schools, both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Twenty of the twenty-

seven fully-functioning central agencies for Jewish education conduct achievement tests, many of ' them creating their own instruments.

In most of these

communities, however, the testing is mainly in Hebrew, with a maximum of about
20% of the children in these schools tested in all subjects.

While most of

these instruments meet the criteria of objectivity and practicability, very
few conduct an item analysis or maintain other standards of validity and
reliability, and in all but one case they make no effort at establishing norms.
Only beginnings are noted in testing in the schools of Reform Judaism.

In sec-

ondary education, except for Hebrew there is also virtually no organized testing.

Also, the vast majority of the studies in this area took place a decade

and more ago.
In the teaching of Hebrew, the major subject of instruction in the Jewish
schools in America, there are several objective, widely-used tests in addition
to the two mentioned above. However, there is not even one fully-validated test
which can be used nationally without hesitation and with the full realization
that it represents an adequate gauge of the success of our children's learning.
In Siddur reading there is one satisfactory individual test and the old Nardi
group test could be used if revisions were made in it.

There are few tests in

the content and significance of the Siddur and none is completely satisfactory.
The existing tests on holidays and observances are generally not based on
specific texts or other specific content, and there is not one which does not
have significant omissions or needed changes.

In \fumash there is virtually no

test which can be used in the vast majority of Hebrew Schools in America.

In

history, in addition to th~ NCRI test there are several satisfactory objective
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tests.
There is little effort in the entire field of Jewish education in creati ng instruments for evaluating any area other than achievement.

In the past

two decades there appeared no satisfactory instrument for the testing of Jewish practices, but the earlier Nardi "Home Environment Test" bear,s_ review and
adjustment.

Of the twelve instruments on values and attitudes, only brief

questionnaires on attitudes toward the Jewish school are available; others
must either be changed or made up to date.

The area of spectfically Jewish

values which is most directly related to the results of the Jewish school
learning has no cemprehensive and satisfactory testing instrumeut.
The situation is similar in testing on Hebrew prognosis.

Several efforts

were made in this area in the past but in recent years there was very little
done and at present there is only one partially validated prognosis test in
existence, prepared two decades ago, and this needs revision.
In psychological testing we have information of only one community conducting a continuous and comprehensive prograa, with partial programs in one
other community and in several individual schools.

In this field there are

some well-validated national tests in general education, but the Jewish school
simply does not use them.

The Jewish school is apparently not convinced of the

need for this means of evaluation.
The weakness in this area is further reflected in the absence of professionals devoting themselves exclusively to this work.

While two decades and more

ago two agencies had full-time directors of testing and experilllentation, there
is none at the present time, although on a part-time basis many more devote
them.selves to this work than before.
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v. REC(H,:tENDATIONS

Improvement in testing and evaluation in Jewish education, if it is
not to be a slow, haphazard process, must have central overall direction.
The instrumentality for this overall direction exists in the National
Curriculum Research Institute.

This bady is to effect noticeable progress

in this field by setting standards, intensifying its own work and encouraging and coordinating other efforts.

This, of course, requires additional

funds and manpower which, it is hoped, the American Association for Jewish
Education, its parent body, will be willing and able to provide.
1.

a)

The NCRI is to convene a canference on testing and evaluation

with the help of leaders in this field ~in general education, for the purpose
of providing initial stimulation and guidance to Bureau directors, supervisors
and educational directors of large institutions.
b)

It is also to encourage the organizations of Jewish educators:

NCJE, EA. NATE, Hebrew teachers and Day School principals to conduct sessions
at their caning conferences devoted to the place which testing and evaluation
must occupy in their schools.

This will succeed only if the NCRI will be able

to provide the people to lead these sessions.
2.

The NCR! should a) provide guideposts for the creation of standard

tests and ether instruments in Jewish education and b) fara out the preparation
of a number of instruments among the larger Bureaus in the cruntry to be prepared under its guidance.
following:

In the immediate future it should consist of the
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(1)

Parallel tests to its Hebrew Achievement Tests

(2)

Standard tests ia Holidays and Observances, Content and
Significance ef Siddur , ~um.ash •ereshit

(3)

Revised Nardi's Prognesis Test in Hebrew and Group Test in Siddu.r

(4)

Questiennaire en Jewish practices ef students and en Jewish
activity of graduates

(5)

Questionnaire on Jewish values and attitudes and revisien of
questiennaire oa attitudes toward Jewish school

These are te be preceded by the establishment of objectives, criteria and
subdivisieas in each area ef study.

Fellewiag the c•mpletien ef these instruments

it shall admiaister them in varied cemmunities and establish norms, which shall be

revised frem time to time.
3.

The NCR.I shall prepare er direct the preparatien ef a manual en iesting

in the Jewish Scheol- A Guide te Teachers.

This should iaclude a) The impertance

ef testing, b) Areas ef testing, c) Time Table ef testiag, d) Available tests and
ether instruments, e) Criteria fer school and teacher-made tests, f) The admiaistratien and scoring of tests.
4.

It shall also prepare sample sets of available evaluative instruments:

achievement tests, questiennaires and check lists en practices and attitudes,
psycholegical tests, check list en textboeks, accreditatien ferms.

These shall

be made available te scheols and individual teachers.
5.

It shall encourage selected cemmu.nities te conduct testiag 3, 6 and 10

years after the termiaation ef studies.
6.

Equally impertant ia evaluatien is a series ef studies on different

•etheds of teachiag Hebrew and ether subjects ef study, the relatien ef metivatien
te learning, the influence of the heme•• children's Jewish educatien, the validity
of I.Q. tests as Hebrew predicters.

Here, tee, the studies may be conducted by

-175individual c•manmities but criteria sh•uld be carefully prepared and c•ntinu•us
gnidaaee pr•vided t• assure validity •f the results.
At the same time Bureaus •f Jewish Educati•n must, •f course, c•ntinue or
begin t• prepare tests•• vari•us areas of study and endeavor t• enter fields •f
evaluatieu ••t hitherte penetrated. Seme •f the activities listed above can, and
i• the absence ef aatienal guidance should, be undertaken independently by Bureaus

and by natienal deneminatienal greups, but this will result ia varied staadards
and in unnecessary duplicati••·

Natienal guidance and eoerdinatien is iadispensible.

Natieaal guidance aad lecal executien will help provide the standards ef evaluati••
essential ia American Jewish educatien.
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